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ABSTRACT
This thesis uses novel electrical pulsed excitation techniques to investigate the
physics

of conjugated polymers

in light-emitting diodes

(LEDs).

The

electroluminescent (EL) “turn-on” characteristics of the LED in response to the
application of a voltage pulse, are analysed in terms of the propagation of charges into
the device. A method is suggested to extract the mobility values for both electrons
and holes, that is consistent with numerical simulation, time-of-flight and constant
wave (CW) techniques. Mobility results are presented for a wide variety of polymers
and device architectures.
Similarly, the EL “turn-off” characteristics of the LED following the removal
of a voltage pulse are used to monitor the charges exiting the device, from which it is
possible to extract both the time evolution of the space-charge-induced electric field
during the pulse application, and the propagation of charges out of the device, after
pulse turn-off. Multiple pulse application techniques are introduced as a further
technique to discriminate between the effects of injected and accumulated charge.
Two polyfluorene materials are fully characterised using electrical pulses , and
techniques are suggested to time-resolve the motion of the recombination zone in
single layer LEDs. Finally, bi-layer LEDs are investigated using electrical pulses. It
is found that the recombination zone about the polymer/polymer interface may be
moved as a function of voltage. Methods are presented to spectrally time-resolve the
movement of the recombination zone, the results of which are in agreement with
numerical simulation.
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Chapter I: Introduction

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Research developments in the device physics of conjugated polymers over the
past decades have now brought these organic semiconductors to the point of mass
market commercialisation for use in a host of different applications. Conjugated
polymers combine the semiconducting properties traditionally associated with
materials such as silicon and gallium arsenide, with the more desirable properties of
plastics (e.g. low cost, ease of processing, flexibility and robustness). Moreover, the
organic syntheses of these materials allows for great flexibility in the tuning of their
electronic and optical properties. By combining these properties together, conjugated
polymers make ideal active elements for the fabrication of light-emitting diodes
(LEDs)

1,2,

field-effect transistors (FETs) 3, and photo-voltaic cells 4. Of these three

applications, LEDs are currently at the most advanced stages of commercialisation.
Much of the progress in this area owes itself to the advances in understanding the
basic physics of these systems.
The phenomenon of electroluminescence (EL) in conjugated polymer LEDs
results from the complicated interplay between the time-dependent processes of
i) injection, ii) transport and iii) recombination of charge carriers occurring in the
device. The various time-independent measurement techniques previously employed
to investrigate the steady-state behaviour of LEDs (e.g. the analysis of current-voltage
curves) are not able to probe the dynamic information contained in the LED’s
transient response. There is therefore a considerable need for time-dependent studies
1
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on LEDs. Further incentive for such work is supplied by the pulsed mode drive
schemes likely to be required for certain commercial applications, such as the future
realisation of polymer laser diodes and multiplexed displays.
With the motivation clearly established, this thesis investigates the processes
occurring in conjugated polymer LEDs as a function of time, in response to pulsed
electrical excitation. In particular, results are presented on the transport of electrons
and holes, the time evolution of the electric field and the movement of the
recombination zone for a variety of polymers and device architectures.
The work is divided into three parts: i) background theory and experimental
methods (Chapters 2 – 3); ii) discussion of the results of techniques proposed to probe
the physics of polymer LEDs (Chapters 4 - 7), and; iii) conclusions and suggestions
for further work (Chapter 8). The results chapters deserve some further explanation:
Chapter 4 analyses the EL “turn-on” characteristics of the LED in response to
the application of a voltage pulse, in terms of the propagation of charges into the
device. A method is suggested for extracting the mobility values for both electrons
and holes, that is shown to be consistent with simple numerical modelling. Mobility
results are presented for a wide variety of polymers and device architectures.
Chapter 5 examines the EL “turn-off” characteristics of the LED, i.e., the
device’s response following the removal of the voltage pulse. We find that it is
possible to extract both the time evolution of the space-charge-induced electric field
during the pulse application, and the propagation of charges out of the device, after
pulse turn-off. Multiple pulse application techniques are introduced as a further
technique to discriminate between the effects of injected and accumulated charge.
Chapter 6 describes a series of experiments designed to investigate some of
the more complicated transient responses found for single layer polyfluorene LEDs.
A chapter is dedicated to this topic on account of polyfluorene-based polymers’
current status as the materials of first choice for many device applications. The
methods employed include the use of different LED electrodes, the application of
multiple pulses and voltage bias between pulses, and the variation of device
temperature.

Spectrally and time-resolved data is presented as evidence for the

movement of the recombination zone across the device.
Chapter 7 presents the results of pulsed investigations on bi-layer devices and
introduces a technique to monitor the time evolution of the recombination zone about
2
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the polymer-polymer interface. Numerical results are also presented to explain the
processes incurring inside the device. Finally, Chapter 8 outlines the conclusions of
the thesis and give suggestions for further work.
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CHAPTER 2

BASIC THEORY OF POLYMER LEDS
In this chapter the physics responsible for the semiconducting properties of
conjugated polymers is summarised, and an explanation is given as to why their
properties differ to those of their more familiar inorganic counterparts. The role of
disorder is emphasised as a key parameter in understanding the processes involved in
the generation of electroluminescence (EL) from organic light-emitting diodes
(LEDs). Pulsed electrical measurements are introduced as a powerful technique to
probe the novel physics of conjugated polymer LEDs.

2.1 Conjugated Polymers as Semiconductors
Carbon, in its atomic ground-state form has six electrons in the electronic
configuration 1s22s22p2.

When bonded with hydrogen to form methane (CH4),

however, it is energetically advantageous to promote one of the 2s electrons into the
2p orbitals. In this arrangement the 2s12p3 configuration consists of oribtals mixed in
character between the 2s and three 2p states to form four highly directional sp 3
“hybridised” orbitals. Each of the sp3 hybridised orbitals contain one carbon electron
which, in the case of methane, are paired off with an electron from each of the four
hydrogen atoms to form “-bonds”. The “glue” holding the carbon and hydrogen
together is the negative charge in the space between the two positive atoms, and the
bond thus formed consists of highly localised electrons.

5
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The situation when carbon bonds to carbon, by contrast, is very different, and
is illustrated both spatially and energetically in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2,
respectively.

The most energetically favourable mixing of orbitals for “carbon

bonding” now arises from a mixing of the 2s electron orbitals with two of the
available 2p electron orbitals to form three planar sp2 hybridised orbitals, leaving the
pz orbital unhybridised and perpendicular to the plane (Figure 2.1a). Bonds are
readily formed when two carbons are brought together by the overlap of two such sp 2
oribtals (Figure 2.1b). The electrons within these “-bonds” are highly localised, and
therefore are not free to contribute to the conductivity.



delocalised electrons

sp2

sp2

sp2

sp2




sp2



sp2
sp2
sp2

(a)



localised electrons

(b)

sp2
sp2



Figure 2.1 Spatial representation of  and  bond formation between the two
carbon atoms in ethene (CH2)2.

The weak overlap between the remaining pz orbitals of two adjacent carbon
atoms provides the weak interaction responsible for mixing the atomic p z orbitals into
 (bonding) and * (anti-bonding) states, as shown in Figure 2.2a. The pz electrons
from each carbon are thus accommodated in the “-bond”, such that the total energy
of the system is lowered with respect to the combined energy of the two isolated
carbon atoms.

The electrons within the -bond are relatively delocalised, and

consequently the -bond is much weaker than the -bond.
As more carbons are added to the chain, so are more bonding and anti-bonding
states added between the two states shown in Figure 2.2a, thus reducing the splitting
between levels until a “band” of N states (for a chain with N carbon atoms) is formed
(Figure 2.2b). In the case of polyacetylene, (CH2)n, the energetically favourable
dimerization that results from a Peierls distortion1 doubles the effective periodicity of
the system from a to 2a (where a is the average C-C bond length) thereby coupling
6
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states just above and below k=/2a (where k is the magnitude of the reciprocal space
wave-vector, k) and introducing a band-gap, Eg, between the bonding and antibonding parts of the band, as shown in Figure 2.2c. The introduction of this band gap
makes polyacetylene (PA) semiconducting, and electrons can be added and removed
from the delocalised -bonding system (i.e. it can support electrical conductivity)
without breaking up the polymer (unlike for -bonds).

(CH2)2
Energy

introduce
more C atoms

pzi

(CH)n

(CH)n

*

*

turn-on
dimerization

pzj



*
Eg

band ½ full
(no band gap)

(a)



introduces
band dap

(b)



LUMO
HOMO

(c)

Figure 2.2 Energetic description of a) - and *-state formation in ethene, b)
band structure (half-filled) in un-dimerized polyacetylene (PA), c) effect of
dimerization and the introduction of a band-gap, Eg, in real polyacetylene. The
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) levels are also shown for PA. ↑ and ↓ represent spin-up and
spin-down electrons.

Many of the conjugated polymers considered in this thesis, however, are based
on the benzene unit. In benzene, -bonds are once again formed between adjacent
carbons, leaving six p z orbitals perpendicular to the plane. These pz orbitals couple
together under the influence of their weak mutual interactions to form six allowed k
states (0, /3a, 2/3a, /a, using cyclic boundary conditions) with four discrete
energy levels, as shown in Figure 2.3a.

PPP:

Benzene:
turn-on weak
i-j interaction

Energy
5eV

(a)

n

*

Eg(PPP)~3eV

(b)



Figure 2.3a) Energy levels of the  and * states in benzene. b) Formation of the
energy bands and band gap in poly(p-phenylene) (PPP) responsible for its
semiconducting properties.
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In its ground state the 6 electrons fill the lowest two energy levels, thereby
reducing the total energy of the benzene system with respect to the isolated carbon
atoms. The electronic states of interest in the polymerised form of benzene, poly(pphenylene) (PPP) (see Figure 2.3b), are formed by mixing together the -electron
systems of isolated benzene rings under the influence the coupling influence of the
weak - overlap between individual benzene rings of the PPP chain. This results in
the production of separate, and relatively narrow, bonding () and anti-bonding (*)
bands, and reduces the band gap from ~5eV in benzene to ~3eV in PPP (Figure 2.3b),
and gives rise to the semiconducting properties of PPP. In fact, due to the presence of
disorder (see below), these states are better described as a distribution of closely
localised states. Thus the band gap in PPP, Eg(PPP), arises not from a dimerization
effect (as in PA), but rather from the coupling of the -systems of adjacent phenyl
units. This same procedure can be applied to any conjugated polymer: the energy
states of isolated monomer units are coupled together by the weak overlap of the systems of adjacent monomers. (Note that this simple treatment ignores electronelectron interactions).

2.2 Conjugated Polymers vs. Inorganic
Semiconductors
We may broadly separate the differences between conjugated polymer
semiconductors and crystalline inorganic semiconductors, such as silicon, into three
main categories:

2.2a Disorder (organics) vs. Order (inorganics)
The most obvious difference between low mobility, luminescent organic
systems and crystalline inorganic systems is that of their bulk morphology: solid-state
polymer films consist of a “spaghetti”-like amorphous mix of variably oriented and
separated polymer chains, themselves which are individually of different lengths,
contain kinks, twists and impurities. (For PPV, for example, the conjugation length
has been estimated to be about 6-10 monomer units 2). (Highly ordered organic
systems are not considered here). Whilst the origin of the structural order is obvious,
energetic disorder also exists, and results from i) physical differences between chains,
and ii) fluctuations in the van der Waals interaction energy, or of the ion-induced
8
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dipole, or of the ion-permanent dipole interactions between different polymer chains.
Polymeric systems are therefore characterised by significant structural and energetic
disorder. Crystalline inorganic semiconductors, by contrast, are densely packed and
highly ordered. Signatures of disorder in polymeric systems are: i) inhomogeneous
broadening of ground state absorption, ii) “spectral diffusion” of excitons before
radiative decay, due to exciton migration from short to long conjugation segments

3-5,

iii) dispersive transport 6-16, and iv) field-dependent carrier mobility 10,12,17-24.

2.2b Localised (organics) vs. delocalised (inorganics)
charges
In addition to disorder, the charged and neutral excitations in polymeric
systems are polaronic, rather than free as in crystalline inorganic systems; that is,
charges placed on polymer chains polarise the local environment, and become selftrapped in a Coulomb potential. The transport of charges in a polymeric system
placed in an applied electric field, therefore, consists of self-localised polarons
moving (under the influence of drift and diffusion) along a chain, before hopping to
other chains of different lengths, positions and orientations. As a consequence of
disorder, the incoherent charge transport in organic semiconductors is often
dispersive, and carrier mobilities are small (~10-10-10-1cm2V-1s-1) and field dependent.
By contrast, the coherent transport of ordered inorganic semiconductors is nondispersive and results in large (~1-105cm2V-1s-1), field-independent carrier mobilities.

2.2c Localised (organics) vs. delocalised (inorganics)
excitons
The third and final major difference between amorphous organics and
crystalline inorganic semiconductors is that charge recombination in organic materials
results in the formation of strongly bound excitons, which subsequently decay either
radiatively or non-radiatively, or undergo energy transfer. The neutral “excitonpolaron” is formed when a correlated (e.g. via spins, lattice relaxation and Coulomb
attraction) “electron-polaron” and “hole-polaron” recombine to form a strongly
bound, neutral and mobile exciton (see Section 2.3c). The binding energy of this
exciton is large (~0.2-0.5eV

25)

by comparison with kT at room temperature

(~0.025eV), such that it will not readily undergo thermal dissociation. Much like a
chemical reaction, exciton generation is a bi-molecular (Langevin

26)

process, the

generation rate being proportional to both the hole and electron densities. The fact
9
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that the spins of these excitons are correlated has the additional effect of limiting the
maximum possible efficiency to 25% (the other 75% being lost to the non-radiative
decay of triplet excitons), although this assumption is currently being challenged

27,28.

The denser and higher relative permitivity material of crystalline inorganic
semiconductors, on the other hand, provides effective screening to the electron-hole
pair, such that the excitons formed in these systems are spatially delocalised and
weakly bound; indeed, as a species, excitons in inorganic materials are effectively
unimportant at room temperature. The consequences of these three main differences
(disorder, polaronic excitations and exciton generation) are summarised in Table 2.1,
and are explored in more detail below in a discussion directed towards the operation
of conjugated polymer LEDs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Structure
Charges
Transport
Mobility

5.

Charge
recombination
Excitons

6.

Inorganic semiconductor

Organic semiconductor

Ordered (crystalline)
Free
Non-dispersive
i) Large (~1-103cm2V-1s-1)
ii) Field independent
Lead to photon generation

Disordered (amorphous)
Localised (polarons)
Dispersive
i) Small: (~10-10-10-1cm2V-1s-1)
ii) Field dependent
Leads to exciton generation (neutral and
mobile)
i) Bimolecular (Langevin) generation
ii) Eb~0.1-0.5eV»kT

i) Not important at room temperature
ii) Eb«kT

Table 2.1 The principle differences between organic (specifically polymers) and
inorganic semiconductors.

2.3 The Physics of Conjugated Polymer LEDs
Conjugated polymer LEDs in their simplest form typically consist of ~100nm
of polymer film sandwiched between two electrodes: indium tin-oxide, ITO, (for hole
injection and transparency), and a low workfunction metal (for electron injection).

LUMO

-- -



+

(i)

(ii)

-

(iii)

ITO (iv)

+

+
+ +
PPV

-

Ca

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Injection
Transport
Exciton generation
Radiative
recombination

HOMO

Figure 2.4 Schematic energy band representation of an ITO/PPV/Ca LED under
a forward bias, showing the processes leading to electroluminescence. PPV
stands for the polymer poly(p-phenylenevinylene), the structure of which is
given in Chapter 3, Table 3.1. The typical thickness of the polymer film is
~100nm.
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The processes leading to electroluminescence (EL) in LEDs when a positive
bias is applied can be divided into four basic processes: i) charge injection, ii) charge
transport, iii) charge recombination to form excitons (singlets and triplets), and iv)
radiative recombination of some of the singlet excitons (see Figure 2.4). In reality,
these processes are mutually dependent, and any numerical or analytical treatment of
LED operation should be done self-consistently (see Section 2.4b).
We now look at these processes in more detail, with the aim of focussing on
the properties unique to organic semiconducting systems. The purpose is not to give a
comprehensive review of LED operation, and the reader is referred to several
excellent reviews for a more thorough discussion of LEDs 29-32.

2.3a Charge Injection
Injection of charges from a metal into organic semiconductors has been the
subject of considerable attention in recent years

33-47,

and indeed it has been shown

that the modification of the injection energy barrier of either/both carriers has a large
effect on device performance 27,34,39,48-52. (The effects of surface states

53-55

will not

be considered here). Two theories, i) field-assisted quantum mechanical tunnelling,
and ii) thermionic emission (temperature-assisted) injection have been examined as
possible mechanisms to explain the injection of charges past the energy barriers
formed at the interface between the electrode and the organic semiconductor. Whilst
some agreement for fitting experimental data has been found for i) field-assisted
tunnelling at high fields

34,35,42,

and ii) thermionic emission at low fields

39,

both

representations have been found wanting for several reasons.
I

FIELD-ASSISTED TUNNELLING: FOWLER NORDHEIM
Field-assisted tunnelling, or Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling considers the

tunnelling of a charge through a triangular barrier into a continuous band of states,
ignoring image charge effects.

The essential feature of this behaviour is the

tunnelling current’s temperature independence (clearly unphysical due to the real
presence of the image potential). At high fields and low temperatures, the effects of
the image potential become less important. The additional assumption that carriers
tunnel into broad conduction and valence bands, however, is also erroneous as the
organic material is more accurately described by a distribution of discrete polaronic
levels.

Physically, therefore, it is hard to justify the use of the field-assisted

11
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tunnelling model (despite the reasonable fit of its functional form at high fields
34,35,42).

II

THERMALLY-ASSISTED INJECTION: RICHARDSON SCHOTTKY
Thermally-assisted tunnelling, when treated in terms of the Richardson-

Schottky formalism, considers that an electron may be injected into the semiconductor
if it receives enough thermal energy to overcome the barrier remaining after the fieldlowering effect of the image potential has been taken into account (see Figure 2.5).
This treatment ignores i) tunnelling effects and ii) the possibility for back-scattering
of the charge back into the metal. The former of these is less important at low fields,
and the injection current behaviour of organic systems is found to be well matched by
the functional form predicted by the Richardson-Schottky treatment. The current
magnitudes, however, are many orders of magnitude lower than those predicted by
this theory, due to the neglect of the significant back-scattering of charges at the
maximum of the potential “hill”, as was highlighted in Ref. 46. Back-scattering is so
significant in organic solids on account of their low carrier mobilities: the mean free
path of the charges is short enough («xo, see Figure 2.5) such that many of the carriers
will never escape the image potential well.

Energy
xo

Distance, x

 polymer

U image =

 =  polymer −  metal  metal

 eff ,max

− e2
4 0 r x

U F = −eEx

 + U image + U F
Figure 2.5 Schematic energy diagram to illustrate thermally assisted carrier
injection of an electron into the over an-image lowered energy barrier, and into
the LUMO of an organic semiconductor. polymer is the LUMO level of the
polymer, metal is the workfunction of the metal, x is the distance into the organic
material from the metal/semiconductor interface,  0 is the permitivity of free
space, r is the relative permitivity of the semiconductor, e is the unit of
electrical charge, E is the applied field, and U is the potential. xo is the distance
from the metal, at which the barrier height is a maximum, eff, max.
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III

BACK-SCATTERING OF INJECTED CHARGES
Given the failings of the two mechanism proposed above, several authors have

recently considered the back-scattering process in more detail33,38,40,42,44,46,47 to
explain why the effective Richardson constant is so much smaller for organic systems
than is predicted by the simple Richardson-Schottky formalism. In particular, the
injection process in Ref.44,47 is described by the initial hopping step of a charge from
the Fermi level of the metal into a localised state of the organic material, close to the
interface

33,40,44,47,

the probability of the hop being a function of both the structural

and energetic disorder (and therefore field- and temperature-assisted).

The

subsequent step is either the capture of the charge by the metal under the influence of
the image potential, or the diffusion of the charge away from the image potential. A
significant conclusion from this analysis is that the presence of disorder in organic
systems is responsible for causing the vast majority of carriers to be back-scattered
into the metal, particularly at low fields, such that the total current yield is a strong
function of the electric field and a weaker function of temperature. Disorder is
therefore crucial in the understanding of the injection of charge into organic
semiconductors .
This same mechanism has been used

45

to explain why the presence of thin

interfacial layers at the cathode/organic surfaces (e.g. Al2O3 55, Ca0

56,

LiF 49,57,58 or

self-assembled monolayers48) has a beneficial effect on the injection of electrons.

2.3b Charge Transport
Considerable progress has been made in the understanding of charge transport
in disordered organic systems, by the introduction of a “hopping” formalism

59,60

(as

introduced in the previous section), in which a charge hops from site to site. The ease
at which these hops occur is dependent on the relative energies and distances between
sites. One of the interesting results of studies based on dispersive materials, is that a
random distribution of site separations in a disordered material containing no traps is
equivalent to a system containing traps distributed in energy 6. This explains the
similar functional forms of the mobility as predicted by the hopping model and the
trap-containing systems considered in the “Poole-Frenkel” treatment

60.

The

equivalence arises from the fact that the distance between hops may sometimes be as
large as that required for a charge to escape a trap. The density of traps required to fit

13
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experimental data to the Poole-Frenkel formalism, however, is so high as to make the
model unphysical for disordered organic systems.
Two models have been considered in the treatment of hopping transport of
charges in organic systems: i) the “polaron” model, proposed by Schein

61

and ii) the

“ disorder” model proposed by Bässler 60,62.
I

“POLARON” MODEL
This model considers the dependence of the mobility on the polaron binding

energy, and considers the structural relaxation associated with the transport of a
polaron to have a more dominant effect on the transport than the degree of disorder
inherent in the organic material. It predicts, for example, that downwards energy hops
should be field-dependent.
II

“DISORDER” MODEL
Recent experiments show that that the introduction of increasing structural

order into polymeric systems can have a dramatic effect on the transport
characteristics. Indeed, Redecker et al. 63,64 showed that the mobility of the polymer,
poly(9.9-dioctylfluorene), could be enhanced by alignment of the polymer chains.
Similarly, Sirringhaus et al.

65

recently achieved considerable mobility enhancement

in thin-film transistors (TFTs) by utilising polymer alignment techniques. The impact
of structural disorder on the magnitude of carrier mobility is therefore clear.
The model proposed by Bässler

13,60

takes into account the effects of both

structural and energetic disorder, and considers these to be dominant to polaronic
effects. Energetic disorder arises from the random distribution of permanent dipoles,
and the evanescent induced charge fluctuations associated with Van der Waals forces.
This disorder introduces fluctuations to the energy level alignment of sites, splitting
the transport states into a distribution of localised states. These two contributions to
the energetic disorder may be treated using Gaussian distributions, whose variances
may be added. Being driven effectively by a Boltzmann mechanism, hops in the
presence of energetic disorder are temperature dependent.
Structural, or more specifically, positional disorder arises from the fluctuations
in intermolecular distance and mutual orientation of two molecules, and is treated by
considering the overlap of the HOMO of site i with the LUMO of site j: the
probability of a given hop between site i and site j depends exponentially on their
separation. Transport is therefore considered as the hopping of carriers in a Gaussian
14
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distribution of states. Additionally, it was analytically shown that the carriers relax to
an energy below the mean energy of the Gaussian distribution

47:

hopping therefore

occurs amongst the tail states of the Gaussian distributions. Given the difficulty of
obtaining analytical solutions to the overall 3-D problem, Monte Carlo simulations
were used to determine the transport properties, with the additional assumption that
the energies of adjacent sites are uncorrelated (since challenged by Gartstein and
Conwell 66). The important results from the Monte Carlo simulations for the purposes
of this thesis are the predicted field, E, and temperature, T, dependence of the carrier
mobilities:

 2ˆ 2

+ C (ˆ 2 −  2 ) E  for   1.5
3


2
 2ˆ

 =  0 exp −
+ C (ˆ 2 − 2.25) E  for   1.5
3



 =  0 exp −

(2.1)

and in particular, that ln   E . In equation (2.1), ˆ =  / kT , where  is the
standard deviation of the Gaussian energetic distribution,  / 2 is the standard
deviation of the Gaussian positional distribution of the sites, C is a constant, and o is
the zero-field mobility. It is difficult to determine, from the experimental, evidence
whether the temperature dependence of the mobility follows ln   1 / T

or

ln   1 / T 2 12. For the purposes of the numerical modelling contained in this thesis,

we assume the Ahrenius form of ln   1 / T , and that the mobility is given by:
 

 1
1 
 E 
 =  0 exp −
+ B
−
(2.2)
 kT

 kT kT0 
where , B and To are constants, and k is the Boltzmann constant.
The successes of this model in describing charge injection and charge
transport in single

11,33,40,45,47,67

and bi-layer

68-70

devices is remarkable. (Several

problems arise from this theory from the neglect of spatial and energetic correlations
66,

which go beyond the scope of this discussion). We shall return to equation (2.2)

when considering the techniques that may be used for modelling the EL response to
pulsed electrical excitation. We only note here, however, the fundamental role that
disorder plays in charge transport.
III

SPACE-CHARGE-LIMITED VS. INJECTION-LIMITED CONDUCTION
To complete our review of charge transport, we briefly mention the two

principle regimes of transport that are normally considered for single carrier

15
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conduction in LEDs, namely i) space-charge-limited conduction, and ii) injectionlimited conduction, which have been extensively reviewed by several authors
elsewhere

21,34,42,67,71-73.

The former regime is found to be dominant when the

mobility of the carriers is low (as is found to be the case for most organic materials)
but when charges can readily be injected: charges are therefore injected at a greater
rate than they can be transported away, and space charge starts to accumulate. If we
ignore a) traps, b) diffusion currents and c) the field dependence of the mobility, the
space-charge-limited (SCL) current for single, jSCL, carrier conduction is given by:
9
E2
(2.3)
jSCL =  o r 
8
L
where, 0 is the permitivity of free space, r is the relative permitivity of the polymer
and L is the polymer thickness.
At low fields, however, the current is found to be well described by j, where
(2.4)
j = qno E
and no is the “extrinsic” charge density.

Several authors have used the field

dependent mobility from equation (2.2) in conjunction with equation (2.3) to
successfully fit the data of single carrier LEDs

17,20,24,73,74.

However, as was pointed

out by Malliaras22, the exact form of the JSCL in the presence of a field-dependent
mobility is changed, but retains the essential characteristics of ln   E and

ln   1 / T .
Injection-limited transport, by contrast, occurs when the electrical contacts can
not supply charge fast enough before it is swept away.

There is obviously a

relationship between the injection barrier height, , and the mobility of a carrier that
determines whether transport will be space-charge or injection-limited, as has recently
been considered 67. We note here, however, that for typical organic carrier mobilities,
a system may be considered space-charge limited if <0.3-0.4eV, as previously found
by several authors 14,71. We conclude from our discussions in Sections 2.3a and 2.3b,
that a key parameter differentiating the charge injection and transport properties of
amorphous

organic

semiconductors

from

those

of

crystalline

inorganic

semiconductors is the presence of disorder in many organic systems.
For bipolar devices the situation is further complicated for several reasons: a)
opposite carriers cancel out each other’s space charge. This removes the space-charge
limit to the current given by equation (2.3) b) Electric fields, and therefore mobilities

16
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and injection characteristics are changed, and c) recombination of charges into
excitons removes space charge. We will briefly discuss the efforts that have been
made to model bipolar devices in Section 2.4b.

2.3c Charge Recombination: Exciton Generation
The recombination of an electron and a hole to form an exciton is clearly of
great importance, as the excitons are the light-emitting species in organic LEDs. For
non-geminate (statistically independent) oppositely charge carriers, the carrier
recombination rate is bimolecular and diffusion driven, as was initially described by
Langevin in 1903 75.
I

LANGEVIN RECOMBINATION
For an electron and hole to recombine the Coulombic binding energy must be

greater than the thermal energy, kT. This leads to a capture radius given by
e2
rc =
4 r  o kT

(2.5)

For the recombination event to result in the formation of an exciton the mean
free path of the carriers must be smaller than rc, such that the carriers are unlikely to
escape the attractive Coulomb potential well in any given collision. The mean free
path of carriers in organic semiconductors (with «1cm2V-1s-1) is of the same order as
the lattice parameter, and therefore much less than the value of rc~17nm (calculated
from equation (2.5) using r=3.5). The electron and hole therefore drift towards one
another under the influence of the Coulomb field, and the recombination rate, , is
given by

 = b eff ne nh

(2.6)

where eff is the effective mobility, ne and nh are the electron and hole densities, and
b is assumed to be a constant given by the expression for the bimolecular rate
constant,

b eff =

e eff

(2.7)

 r o

Whilst we will assume that b remains constant as a function of electric field
(e.g. in the analysis Chapter 5), there is evidence to suggest that beyond fields of
~0.1MV/cm, b increases with the applied field

26.

For the purposes of this thesis,

however, the important observation from equation (2.6) is that the exciton generation
rate (EL) is proportional to the hole and electron densities, and to the mobility of the
17
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carriers. Through the field dependence of the mobility, therefore, we may suddenly
switch off the exciton generation rate by removing the applied field, as will be further
investigated in Chapter 5.

2.3d EL emission
Once formed, the neutral and mobile excitons may undergo: i) dissociation
76-78,

ii) energy transfer

79,

iii) non-radiative decay, or iv) radiative decay. The EL

emission occurs in LEDs when singlet excitons undergo radiative decay (triplet
excitons are not normally radiatively coupled to the ground state, but can be induced
to undergo radiative decay in the presence of a species containing with a large atomic
number, e.g. platinum
review

27,28)

79).

Simple spin-statistics (the validity of which is now under

dictates that the maximum EL efficiency possible is 25%, obtained from

the 1:3 ratio of singlet-to-triplet excitons that are formed. Many factors can cause the
EL efficiency to be much lower than this, and the reader is referred to
description of some of these EL “quenching” effects.

80-83

for a

Typical singlet exciton

lifetimes are ~1ns, as compared to the typical radiative decay lifetimes of a few
hundred picoseconds (e.g. 200ps for poly(9.9-dioctylfluorene)

84).

For a review of

factors that can modify the exciton radiative decay rate (e.g., microcavity effects), the
reader is referred to 32,85,86, and references therein.

2.4 Pulsed Electrical Excitation of LEDs
2.4a Background
The excitation of organic LEDs using electrical pulses has been previously
studied for the past two decades by several authors

32,69,70,87-112,

on account of the

rich source of information the measurement yields on the dynamic processes leading
to the production of EL.

Short duration, low duty-cycle electrical pulses also

minimise the Joule heating effects

113,114

often associated with device failure in

constant wave (CW) conditions, and allow access to higher field regimes (>10 7Vcm-1)
114,115.

The high peak brightnesses (5–20x106cdm-2)

(kAcm-2)

97,115,116

97,

peak current densities

and fast EL modulation achieved under pulsed operation

88

also

show promise for the future realisation of polymer laser diodes and multiplexed
displays.

18
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Pulsed measurements may be seen as electrical time-of-flight (TOF)
measurements; the delay of the EL is associated with the time taken for the electron
carrier front injected from the cathode to meet and recombine with the hole carrier
front injected from the anode. As such, pulsed measurements offer an opportunity to
extract the mobilities of both carriers (despite the fact that several interpretations for
the measurements have been given

15,88,89),

which in the case of electrons, has

historically proved difficult to measure using optical TOF techniques on polymer
LEDs. In addition, pulsed measurements should yield carrier mobilities in real device
structures, as opposed to the very thick films (>1m) required for TOF. It is therefore
uncertain as to whether the transport properties probed in thick films by TOF
techniques are appropriate for carriers in much thinner films (~100nm for LEDs).
Finally, pulsed measurements can determine mobilities up to much higher fields (e.g.
up to ~5MV/cm for measurements presented in Chapter 4) than are achievable using
TOF 63 or CW techniques 20,117.
Bilayer LEDs have the advantage that the spatial position of the recombination
zone is relatively fixed, and have been used with pulsed measurements to study
charge accumulation and transport phenomena 68,93 and the voltage dependence of the
recombination zone’s position about the heterojunction 99.

2.4b Device Modelling
As discussed in Section 2.3, the processes leading to EL in an LED involve a
complicated interplay between charge injection, transport, recombination, and the
radiative decay of excitons. The requirement for a self-consistent treatment of these
processes lends the problem to numerical modelling, as opposed to analytical
techniques. Two broad categories of modelling approaches are possible: i) Monte
Carlo simulations, as pioneered by Bässler, and described in Sections 2.3a and 2.3b,
or ii) the solution of differential equations describing the “average” behaviour of the
system.

Having described some of the results obtained using Monte Carlo

simulations, we now briefly consider models of the latter kind.
Several authors14,41,42,118-120 have made use of this second approach, all of
which essentially involve the same physics (although some authors considered
diffusion of carriers to be insignificant).
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  e, h

 e, h =  0e, h exp −


 1
1  
+ B
−
E
 kT kT  
kT

0e, h 



ne ( z, t ) + e e ( E )ne ( z , t ) E ( z , t )
z

j h = −eDh nh ( z, t ) + e h ( E )nh ( z, t ) E ( z, t )
z

1 
ne ( z , t ) =
J e − Re ( z , t )ne ( z , t ))
t
e z

1 
nh ( z, t ) = −
J h − Rh ( z , t ) n h ( z , t )
t
e z
e
where Re ,h =
 eff nh ,e
j e = eDe

 0

(2.2)
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)

The role of disorder is implicitly, rather than explicitly, considered by using
carrier mobilities of the form of equation (2.2), and the Langevin expression of
equation (2.6). The electron current, je, and hole current, jh, are given by the sum of
diffusion and drift components (equations (2.8) and (2.9)), whilst equations (2.10) and
(2.11) express the continuity equations for electrons and holes, respectively, taking
into account the Langevin recombination. Additionally, the Poission equation links
the charge densities to the electric field,
d
e
(nh ( z ) − ne ( z ) )
E=
dz
 o r

(2.13)

Carrier injection has been treated using a combination of Fowler-Nordheim
and Richardson-Schottky approaches, with modified pre-factors to reflect the reduced
current yields on account of back-scattering (see Section 2.3a). The model presented
in this thesis, however, also simulates the EL emission of devices by relating the
singlet decay rate (EL) to the Langevin recombination rate, the drift of singlets, S,
and the singlet decay, of lifetime  (equation (2.14)):

 

 S
S ( z , t ) = FRe ( z , t )ne ( z , t ) +  Ds
S ( z, t ) −
t
z  z
 

(2.14)

where F is the fraction of singlet excitons formed.
By treating equations (2.2) and (2.8)-(2.14) self-consistently, it is possible to
simulate the time evolution of the EL and current densities, making this a valuable
tool to predict and explain measurements taken from the pulsed excitation of LEDs.
Chapter 4 will present further details of this approach. The modeling work in this
thesis was performed in collaboration with Nir Tessler.
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2.5 Conclusions
The basic concepts responsible for the semiconducting properties of
conjugated polymers have been reviewed. Many of the profound differences that
exist between organic and crystalline inorganic semiconductors were found to be
attributable to the high degree of disorder often in present organic materials. The
processes leading to EL in LEDs were briefly discussed, and the technique of
applying electrical pulses to LEDs was introduced as a method to investigate the
unique properties of organic LEDs, both as a function of time, and to access high-field
regimes (>1MV/cm). A brief discussion was also given on how the physics of
organic polymers may be incorporated into numerical models.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
This chapter details the experimental techniques used throughout the thesis.
Particular emphasis is given to the methods used to improve the pulsed response of
the measurement system.

3.1 Introduction
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 lists all the polymers used for
experiments; Section 3.3 discusses the importance of substrate design on the LED’s
response to electrical pulses, and the methods employed to optimise device
performance; Section 3.4 outlines the device fabrication process, and finally; Section
3.5 documents the pulsed and CW (constant wave) techniques used to characterise the
LEDs.

3.2 Polymers Used
Table 3.1 lists the full names and structures of all the polymers used for the
experiments reported throughout this thesis. The polymers will be referred to in the
text of the thesis by the abbreviations listed in the first column of Table 3.1. The
PEDOT hole transport films used for hole transport in devices were doped with PSS
in a 1:2 proportion, and will be referred to henceforth as PEDOT:PSS.
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Polymer

Full name

PEDOT

Poly(3,4
ethylenedioxythiophene)

Structure

Solvent & Other
Comments
Water
(spun PEDOT:PSS films
are baked under nitrogen at
150C for 2 hours)

O O
S

n

PSS

Polystyrene sulphonic acid

Water
n
SO3H

PPV

Poly(p-phenylenevinylene)

Mater/methanol
(Conversion conditions:
Ramp at 1C/min to
250C, hold for 10 hours)
Mater/methanol
(Conversion conditions:
Ramp at 1C/min to
200C, hold for 4 hours)

n

PPVcp

PPV copolymer (consisting of
conjugated PPV segments and
non-conjugated acetylene-pxylylene units)

O
O CH3
x

MEH-PPV

Poly(2-methoxy,5-(2’-ethylhexoxy)-p-phenylene
vinlyene)

y
Chloroform

O
MeO n

CN-PPV

Poly(cyanoterephthalylidene)

Chloroform
O

CN
n

O

O

DB-PPV

CN

O

Poly(2,3-dibutoxy)-1,4phenylene vinylene

Chloroform

OO
n

PFO

PFOBT

Poly(9.9-dioctylfluorene)

n

Mixed Xylenes
(1.6% weight/volume
solution)

N

Mixed Xylenes
(1.6% weight/volume
solution)

Poly(dioctylfluorene-cobenzothiadiazole)
N

n

S

Table 3.1 Names and structures of the polymers used throughout this thesis.
Also listed are the solvents used to make up the polymer solutions.
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3.3 Substrates for Pulsed Measurements
Special attention was given to the design of both the substrates, and the
electrical connections used for electrically pulsed measurements.

In this way,

parasitics, such as substrate series resistance, stray capacitances, and the lead
inductances which are responsible for ringing effects associated with simple LCR
circuits, may be minimised such that the measurements are readily interpretable.

3.3a Background Circuit Theory
The substrate and electrical connections can be modelled by the following
electrical circuit, in which L is the inductance (primarily of the connection leads), Rcon
is the resistance of the connecting leads and the electrical contacts, Rsub is the
substrate series resistance, C is the device capacitance and RLED is the LED’s
resistance (shown in Figure 3.1 as variable, due to the voltage dependence of RLED):

Connections

LED

C
L

Rcon

Rsub

RLED

Figure 3.1 Electrical circuit representation of an LED including the electrical
connections.

The total electrical impedance of the circuit, ZT, is given by
RLED
ZT = jL + RS +
jCRLED + 1
where the total series resistance, Rs, is given by RS = Rcon + Rsub .

(3.1)
The current

response of the LED consists of transient and steady-sate components, which we now
consider for low and high applied voltages.
I

LOW VOLTAGE: TRANSIENT SOLUTION
At low voltages very little current is passed by the LED, i.e. RLED»Rs,. When

a pulse is applied at t=0, and →, such that RLED»1/C, the impedance of equation
(3.1) reduces to its simple LCR form, namely
1
Z T  j L + R S +
j C

(3.2)

The current response for LCR circuits is well known and characterised by
oscillations of period, T=2/, where
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2 =

2

1
R
− S2
LC 4 L

(3.3)

These oscillations decay with a time constant, decay=2L/Rs. For our system,
typical values for L, C and Rs are ~ 1H, 300pF and 3 respectively 1, such that

2~1/LC, giving a period of oscillation, T ~30ns, and an associated oscillation decay
constant of decay~0.6s. This oscillation is known as ringing, and needs to be reduced
as much as possible during pulsed experiments.
II

LOW VOLTAGE: STEADY-STATE SOLUTION
As steady-state conditions are approached, but where RLED»1/C still holds,

the circuit reduces to a simple RC series combination:
1
ZT  RS +
j C

(3.4)

The voltage and current in this case have a rise-time, rise, given by rise=RsC
(~1ns): it is therefore the small series resistance, and not the LED’s resistance that
determines the rise-time of the applied voltage. Typical values of Rcon are ~ 1, and
so most effort should be focused on reducing the effects of the much higher ITO
resistance (~15/□).
III

HIGH VOLTAGE: TRANSIENT SOLUTION
As the voltage is increased, RLED reduces until RLED<Rs.

For very high

voltages, when RLED«Rs we have ZT  jL + RS , and the rise-time of the voltage
becomes dominated by the inductance, i.e. rise=L/Rs (~300ns).
IV

HIGH VOLTAGE: STEADY-STATE SOLUTION
In the steady-state, the impedance reduces to ZT  RS + RLED , such that the

current through the LED and the voltage dropped across the LED are given by
IV/(Rs+ RLED) and VLEDVRLED /(Rs+ RLED). At high voltages, therefore, most of the
voltage is dropped across the series resistance, thereby limiting the field that may be
applied to the actual LEDs.

3.3b LED Response Optimisation
As a result of the problems outlined above it is desirable to minimise Rs, C and
L. Table 3.2 summarises the design intentions and solutions for the substrate and
connections such that the response parasitics may be minimised.
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Aim
Minimise Rs

1.

Effect
Reduce RsC rise-time

1.

2.

Allow access to high fields

2.

Minimise C

1.
2.

Reduce RsC rise-time
Decrease ringing oscillation
period

1.
2.

Minimise L

1.

Reduce L/Rs ringing decay time

1.

2.

Decrease ringing oscillation
period
Reduce L/Rs voltage rise-time at
high voltages

3.

Method
Shorten leads / solder device directly
to pulse generator
Metallise substrate with thick layer
of aluminium
Reduce pixel area
Reduce stray capacitance by
minimising overlap between cathode
and ITO/metallisation
Shorten leads / solder device directly
to pulse generator

Table 3.2 Design requirements for substrate and electrical connection of
electrically pumped LEDs.

3.3c Substrate Design
Most of the minimisation of Rs and C may be achieved by careful substrate
design.

To this end, three different substrates were designed: S1, S2 and S3.

Substrate S1 was designed for use in a vacuum chamber (where temperature
dependent measurements may be performed), whilst substrates S2 and S3 were
designed to be encapsulated. Encapsulated devices have the advantage that they may
be measured and interchanged (pixels or devices) very quickly, as vacuum conditions
are not required. They have the disadvantage, however, that the heat management
system is not as optimal, as it is for the vacuum based substrates. These points are
summarised in Table 3.3
Aim
Advantages

Encapsulated devices (S2 and S3)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Disadvantages

1.
2.

Fast measurement process
Devices/pixels quickly
interchanged
Reduced stray capacitance from
insertion of polyimide layer
Solder directly to pulse generator
- no connecting leads (reduced L)
Devices have longer shelf-life
than non-encapsulated devices
kept in the dark under nitrogen
Poor heat management
No temperature control

Vacuum-based, non-encapsulated
devices (S1)
1. Excellent heat management
2. Temperature control
3.

No danger of impurities diffusing in
from epoxy-resin

1.
2.

Slow measurement process
Connecting leads

Table 3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of devices made with S1, S2 and S3
type substrates

Figure 3.2 shows a plan view of substrates S1 and S2. The points of electrical
contact are also shown.

The deposited layers are of the following thicknesses:
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~100nm of ITO, ~400nm of chrome/aluminium, ~1m of polyimide, PI,. The “flash”
of chrome was deposited before the deposition of aluminium to ensure good adhesion
of the aluminium to the substrate.
11.9mm

Exposed Al

Covered Al

PI

11.9mm

ITO

Al tracking

S1

PI

S2

Figure 3.2 Plan view of substrates S1 and S2 (to scale). The substrates are
square with side lengths of 11.9mm. Also shown (outlined in grey) is the mask
for the cathode to show how the overlap between the aluminium tracking and
the metallic cathode is minimised. The order of deposition on top of the glass:
ITO pads (shaded grey), aluminium tracking (black outline) and polyimide, PI,
(outlined with dotted black line). The cathode (outlined in grey) was evaporated
after the polymer films had been spin cast.

The width of the aluminium tracking at its narrowest point is 200m, and
strips of this width were limited to a maximum length of 3mm. Using the resisitivty
of aluminium (2.8x10-8m) we calculate that the resistance of a 400nm thick
aluminium strip of these dimensions has a series resistance of ~1. Including the
resistance of the attached legs (~1) the total series resistance of these metallised
substrates is <3, as compared to ~45 (3 squares of ITO) for ITO substrates
without metallisation.

The PI layer both prevents electrical shorts between the

cathode and anode, and serves to reduce the stray capacitance between conductors
outside of the active area. The PI is also used to define the various pixel sizes (1mm2,
500m x 500m, 250m x 250m, 100m x 100m), thereby avoiding edge effects
often found when the pixel area is defined by the metallic cathodes and the ITO.
Contact legs were attached to each pixel of the S2 devices before encapsulation (one
pair for each pixel).
encapsulation process.
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Glass
Epoxy-resin
Cathode

Polyimide

ITO

Glass

Cr/Al

Polymer

Contact “leg”

Figure 3.3 Schematic cross-section of a device made with substrate S2 (not to
scale).

Substrate S3 is of a very similar design to S2 but has 250m x 250m and
100m x 100m, instead of 1mm2 and 500m x 500m area pixels. The larger pixels
were designed for low voltage measurements, such that the low current and luminance
levels could be detected with the inductively-coupled current probe and the PMT,
respectively. At high voltages, however, both the current probe and the PMT may
quickly become saturated for the larger pixels. In addition, and more importantly, the
high current densities would cause detrimental current-heating effects in the larger
pixels. A range of pixel sizes were therefore designed (ratio of largest-to-smallest
area of 100:1) to achieve a large dynamic range of measurement of current and light.
In this way it was possible to access and measure current densities over the range
10nAcm-2 to kAcm-2 (10 orders of magnitude), and luminance intensities over the
range 10-3cdm-2 to 107cdm-2 (10 orders of magnitude) as can be seen from Figure
6.4(b) in Chapter 6.

3.4 Device Fabrication
3.4a General Techniques
The substrates of types S1-S3 were cleaned using sequential acetone and
isopropanol ultrasound treatments, and oxygen plasma etched to improve hole
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injection 2. The oxygen plasma treatment was for 3 minutes at an incident power of
270W (care was taken not to remove the organic polyimide layer). Fresh polymer
solutions were made up for use on the same day as devices were fabricated. The
polymer films (~25nm-300nm) were spin coated in nitrogen for all polymers except
for the water-based PEDOT:PSS solutions, which were spun in air. Film thicknesses
were measured with a Sloan Dektak IIA surface profilometer.

3.4b Details of Polymer Film Deposition
This section details the special attention needed when preparing films of
certain polymers.
I

PEDOT:PSS FILMS
The water-based PEDOT:PSS films were spun in air and then baked under

nitrogen at 200C for 2 hours to remove the excess solvent from the film, and then
kept under vacuum for a further 12 hours. The final thickness of the PEDOT:PSS
films ranged from 25-50nm.
II

PPV AND PPVCP FILMS
The PPV films were prepared by thermal conversion of the spun precursor

polymer film in a dynamic vacuum of 10-6 mbar with an inert base-atmosphere.
Several authors

3-5

have addressed the problem of PPV doping from the ITO during

thermal conversion. To minimise this effect the PPV was converted by ramping-up
the temperature slowly (1˚Cmin-1) from room temperature to 250˚C. This temperature
of 250˚C was then maintained for 10 hours before allowing the sample to cool under
vacuum. The slow ramp rate serves both to reduce the interaction effects of trapped
chlorine with the ITO and to improve conversion uniformity throughout the film. The
PPV copolymer was prepared via a similar precursor polymer route using a
conversion temperature of 150˚C for 4 hours 6. It has been shown 7 that PPV can be
chemically doped by PEDOT:PSS when converted on top of the PEDOT:PSS layer
from the PPV precursor. For this work, however, the PEDOT:PSS was used in
conjunction with a different PPV (requiring different conversion conditions), and no
evidence of chemical doping was found during device testing.

3.4c Cathode Deposition and Encapsulation
To minimise the amount of oxygen and water present during the cathode
deposition process, the freshly spun polymer films were pumped under a dynamic
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vacuum of 10-6 mbar for 12 hours before metal evaporation. Calcium electrodes were
deposited at a typical pressure of 10-5 mbar to a thickness of ~80nm, before being
coated with ~400nm of aluminium. Silver, gold and aluminium electrodes were
deposited to a thickness of 300-400nm.
Devices fabricated using type S2 and S3 substrates were encapsulated after the
electrode deposition and the attachment of the contact legs. The encapusulate was an
epoxy resin, the two components of which were heated to ~100C and degassed under
vacuum to remove the lower molecular weight components of the resin before being
mixed together. The encapsulate was syringed onto the cathode side of the device
under nitrogen before placing a oxygen plasma cleaned cover slide on the top surface
of the resin, and leaving the completed device to harden for 12 hours.

3.5 Pulsed Electrical Excitation of LEDs
Figure 3.4 shows the components of the pulsed measurement set-up, which are
discussed in detail below:

Function
Generator

Pulse
Generator

400MHz Bandwidth
Digitising Oscilloscope

Voltage
Source

A
V

PMT
filters
PMT

Heat Sink
(-170°C,150°C)

La
Di ser
od
e

Figure 3.4 Schematic of the pulsed measurement system for LEDs

3.5a Pulsed generators
The LEDs were electrically excited by means of either a home-made pulse
generator of rise-time ~10ns, or a Hewlett Packard function generator (HP8116A) of
rise-time ~50ns. Both systems operate at repeat frequencies from 10mHz to 100kHz
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I

HOME-MADE PULSE GENERATOR
The home-made pulse generator operates as a capacitor in discharge mode,

and is triggered by pulses from the HP function generator.

The voltage of the

triggered pulse is determined by the voltage source (shown in Figure 3.4). In this way
we avoid the 50 output resistance of other pulse generators, and circumvent the
upper limit on the RC rise-time that would otherwise be imposed. Comparing this
resistance with the ~3 series resistance of type S1 and S2 substrates, we see that the
rise-time of the home-made system (I) is more than an order of magnitude faster than
the HP function generator system (II). The applied voltage may be varied between 1
and 150V.
II

HP PULSE/FUNCTION GENERATOR (HP 8116A)
The dotted line in Figure 3.4 shows how the HP 8116A pulse/function

generator may be used directly to excite the LED. The 50 output resistance limits
the minimisation of the RC rise-time, as discussed above. This system, however,
permits the application of a bias (or “pre-bias”) before and between voltage pulses as
shown in Figure 3.5: the applied voltage may be varied between 0 and 16V; the bias
between pulses may be varied between –16 and 16V.

voltage

Vapp
time

0V
Vbias

Figure 3.5 The application of a voltage pre-bias, Vbias, between applied voltage pulses, Vapp.

3.5b Optimisation of Electrical Circuit
Two additional improvements were made to the system:
I

SOLDERING DEVICE DIRECTLY TO THE PULSE GENERATOR
Figure 3.6 shows how both i) the period of the ringing, and ii) the decay time

of the ringing are reduced by eliminating the connecting wires from the pulse
generator to the LED, and soldering the legs of devices of type S2, directly to the
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output of the pulse generator. The inset shows that the period is reduced from
T1~40ns to T2~30ns.

Current Density (a.u.)

0.2
0 .1

0.1
0

0.05

0

50

100

0
-0.05
-0.1

0

200

400

600

800

1000

Time (ns)
Figure 3.6 Current response of a type S2 LED for two different modes of
electrical connection of the device to the pulse generator: using coaxial cable
(black line), or soldering the device directly to the pulse generator output (grey
line). The inset shows detail of the current charging spike.

As the main contribution to the capacitance is from the LED itself, C is largely
unchanged between the two measurements.

Using T=2LC, we see that the

inductance is reduced by (T2/T1)2~9/16, i.e. almost a 50% reduction. The reduced
inductance is also evident in the faster decay of ringing seen at turn-off.
II

DAMPING RESISTOR

S
A
Rd

L

Rs
RLED

C

V

Figure 3.7 Electrical circuit for pulsed measurements, showing how a damping
resistor, Rd, may be used to facilitate the fast discharge of the LED at voltage
turn-off.

Figure 3.7 shows a schematic for the pulsed circuit, showing the effect that a
damping resistor, Rd, placed in parallel with the LED has on the response of the LED.
When the voltage pulse is applied (by closing the switch, S), the device (plates and
polymer bulk) become charged. At the end of the pulse, when S is opened, the device
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discharges. In the absence of the damping resistor, the charge placed on the capacitor
is forced to discharge through the LED’s resistance, RLED. At turn-off, however, RLED
is very large, and the time taken for discharge is slow (see Figure 3.8). If a resistor,
Rd, is placed parallel to the LED, the charge at turn-off may now discharge quickly
through Rd. This ensures a fast turn-off of the applied voltage but introduces some
additional ringing at turn-off as the charge is now able to oscillate between L and C.
As will be shown in Chapters 4 and 5, the response of the LED at turn-off is critically
dependent on the speed with which the voltage is removed.

Current Density (a.u.)

Voltage (V)

20

(a)
10

(b)

0
0

500

1000

Time (ns)

0

500

1000

Time (ns)

Figure 3.8 (a) Transient voltage applied to an LED as measured by the voltage
probe indicated by the voltmeter in Figure 3.7, in response to 20V 600ns pulses
with (grey line) and without (black line, ○) a damping resistor, Rd=15. (b)
Current response of the LED.

3.5c Detectors
The voltage drop across the LED was measured with a voltage probe (~10ns
rise-time) and the current monitored with an induction current probe (CT-GP/A
Bergoz Instrumentation) (~5ns rise-time).

The saturation current specification is

50As. This saturation limit is quickly reached for large pixel areas; small area pixels
were therefore also used.
The temporal evolution of the light output was measured using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) with a 10-15ns rise-time. The overall response time of the
system is 15-20ns. Voltage, current and light signals were measured using a Hewlett
Packard 400MHz bandwidth digitising oscilloscope (HP 54502A).
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3.5d Temperature Control
Temperature dependent measurements are taken by use of a large copper
block in direct thermal contact with the cathode of the LEDs in vacuo.

The

temperature of the copper block could be varied from liquid nitrogen temperature
(~-170C) to ~150C.

3.5e Optical Reflectivity Experiment
An optical technique, previously used for field-effect transistors, and which
others have modified for LEDs 8, may also be used as a direct determination of the
aerial concentration of injected charge. The relatively localised electronic excitations
found in conjugated polymers couple locally to the chains causes the oscillator
strength to be rearranged, and are generally known as polarons. These polarons are
associated with sub-gap absorptions, which for the case of PPV are to be found
around 1.6eV 9. In this work the fractional current-induced optical absorption of an
IR laser beam is measured in reflection mode (see Figure 3.4) using the PMT during
pulsed operation of an LED. The signal from the PMT was then fed through a
300MHz amplifier and to the 400MHz bandwidth digitising oscilloscope. As lock-in
techniques were not used, the sensitivity of the measurement (~1% fractional
absorption) demanded that the LED was measured in the high excitation regime
(>10Acm-2).

3.5f Other Characterisation Techniques
CW current voltage characteristics were measured using the Keithley 230 and
Keithley 195, respectively. Absorption spectra were measured in air on polymer films
spun

on

Spectrosil

substrates

with

a

UV-Vis

spectrometer

(HP845x).

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were measured with an Oriel CCD-array
spectrograph using Instaspec software. The polymer films were excited using a
Coherent Innova Model 300 Argon Ion laser.
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CHAPTER 4

EL “TURN-ON” CHARACTERISATION
In this chapter a detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the pulsed
excitation of polymer light emitting diodes is presented, with particular emphasis on
the “turn-on” characteristics of the electroluminescence (EL). A universal set of
transient features are found for a variety of device configurations (different polymer
and cathode combinations), and successfully reproduced using a phenomenological
numerical model. A method is suggested for extracting the mobility values of both
electrons and holes that takes into account the possible field-induced broadening of
carrier fronts, and which is found to be compatible with mobilities determined from
constant wave (CW) measurements.

Mobilities for holes and electrons are

determined using this method for a variety of polymers. The effects of a voltage pulse
“pre-bias” on the EL turn-on are also discussed. This work has been published in
the Journal of Applied Physics1. The numerical simulations presented in this chapter
were performed in collaboration with Nir Tessler.

4.1 Introduction
The pulsed electrical excitation of polymer LEDs has been widely reported
upon

1-33

due to the rich source of information these measurements provide on the

processes leading to electroluminescence in devices. There is, however, an absence
of systematic experimental studies using electrical pulses due to the complicated
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interplay of injection, space-charge build-up, charge transport, recombination and
extrinsic heating effects taking place in the device. Moreover, mobility values
obtained using pulsed measurements have previously been found to be inconsistent
with the interpretation of CW current density - voltage (j-V) measurements and / or
time-of-flight (TOF) techniques

34.

This chapter examines the experimental

procedure for time-resolved pulsed measurements of LEDs and compares it to CW
operation.

Using a phenomenological model, a framework is provided for the

interpretation of pulsed data. The method relies on several features of the transient
EL, which are found to be general to a wide variety of systems (single, double layer
devices, different polymers and different cathodes). The time-resolved method is
used to determine both the hole mobility, h, and the electron mobility, e, for a
variety of different polymers as a function of the applied voltage.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 introduces the devices used
for the work, and discusses the consequences of the fabrication method on device
performance. Section 4.3 considers current heating in LEDs, and demonstrates how
pulsed excitation may be used as a method to minimise these detrimental heating
effects. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 present a universal set of experimentally measured
transient characteristics for a variety of devices. Section 4.6 describes the numerical
model used here to simulate the transient responses, from which a method is
suggested to extract the carrier mobilities. This method is used in Section 4.7 to
calculate the mobilities for a variety of different polymers.

Finally Section 4.8

considers the effect of applying a pre-bias on the EL turn-on characteristic.

4.2 LED Structures
4.2a Device Design
The following five LEDs structures
(ITO/PPV[220nm]/Ag);

were investigated: device 4A

device 4B (ITO/PPV[220nm]/Au); device 4C (ITO/

PEDOT:PSS [50nm]/PPVcp[75nm]/Ca); device 4D (ITO/PFO[100nm]/Ca); and
device 4E (ITO/PEDOT:PSS[50nm]/ PFO[75nm]/Ca). Chapter 3 lists the full names
of all the polymers used throughout this work, their acronyms (used here) and
chemical structures. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the band diagrams for the five
devices investigated (assuming flat band conditions), showing the relevant energy
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levels for the injection and transport of carriers. The values for the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
levels were estimated from cyclic voltametry measurements, Kelvin probe
measurements and from the literature 35.

Device 4A

Device 4B

Device 4C

Device 4D

Device 4E

Vacuum level

LUMO
(2.7)

ITO

e

2.9

m

2.9

2.7

2.7

2.9

2.9

2.9

4.5

4.8
4.8

h

5.1

ITO PPV

5.1

HOMO

Ag

5.1

4.8
4.9 5.1

5.1

ITO PPV Au ITO PEDOT:
PSS

4.8

4.8
5.8

4.9 5.1 5.8

Ca
Ca ITO PFO Ca ITO PEDOT:
PPVcp
PFO
PSS

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the band diagrams for devices 4A – 4E.
Shown relative to the vacuum level for device 4A are the workfunction of ITO,
 ITO, the workfunction of the metal cathode, m, the polymer HOMO and
LUMO levels, the energy barrier to hole injection,  h and the energy barrier to
electron injection,  e. All energy levels are in units of eV, and the values for the
injection energy barriers are listed in Table 4.1.

The metal workfunctions, m, are from Ref.36 and the workfunction of plasma
etched ITO, ITO, is from

37.

The barrier to electron injection, e, and the barrier to

hole injection, h, are annotated on the band diagram for device 4A, and listed for all
five devices in Table 4.1.
Device

Device Structure

e
(eV)

h
(eV)

Electron
Injection
Limited?

Hole
Injection
Limited?

Design Purpose

Transient EL features in
electron-injection-limited
system
Low Voltage j-V (~ flat band at
V = 0V)
CW vs. pulsed j-V (current
heating effects)
Extracting h (& e at low V)
Transient EL features in holeinjection-limited system
Extracting e & h
Charge storage effects of
PEDOT:PSS layer

4A

ITO/PPV/Ag

~1.8

~0.3

yes

no

4B

ITO/PPV/Au

~2.4

~0.3

yes

no

4C

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/
PPVcp/Ca

~0.2

~0.0
-0.2

no

no

4D

ITO/PFO/Ca

~0-0.1

~1.0

no

yes

4E

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PF
O/Ca

~0.1

~0.7
-0.9

no

yes

Table 4.1 Summary of the injection characteristics of devices 4A – 4E, and of the
specific design purposes of the devices.
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In the cases that the hole injection layer, PEDOT:PSS, is used, it has been
found that the injection barrier is limited by the work function of the PEDOT:PSS
rather than that of the ITO 38. It should also be noted that the interaction between the
polymer and the electrodes may result in smaller barrier heights for electron injection
and larger values for hole injection than quoted here

39-41.

However, the analysis

presented later does not depend on these values being accurate.
It has been postulated that the current density is injection-limited if the
injection barrier is larger than 0.3eV-0.4eV 42-44. Using this criterion, devices 4A and
4B are expected to be electron-injection-limited, device 4C is neither electron- nor
hole-injection-limited, and devices 4D and 4E are hole-injection-limited. Table 4.1
also shows how the different properties of the polymers and electrodes were used to
design devices for specific purposes. In particular, the device designs make use of the
different combinations of e and h to facilitate or inhibit the injection of particular
carriers.
Since for most organic materials h»e, it is generally considered that in
structures such as these five devices, the holes will be transported faster than electrons
under an applied electric field once they have been successfully injected. For devices
that are not hole-injection-limited (devices 4A, 4B and 4C) the average hole current
will be much greater than the electron current, such that hole transport dominates the
j-V characteristics. In this case the recombination zone is initially located close to the
cathode.

For cases where the device is hole-injection-limited but not electron-

injection-limited (devices 4D and 4E), the average electron density will be much
greater than the average hole density, but the electron mobility remains much smaller
than the hole mobility. The combination of these mismatches makes the carrier
dynamics of the hole-injection-limited device more complicated than that of the
electron-injection-limited device (see Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion of holeinjection-limited polyfluorene LEDs).
Device 4C, which is neither hole- nor electron-injection-limited, is used in
Section 4.7a to measure the hole mobility (and the electron mobility in the low field
regime) of the PPV copolymer. The high current densities achieved in device 4C
preclude the extraction of the electron mobility in the high field regime due to heating
effects.

Similarly, device 4D (hole-injection-limited) is used in Section 4.7b to

measure both the electron and hole mobility of PFO. The low light levels produced
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from the highly electron-injection-limited devices 4A and 4B, however, make these
devices unsuitable for hole mobility determination, as the voltages required to
produce measurable light are so large as to make the EL response time resolutionlimited. As discussed earlier, device 4B was designed to obtain reliable low voltage jV characteristics by virtue of its low built-in voltage. Finally, device 4F was designed
to investigate the effect of the inclusion of the PEDOT:PSS anode layer on the charge
storage effects of the ITO/PFO/Ca system.

4.2b “Intrinsic” Impurity Estimation
Current Density (mAcm-2)

10

-4

SCLC

10

10

10

10

-5

-6

j
Ohmic

-7

V

-8

0.01

0.1

1

10

Applied Voltage (V)
Figure 4.2 Current density as a function of the applied voltage for device 4B
(ITO/PPV(200nm)/Au) for the voltage range 0.01V to 2V. j and V are the
current density and voltage (respectively) at the crossover from ohmic (j  V) to
SCLC (j  V2) behaviour.

Figure 4.2 shows the current density, j, plotted versus the applied voltage, V,
on a double logarithmic scale for device 4B (ITO/PPV[220nm]/Au) for voltages from
0.01V to 2V. We can clearly identify two types of current-density behaviour from the
plot, namely: i) ohmic, jV, for V<0.4V and ii) space-charge-limited current (SCLC),
jV2 for 0.4V<V<2V.

The equations defining ohmic and SCLC behaviour

respectively are
j ohmic = n0 q eff

V
L

(4.1)

9
V2
j SCLC =  r  0  eff 3
8
L

(4.2)

where n0 is the extrinsic carrier density (i.e. the density of non-injected charge present
in the PPV film), q is the electronic charge, eff is the effective mobility

45

which for
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h»e reduces to  eff   h , L is the device thickness, 0 is the permitivity of free space
and r is the relative permitivity of the polymer. Assuming that the ohmic and SCLC
descriptions are valid for this system, these equations may then be used to calculate n0
and eff from the current density, j, and the voltage, V, at the crossover from ohmic
to SCLC behaviour (see Figure 4.2). These are measured here by the intersection of
the first and second gradients fitted to the lower and higher voltage regimes
respectively, as shown in Figure 4.2. (The V2 regime has previously been shown to
extend to higher voltages before the field dependent mobility start to significantly
influence j 46). Neglecting the built-in voltage, Vbi, between ITO and gold, and using
Figure 4.2 we find that V ~ 0.4V. Since for most organic materials the hole mobility,

h, is found to be much greater than the electron mobility, e we may assume that eff
 h (h»e), equations (4.1) and (4.2), allow us to calculate the hole mobility for the
polymer (this assumption is justified later in this chapter). In this manner (and
assuming r = 3 for PPV) the density of extrinsic charge, n0, in the PPV film of
device 4B upon completion of all processing steps is estimated to be ~ 1.4x1015cm-3,
and the hole mobility, h, to be ~ 2x10-7cm-2V-1s-1 for electric fields in the range
between 500Vcm-1 and 0.1MVcm-1.
A similar procedure can be performed from the j-V curve (not shown) for
device 4A (ITO/PPV[220nm]/Ag) from which n0 ~ 4x1014cm-3 and h ~ 1.4x10-6cm2V-1s-1

were calculated, these values being approximately three times smaller and

seven times bigger than those of device 4B respectively. It is likely that these
differences are an indication of the errors in either Vbi or V, rather than of the
different systems’ individual properties. We may therefore conclude that for these
PPV LEDs n0 <1015cm-3 and h ~ 10-7-10-6cm-2V-1s-1. These levels of background
charge are one to two orders of magnitude lower than those values quoted in the
literature for thermally converted PPV on ITO

2,47.

Moreover, in a device structure

such as ITO/PPV/Au, the bands are almost flat at zero bias. Equilibrium between the
contacts and the polymer will result in charge diffusion into the polymer and an
apparent doping effect. Assuming a density of states of 10 21cm-3

42

the charge

concentrations at the interface for metal/polymer injection barriers () of 0.2eV and
0.3eV are ( P0 = 1021 exp(− / kT ) ) ~ 1017cm-3 and 1016cm-3 respectively.

This

suggests that 1015cm-3 is probably an upper limit for chemical doping. These low
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background charge levels are attributed to both the device fabrication technique and
the careful synthesis of the PPV precursor.

4.3 Current Heating Effects
4.3a Equivalent heat circuits
In this section we consider the implications of using pulsed or CW LED
excitation on the heating of the device. We start by considering the equivalent heat
circuit for the LED in terms of the various thermal resistances and thermal
capacitances of the device’s constituent parts (Figure 4.3) as was described in 11.

(a) LED equivalent heat circuit
TPPV

TCTCT

Rpolymer RCTCT
~10-1K/W

~10-1K/W

THS
RIFC

~102-103K/W

THS +
-

P

CCTCT
~10-6J/K

Cpolymer
~10-8J/K

P = I x V ( Current source)
T = Temperature ( Voltage)
THS= Heat Sink Temp ( Voltage source)
R = Thermal Resistance ( = T / P)
C = Thermal Capacitance ( = P t / T)

(b) CW mode
Rpolymer RCTCT
~10-1K/W

(c) Pulsed mode
RIFC

~10-1K/W

Rpolymer RCTCT

~102-103K/W

THS +
-

P

.

( )
RIFC
~

THS +
-

P
Cpolymer
~10-8J/K

CCTCT
~10-6J/K

Figure 4.3(a) Equivalent heat circuit for an LED. Subscripts CTCT and IFC
denote the electrical contacts, and the interfacial contact (between the cathode
and the copper block heat sink) respectively. The legend shows the electrical
analogues of the thermal quantities. Equivalent heat circuit driven in (b) CW
and (c) pulsed modes. Typical values for the thermal parameters taken from
Ref.11 are also shown.

The equivalent heat circuit in Figure 4.3a shows how the power generated in
the LED, P, and the temperature of the heat sink, THS, may be considered as power
(current) and temperature (voltage) sources respectively, where the quantities in
parentheses are the electrical analogues of the thermal quantities. Similarly, the
polymer films and the electrical contacts are treated as parallel resistor/capacitor
combinations. Typical values for the LED’s thermal parameters are shown in Figure
4.3a, as measured in

11,

from which we see that the largest thermal resistance arises

from the interfacial contact (by >3 orders of magnitude) between the LED’s cathode
and the heat sink, due to the relatively poor thermal coupling achieved by
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mechanically pressing the metallic cathode of the LED up against the copper block
heat sink, used for pulsed measurements. The largest thermal capacitance is for the
electrical contacts (cathode plus “silver dag”). We now consider the behaviour of this
circuit when the LED is driven in CW and pulsed modes.
The equivalent heat circuit for an LED driven in CW mode is shown in Figure
4.3b, from which we see that under CW drive the thermal capacitances are effectively
shorted out. Under these conditions the temperature difference, T, between the heat
sink and the polymer film is given by T = P x RT, where RT is the total thermal series
resistance. As RIFC»RCTCT and RIFC»Rpolymer, we have RT  RIFC and T = P x RIFC.
For example a current of 10mA passing through the LED at 10V would result in T =
100K, a temperature rise that would soon result in degradation or even catastrophic
failure of the device. Note that the poor thermal coupling (and therefore large thermal
resistance) between the cathode and the heat sink is the major reason for this
temperature rise in CW driven LEDs. In pulsed mode (Figure 4.3c), however, the
undesirable effect of RIFC can be compensated for by the large thermal capacitance,
CCTCT, of the contacts, which serves to preferentially absorb the energy dissipated in
the circuit.

The “RC” time constant associated with this process is

(RCTCT + Rpolymer)CCTCT ~ 200ns). To first order, the temperature rise of the contacts
(and therefore also the polymer, as the thermal resistance of the polymer is so small)
is calculated to be T  P x t / CCTCT, which for 10mA and 10V yields T  0.1 KW1(s)-1,

or T  0.1K for a 10s pulse. On a longer time-scale (normally in between

pulses) the device dissipates heat into the heat sink. By using pulsed rather than CW
excitation, therefore, considerable heating advantages are achieved.

4.3b CW vs. pulsed j-V characteristics: Experiment
The simple analysis of the previous section shows how pulsed excitation can
result in significantly lower heating than CW excitation. This treatment, however, did
not take into account the temperature dependence of the carrier mobilities; for
example, it is known that for a given voltage, the current increases with increasing
temperature (attributed to enhanced thermally assisted hopping of carriers 43,46,48-53).
CW measurements therefore have the inherent problem that the device temperature
increases even whilst the voltage is held constant during a typical CW j-V
measurement (Joule heating)11.
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Figure 4.4 shows the current density as a function of the applied voltage plus
the built-in voltage, V+Vbi, (where Vbi is defined as being less than zero) for device
4C, in both CW and pulsed mode. A 10Hz repetition frequency was used for the
pulsed measurements and the current densities were determined from the quasi-steady
state region of the pulse. We see that at low voltages there is a good agreement
between pulsed and CW data, and that at ~ V+Vbi = 6V (corresponding to V = 7.9V
and j  50mA.cm-2, assuming that Vbi  1.9V

18)

the CW measured current starts to

increase faster than the pulsed current (see inset). The ratio of the CW current
density, jCW, to the pulsed current density, jpulsed, at the highest CW voltage applied
here (V+Vbi = 7.2V) is given by jCW/ jpulsed = 3.
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Figure 4.4 Current density as a function of the applied voltage minus the built-in
voltage for device 4C (ITO/PEDOT:PSS[50nm]/PPV copolymer [75nm]/Ca) in
both CW (filled diamonds) and pulsed (empty circles) modes. The structure of
the PPV copolymer, PPVcp, is also shown.

4.3c Numerical simulation of current heating
To test if heating is a plausible explanation for the differences seen between
CW and pulsed j-V measurements, the j-V behaviour was numerically simulated by
analysing the commonly used equations assuming i) a space-charge-limited current 54,
ii) single carrier transport and iii) a field and temperature dependent mobility,  46. To
make the simulation more realistic an equation describing current-induced heating11
for the CW drive scheme is also added (equation (4.6)). The equations are:
9
(Acm-2)
j =  0 V 2 L − 3
8

(4.3)
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(

  
 exp  E
 kT 

 =  exp −
0

)

 1
1 
−
 kT kT 
0

T = THS + IVRT

 = B

(cm2V-1s-1)

(4.4)

(V-1/2cm1/2)

(4.5)

(K)

(4.6)

Here 0 is the zero-field mobility, E is the electric field, T is the device
temperature, THS is the heat sink temperature, I is the current and RT is the total series
thermal resistance.
Quantity

Parameters used for PPV-like
polymer device

Parameters used for PFO-like
polymer device

Device thickness, z
Device area, A
Electron injection barrier, e
Hole injection barrier, h

100nm
1mm2
0.2eV
0.3eV

75nm
1mm2
0.1eV
1.0eV

Hole mobility, h



=

h

Electron mobility, e

−
h,0

e



h
kT e  E (Ref.46)

− 4 cm2V-1s-1
= 10
h
(from Section 4.7b)

− e
 E
 =  e kT e
e
e, 0
e,0exp(-e/kT) = 7.5 x 10-10cm-2V-1s(from Section 4.7b)



 = 0.1

e
h
(assumption)
Zero field mobility, 0

Thermal activation energy, 
B

= 35 cm2V-1s-1 (Ref .46)
h,0
h,0exp(-h/kT) = 3.4 x 10-7cm-2V-1s1
0.48 eV (Ref.46)
2.9  10-4 eV.cm1/2V-1/2 (Ref.46)



T0
T

600 K (Ref46)
300 K
5.6  10-3 cm1/2V-1/2 (Ref.46)



Relative permitivity of
polymer, r
Fraction of excitons formed as
singlets, F
Exciton lifetime, 
Exciton diffusion length, LD
Exciton diffusion coefficient,
D
Density of states, N0
Richardson constant, A

300 K
4.4  10-3 cm1/2V-1/2
(from Section 4.7b)
3
1/4
1ns

D=

10-3cm2s-1

10nm (Ref.55)
(given by D = LD2/)

N0 = density of conjugated units = 1021cm-3 (Ref .43)
120 Acm-2K-2 (Ref.56)

Table 4.2 Summary of the parameter values used in the phenomenological
simulation model for a PPV polymer device similar to device 4C (column 2), and
a PFO polymer device similar to device 4D (column 3).

Table 4.2 lists the values used for the parameters, 0, , B and T0, which were
taken from the work by Blom et al. on PPV diodes

46.

Figure 4.5 shows the j-V

characteristic derived by solving equations (4.3) – (4.6) self-consistently for a 1mm2
device.

The full line is calculated for RT = 0 K/W, the dashed-dotted line for

RT = 160 K/W, and the dashed line for RT = 1600 K/W. For completeness we have
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also included a calculation for THS = 200K (bottom curve). RT = 160 K/W was
calculated for a relatively good heat sinking procedure

18.

Since the resistance of a

1mm3 volume of glass is RT = 110 K/W values exceeding 1000 K/W may be
18,

encountered. Moreover, it was found for CW drive

that the temperature is not

uniform even in a 1mm2 device, the centre of the pixel being hotter than the edges.
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Figure 4.5 Numerical simulation of the current density as a function of voltage
for a 1mm2 device in the CW drive scheme by taking into consideration current
induced heating effects. The full line is calculated for RT=0 K/W, the dasheddotted line for RT=160 K/W, and the dashed line for RT=1600 K/W. The bottom
curve shows the calculated current density for THS = 200K.

Note from Figure 4.5 that when the device is not properly heat-sunk, there is a
specific current density (100-1000 mAcm-2) beyond which the current induced
heating raises the device temperature, which in turn enhances both the mobility and
current. In this manner a positive feedback loop is established, and the current starts
to increase steeply. In a real device one would not expect the current to increase so
abruptly, but rather to become limited by other factors (e.g. contacts). The difference
in slopes and magnitudes described in Figure 4.4 is therefore likely to be largely
attributable to heating under CW drive conditions. Using the temperature dependence
of the mobility shown above, the ~3 times increase seen in the CW current of device
4C (Figure 4.4) would correspond to a temperature rise of ~20K. Based on the above,
pulsed-mode measurements are used in the high current regime (100mAcm-2) in this
thesis for the analysis of j-V data, to reduce the effect of current heating.
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4.4 Charge Storage Between Pulses
The presence of charge storage effects in polymer LEDs must be taken into
account when performing pulsed measurements, as it is important not to use pulse
repetition frequencies that cause significant interference effects between successive
pulses. Charge storage effects within a device may be easily investigated by the
variation of the repetition frequency. In LEDs which have been prepared as described
in Chapter 3, one does not expect a predominance of real traps (e.g. induced by
oxygen, metal diffusion, doping of PPV from thermal conversion on ITO). The tail of
the gaussian density of states (DOS), however, may cause effects similar to traps,
something which has been considered by several authors

39,42,43,48,57.

Moreover, the

presence of interfacial layers at the electrodes, and between polymer layers, may
enhance the storage of charge in the device 58.
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Figure 4.6 EL and current density response of device 4D to 10V 1s pulses of
varying repetition frequency. Repetition frequencies are: 100mHz (solid line);
1Hz (dashed line); 10Hz (open circles); 100Hz (open squares); 1kHz (filled
circles) and 10kHz (filled square). The inset shows the amplification of the EL
as a function of the repetition frequency for devices 4C, 4D and 4E.

Figure 4.6 shows the EL response as a function of the pulse repetition
frequency, f, for device 4D using 10V, 1s pulses. We see that there is a threshold
repetition frequency, fo, above which the integrated EL intensity of a given pulse rises.
For devices 4C, 4D and 4E, fo is found to be ~100Hz, ~100mHz and <10mHz
respectively.

This implies that the charge “memory” effects in devices 4C, 4D and

4E are ~0.01s, >10s and >100s for fields of 0.4MVcm-1, 1.0MVcm-1, and 0.6MVcm-1
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respectively. In accord with these findings, the inset of Figure 4.6 shows the EL
within a given pulse as a function of repetition frequency, EL(f), normalised to the EL
at the threshold repetition frequency, EL(fo). We see that device 4E is the most
frequency-sensitive, with EL(f)/EL(fo) ~ 30 for f = 100Hz, and that device 4C is least
frequency sensitive with EL(f)/EL(fo) ~ 0.3 for f = 10kHz. Comparison of the EL
responses of devices 4D and 4E shows that the inclusion of the PEDOT:PSS anodic
polymer layer is responsible for the increased charge storage effects seen for device
4E. This is probably because the PEDOT:PSS layer serves as an electron-blocker.
Indeed, Figure 4.7 shows how the inclusion of PEDOT:PSS reduces leakage currents
in LEDS below turn-on, as was also shown in

59.

The PEDOT:PSS layer should not,

therefore, be purely thought of as a conducting anode. Note that elsewhere in this
chapter, repetition frequencies, which are sufficiently low to avoid interference effects
between pulses, are used. Charge storage effects are looked at in more detail in
Chapters 5 & 6.
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Figure 4.7 Current density vs. voltage for ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca
and ITO/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca LEDs indicating how the inclusion of the
PEDOT:PSS layer reduces leakage currents. The structure of PFOBT is also
shown.

4.5 Transient Response of LEDs
We now consider the transient response of the LED devices under pulsed
operation, with the aim of extracting the charge transport properties and comparing
them to the j-V characteristics. We start by carefully examining the experimental
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procedure using a range of experimental conditions as well as device configurations.
By identifying universal features, guidelines for the determination of transport
parameters will be established.

4.5a Transient features: device 4C
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Figure 4.8 EL and current density response of device 4C to 5V 200s pulses.
Inset A shows detail of the EL turn-on period and the current charging spike.
The delay time, td, is the delay between the application of the voltage pulse
(corresponding to the onset of the current spike) and the onset of EL
(td ~ 750ns). Inset A also shows the fast rise time, t1 ~ 4.76s. Inset B shows
detail of EL at turn-off on a logarithmic scale, showing the fast modulation
(t3 < 15ns) of the EL when the step voltage is removed, and the exponential EL
decay of characteristic time, t4 ~ 20s.

Figure 4.8 shows the EL and current response for device 4C to 200s 5V
pulses. As discussed above this is a PPV copolymer device, where the injection of
both charge carriers is bulk-limited. The EL time evolution is characterised by the
following five features listed here in chronological order: i) a delay time, td, before
light is detected; ii) a fast initial rise time, t1, at EL turn-on; iii) a second slower rise
time, t2; iv) fast turn-off modulation (of characteristic time t3) to a non-zero EL value
followed by v) a long-lived exponential tail (of characteristic time t4). The times td, t1
and t2 will be interpreted and defined in Section 4.6d, when we present the
phenomenological simulation model used for this work. Inset A of Figure 4.8 shows
detail of the turn-on period from which we can resolve both td and t1. Inset B of
Figure 4.8 shows detail of the turn-off period. We consider that t3, being of order
15ns, is limited by the response of the PMT. Plotted on a logarithmic scale we see
that after a fast modulation of the EL, for times less than 100s, the time constant t4 of
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the EL decay in this case can be fitted to a single exponential. Figure 4.9 shows the
EL response of device 4C to 10ms pulses at 5V, from which we see that the time scale
of the second EL rise is several orders of magnitude longer than that of the first EL
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Figure 4.9 EL response of device 4C to 5V 10ms pulses showing the second and
slower rise time in the EL, t2 ~ 5ms.

For device 4C at 5V the delay time, td, is ~ 750ns, the fast and slow rise times
are t1 ~ 4.75s (inset of Figure 4.8) and t2 ~ 5ms (Figure 4.9) respectively. At voltage
turn-off the EL drops to ~1/30 of its previous value (inset B of Figure 4.8) within
15ns and then exponentially decays with a time constant t4 ~20s. The transient
response of the current density is characterised by a sharp charging spike (due to the
capacitance of the device) followed by a quasi steady-state of ~ 13mA.cm-2. At turnoff there is a sharp discharging spike followed by a long-lived decay.

4.5b Universality of transient features
To illustrate that the transient EL features discussed so far are general to other
systems, Figure 4.10 shows the transient EL and current density of device 4A
(ITO/PPV[200nm]/Ag) under 600ns, 41V pulses, and the inset shows the EL from
200s 25V pulses. Similarly, Figure 4.11 shows the transient EL and current density
of device 4D (ITO/PFO[100nm]/Ca) under 100s, 16V pulses. These figures all
show a fast initial rise followed by a slower rise, fast modulation in the turn-off and a
long-lived exponential tail. The delay in EL turn-on, td, is hard to discern for device
4A at the high voltage (41V) necessary to achieve current densities of order 1mAcm-2.
Similarly, at 41V the fast rise time recorded by the PMT for device 4A is ~20ns, and
is therefore likely to be limited by the overall response of the system (15-20ns). For
device 4D at 16V td ~ 35ns, t1 ~ 60ns (inset A of Figure 4.11) and t2 ~50s.
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Figure 4.10 EL and current density response of device 4A to 41V 600ns pulses.
The inset shows the EL response of the same device to 25V 200s pulses.

At voltage turn-off the EL drops to ~1/40 of its previous value (inset B of
Figure 4.11) and then exponentially decays with t4 ~25s. Also partly shown in
Figure 4.10 is the EL spike present on the downward slope of the fast EL modulation
(~100ns after voltage turn-off). A spike is also seen for device 4D ~65ns after voltage
turn-off (Figure 4.6). These EL “tail-spike” effects will be revisited in Chapter 5,
Section 5.6.
The current spikes seen at the turn-on and turn-off of the voltage pulse are due
to the charging and discharging of the device. In the case of device 4A (see Figure
4.10) the capacitance, C, of the device was calculated from the integrated charge, Q ~
1.1x10-8C, at 41V to be 260 pF (using C = Q/V). This compares to 120pF calculated
for the geometric capacitance of the device (assuming r =3 and using C = 0rA/L,
where A is the device area (1mm2) and L is the device thickness (220nm)).
Comparison of the integrated charge for the two spikes of device 4A shows that the
initial spike contains a 0.05A component of quasi-D.C. current, equal to the
magnitude of the quasi-D.C. current in the device after charging. This implies that
D.C. current is present during device charging. Close inspection of the charging spike
reveals that the real rise/fall times of charging (recorded as ~10-15ns) are probably
limited by the apparatus rise/fall times (~10-15ns), and therefore that the charging
process is much faster than recorded (as would be expected for a capacitor).
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200

Time (s)
Figure 4.11 EL and current density response of device 4D to 16V 100s pulses.
Inset A shows detail of EL turn-on period and the current charging spike. The
delay time, td, is the delay between the application of the voltage pulse
(corresponding to the onset of the current spike) and the onset of EL (td ~ 35ns).
Inset A also shows the fast rise time, t1 ~ 60ns. The main figure shows the
second and slower rise time in the EL, t2 ~ 50s. Inset B shows detail of EL at
turn-off on a logarithmic scale. The structure of PFO is also shown.

4.5c Calculation of temperature rise during a pulse
As previously discussed in Section 4.3, the presence of significant Joule
heating in a device causes the current to increase with time. In attempting to analyse
the temporal response of the LED in terms of the charge carrier dynamics we must,
therefore, first ensure that the heating is not significantly contributing to the observed
transient responses. The temperature rise in the device due to the application of an
electrical voltage pulse may be calculated by referring to the method presented in
Section 4.3a. To first order, the power dissipated within the device due to Joule
heating causes the temperature to rise linearly with time throughout the duration of
the pulse. Using the evaporated contact thicknesses for device 4C (200nm of calcium,
capped with 250nm of aluminium), the temperature rise per unit time, per unit of
power dissipated is calculated to be ~ 3x10-4 K(s)-1(mW)-1. This translates to a
maximum temperature rise, Tmax, of 0.4K in the case of device 4C for a 5V, 0.05mA
pulse of 5ms. In addition to this we note that the current does not rise significantly
over the duration of the pulse, and that both the current and light flatten off to a steady
value. We may therefore say, for this particular case, that the heating effects are
unlikely to be a major contribution to the slower rise time of EL, t2. Care must be
taken, however, when interpreting t2 with pulses of higher power to ensure that Tmax
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is not the dominant contributor to the rising EL. The presence of a final steady state
rather than a continuously increasing current serves as a good diagnostic that Joule
heating effects are negligible. For the cases where Tmax is not expected to be
significant, however, the presence of a rising current prior to the final steady state, is
likely to be attributable to changing injection conditions rather than heating.

4.6 Phenomenological Model
4.6a The Model
Having established an experimental method, a framework with which to
interpret these results is described. In the following section, a theoretical analysis of
the properties of polymer LEDs is provided. The method used relies heavily on
models developed for inorganic semiconductors, such that the unique properties of
semiconducting polymers enter only into the expression for the field and temperature
dependence of the mobility. The microscopic morphology (e.g. disorder) is not fully
accounted for; neither for the transport nor for the injection processes. With this
limitation in mind, the model may be considered phenomenological, and the aim of
the work is only to establish guidelines for the interpretation of the pulsed
measurements. We start by writing the equations that are considered to govern the
operation of an electrically pumped light-emitting diode (LED), assuming that the
exciton generation is a Langevin process 18,46,60:
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q
Re =
 eff nh

 0

(4.7)
(4.8a)
(4.8b)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)

Here ne, nh, and S are the electron, hole, and singlet exciton density,
respectively. De and Dh are the electron and hole diffusion coefficients, which are
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given by De= e k T / e and Dh= h k T / e (where e is the unit of electrical charge)
assuming that the Einstein diffusion relation holds for these systems. z is the distance
from the cathode, eff is the effective mobility (for h»e  eff   h ) and Re is the
Langevin recombination rate for electrons, which is field dependent due to the field
dependence of the mobility

60.

Note that the Langevin recombination rate for holes,

Rh, and electrons are related through Rh  nh = Re  ne. The diffusion coefficient for
the excitons is derived assuming a diffusion length of LD 10nm
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and a lifetime of

=1ns (D=LD2/). For simplicity the non-radiative channels introduced by defects,
charges, or other excitons which will shorten the lifetime and may even change the
mono-molecular nature of the decay are not accounted for. For example, the excited
state lifetime for PFO has been measured to be 200ps 61.
Equations (4.8a) and (4.8b) describe the electron and hole dynamics
respectively, whilst equation (4.9) is the Poisson equation. Equation (4.10) describes
the dynamics of the singlet exciton density, which is generated through the Langevin
recombination rate (Equation (4.11)). F is the fraction of singlet excitons generated
(we assume that F follows the spin statistics argument, F = ¼), and  is the exciton
lifetime (not to be mistaken for the radiative lifetime).

4.6b Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions for the charge carriers are calculated using
thermionic emission (including back-flow, but ignoring tunnelling) as outlined in

44.

We write down the equations for one carrier type (holes) at the anode (z = L):
  
n h ,eqm [ E ( L)] = N 0 exp − b 
 kT 
j h =  [n h ( L) − n h ,eqm [ E ( L)]]

=

AT 2
N0

b = h − e

(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)

e E ( L)

r

(4.15)

where n h ,eqm [ E ( L)] is the quasi-equilibrium hole density at the anode, N0 is the
density of conjugated chain segments, 1/ is the time constant associated with the
time it takes to establish equilibrium in the vicinity of the polymer / anode interface, A
is the Richardson constant. b is the interfacial energy barrier, which is lowered from
the zero field value, h, by the image force effect (equation (4.15)). There are three
more analogous sets of equations describing the hole current at the cathode and the
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electron currents at both electrodes. The four sets of equations thus formed define the
boundary conditions. For the excitons we assume infinitely fast recombination at the
contact interface. The extended effect of the contact through coupling of the radiation
field to plasmon modes is not included

62,63.

The boundary conditions at time (t=0)

are derived by solving the equations for V+Vbi = +Vbi at steady state. Such boundary
conditions are shown in the inset to Figure 4.13 which demonstrates how the polymer
is partially filled ("doped") with carriers even for zero applied bias (V=0).

4.6c Parameters used in the model
The values of the parameters used in the modelling work for a PPV-like
polymer and a PFO-like polymer device are listed in Table 4.2.

The mobility

parameters, h,0, B, T0 and , for a PPV-like polymer were taken from

34,

and it is

additionally assumed that e = 0.1h.
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4.6d Simulation results
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Figure 4.12 Plot of the simulated final magnitude of the (normalised) EL minus
the EL at time t, [EL(t→) – EL(t)] / EL(t→), as a function of time for a PPVlike device (similar to device 4C), showing how td and t1 are determined. The
assumptions used for this simulation are listed in Table 4.2, column 2. The inset
shows the simulated response of the exciton density for a PPV-like device
(similar to device 4C) to a square voltage pulse (V+Vbi = 5V).

The inset to Figure 4.12 shows the response of the average exciton density to a
square voltage pulse (V+Vbi = 5V). The parameters used correspond to a ITO/PPVlike polymer/Ca device, which in the context of our model corresponds to ohmic
contacts. We notice the same features as were experimentally observed, namely: at
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turn-on, a delay followed by a fast and slow rise, at turn-off, an instantaneous decay,
followed by an exponential decay. The same generic response was calculated for
various contact barriers and applied voltages. We focus first on the turn-on dynamics
and plot the magnitude of the EL at time t, EL(t) shown in the inset of Figure 4.12,
subtracted from its final value, EL(t→), i.e. EL(t→) – EL(t), as shown in Figure
4.12.

This plot clearly reveals the presence of two distinct regions where

loge[EL(t→) – EL(t)] varies linearly with time. As we show below, these two
regions are associated with the hole and electron dynamics, which are clearly resolved
here due to the assumed order of magnitude difference in mobility, and which can be
described by the two time constants, t1 and t2. The characteristic times td, td + t1 and t2
are obtained from the plots of loge[EL(t→) – EL(t)] versus time and EL versus time
as described by Table 4.3.

td

td + t1

t2

Definition
Time at which the straight line drawn
through the first slope on the plot of
loge{[EL(t→) – EL(t)] / EL(t→)} vs.
time intersects with the horizontal section
of the curve (i.e. when [EL(t→) – EL(t)]
/ EL(t→) = 1).
Time at which the straight lines drawn
through the first and second slopes
intersect on the plot of loge[EL(t→) –
EL(t)] vs. time.
Time at which the EL intensity reaches
95% of its final value (i.e. when [EL(t→)
– EL(t)] / EL(t→) = 0.05)

[EL(t→ )- EL(t)] /EL(t→ )

Time

0

10

10-1

0.05
td
td + t1

-2

10

0

1

t2

2
3
Time (a.u.)

4

5

Table 4.3 Definitions of characteristic times td, t1 and t2. The curve shown here
is from the phenomenological model.

We wish to find a characteristic time in the device response, which will define
the fast carrier (hole) mobility. To do this we plot the hole and electron density
adjacent to the electron injecting contact for several time delays. We have chosen the
time delays, based on Figure 4.12, as t = td = 0.85s, t = td + t1 = 1.2s, t = 1.7s and
steady-state conditions (t»t2). Figure 4.13 shows that at time delays beyond t = td + t1
the profile of the hole density is almost constant, with only the electron density still
moving into the device. Using this observation we associate the second time constant
(slope) in Figure 4.12 with the motion of the slow carriers (electrons). Figure 4.13
also shows that before t = td + t1, the hole density distribution is not yet at its quasistationary state, and that at t = td it is still changing relatively fast. Several authors
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have suggested

34,49-51,64

that the determination of mobility values is sensitive to the

method used, and in 34 it was shown that the analysis of td from pulsed measurements
does not give agreement with the mobility values extracted from the CW j-V
characteristics. Since the simulations suggest that only after t = td + t1 does the hole
density becomes quasi-stationary, we conclude that the use of t = td + t1 is more
appropriate than using t = td if the deduced mobility is to be compared with other LED
characteristics. This method is found to be somewhat similar to the distinction for
time-of-flight (TOF) measurements made between the arrival of the broadened front
of the carrier packet and the arrival of the packet’s central part. In this context note
that since the simulations do not take account of electrical field-induced broadening

Carrier Density (1018cm-3)

found in disordered structures 65, t1 is relatively small compared to td + t1.
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Figure 4.13 Simulated electron and hole charge densities as a function of the
distance from the cathode density for a PPV-like device (similar to device 4C)
for the times t = td = 0.85s (dashed line) , t = td + t1 = 1.2s (solid line), t = 1.7s
(dashed line with large spacings) and for steady state conditions (t » t2) (dasheddotted line).

Using the methodology developed for time-of-flight (TOF) technique

65

the

ratio (0.5t1 / (td + 0.5t1) ) is examined, and found here to be equal to ~0.17 at 5V. This
is similar but somewhat larger than the 0.1 deduced from the expression (2kT/eV)½
described in

65

for an ideal case under constant electric field. The simulated system

here is therefore not ideal in the sense that there is a space-charge (varying field) and
a field-dependent mobility. As it will be shown, real devices are even less ideal, and
this ratio is larger still. Also note that for this method to hold, one must observe the
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two slopes (time-constants) in the experimental turn-on dynamics. If the first time
constant is not resolved, due for example to a more extended quenching zone, it is not
possible to unambiguously determine the mobility of the fast carriers, as has been
discussed in

10,49.

In the experimental curve this will manifest itself when t1»td or

(0.5t1 / (td + 0.5t1) )  1.
The simulation was repeated for a configuration similar to the PFO device (see
Table 4.2) where there is a large imbalance in electron-hole mobility and injection
barriers. The shape described in Figure 4.12 was reproduced allowing reliable
determination of the hole mobility. It was also found that the large hole barrier results
in low light levels (at low voltages), such that it may be experimentally difficult to
resolve the arrival of holes (t1). The three orders of magnitude lower electron mobility
effectively means that no electrons are injected within the transit time of the holes.
Since the structure is not assumed to be empty at t=0 (see boundary conditions) there
will always be electrons to recombine with the arriving front of the hole distribution.
However, this may sometimes be too weak to detect. The signature of this effect may
be found in (0.5t1 / (td + 0.5t1)) which is significantly larger than the one calculated
above for the PPV-like device, at the same applied voltage.
The determination of the electron transit time from the EL turn on is a more
complicated process than it is for holes. The motion of electrons into the device
gradually increases the overlap of the electron density profile with the hole density
profile, giving rise to an increase of the EL intensity. The EL in the electrondominated region therefore does not necessarily follow a single exponential law.
Moreover, the distance across which the electrons travel is not as uniquely defined as
for the holes (see Figure 4.13). The penetration distance of the electrons, Le, is limited
by recombination with holes and hence depends on the actual densities within a given
device. The lower limit for this distance would be the size of the quenching zone, Lqz,
and the upper limit would be the length of the device, L. To be consistent with the
deduction of hole mobility the electron transit time needs to be defined as the point
where this overlap is close to its maximum value (i.e. steady state). To avoid any
ambiguities t2 is defined here as the point the EL reaches 0.95 of its final value.
Varying this value by 0.02 results in only a factor of 2 difference to the electron
transit time.
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When considering the role of the exciton quenching interface and the electron
penetration depth, Le, we note that numerical simulations of the exciton distribution

1

show that when holes start to arrive at the cathode (t = td) there is already substantial
electron density outside the quenched region close to the cathode, so that a nonnegligible density of excitons is generated (i.e., light can be detected). It was also
found that at longer times the quenching becomes less pronounced, due to the motion
of electrons away from the quenching cathode.
For the mobility calculations one also needs to know the electric field
throughout the device. A value of E = (V+Vbi )/L is normally used, which is based on

Electric Field (MVcm-1)

the assumption that the carrier front is not affected by the space-charge it is creating.
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Figure 4.14 Calculated electric field distribution for 4 different points in time.
(1) t=tON, just after the applied pulse and before the build up of space-charge. (2)
t=td+t1=1.2s holes propagated through the structure, (3) t=tSS is at quasi steady
state where space-charge is due to both electrons and holes. (4) t=tOFF just after
voltage is turned off and only the field is only internal (including space-charge).

The simulations show that, since the space-charge is created mainly by holes
next to the anode, the front of the hole space-charge density propagates within a field
which increases with time (when the space-charge is mainly due to holes). This effect
is illustrated in Figure 4.14 where the electric field distribution is plotted for t ~ 0 (no
space-charge), t = td + t1 (mainly hole induced space-charge), t = tSS (steady-state,
which includes both electron and hole space-charge plus a small mutual cancellation).
Also shown in this figure is the field distribution when the pulse is turned off and
V+Vbi = Vbi: we come back to this distribution in the text below. For the present
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discussion we only note that the maximum value of the field does not increase
significantly in such a device. This implies that by calculating the mobility using
E=(V+Vbi)/L may result in only a slight overestimation.

4.6e Additional EL features after turn-off
The turn-off dynamics have been discussed in

18,32

where the instantaneous

decay was found to be associated with the instantaneous reduction of the internal field
in the device as the voltage is turned off, and not to fast carrier-extraction16,32. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.14 for t=tOFF. A reduced field, in the bulk, results in a lower
mobility and hence a reduced exciton generation rate. The following exponential
decay is due to the extraction of carriers through the respective contacts. A more
complete analysis of the turn-off dynamics is described in Chapter 5. We note for
now, however, that a positive spike in the light may additionally appear as the voltage
is turned off, and is associated with the increase of the absolute value of the field next
to the electrode (see Figure 4.14).
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Experimental Check

Reason

Avoid impurities associated with oxygen, water or
others. Use inert glove-box and/or place devices for a
long time under vacuum.
Construct simple heat-circuit and make sure T<1K
for the given pulse width, voltage, current
Avoid interfacial (current blocking) layers next to
electrodes (Al2O3 for Al electrode will affect hole
dynamics, and PEDOT:PSS on ITO will affect
electron dynamics)
Ohmic contacts usually involve fewer ambiguities.

Traps or dopants may be introduced and make the
intrinsic properties inaccessible.

When measuring very slow-carrier mobility, reduce
the current due to the fast carrier (i.e. a high barrier).
Note the effect on the extraction of the fast carrier
mobility (3 above).
Check the frequency dependence of light intensity
and operate below the threshold frequency.
Identify the regimes denoted td, t1, t2, and quasi
steady-state.

Device characteristics are temperature dependent
To ensure the measured quantity is due to charge
transport and not charge accumulation (at
interfaces) 5
1.

If the injected density is field dependent then,
it may be significantly affected by the
injection of the other carrier type.
2. If the injected density is low it may be
difficult to detect emission due only to the
arriving front of the distribution. A large
dynamic range in the detection becomes an
essential but not necessarily a satisfactory
condition.
To ensure that the required long pulse will not
result in a temperature rise which in turn will
enhance the mobility.
Avoid pulse-to-pulse interference through charge
accumulation.
To ensure that the two carrier dynamics are
separable.

Table 4.4 Summary of the experimental procedure for extracting carrier
mobilities including the checks necessary to exclude extraneous effects.

This feature is generally associated with a high electron density near the
cathode, which serves to create a space-charge density next to the cathode and hence a
reduced field at the recombination zone. When the applied voltage is removed, the
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field due to the space-charge is still present, resulting in an increase in the overall
value of the electric field next to the cathode. Using the same logic as for the
instantaneous drop 18, we can expect a spike to be generated very close to the cathode.

4.7 Use of Method: Determination of Mobilities
We now apply our mobility determination technique to two devices made of very
different polymers (PPVcp and PFO).

The steps and checks involved in the

experimental procedure are highlighted in Table 4.4. Again we emphasise that we use
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a sufficiently low repetition rate, 10Hz for device 4C and 0.1Hz for device 4D.
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Figure 4.15 Plot of the final magnitude of the (normalised) EL minus the EL at
time t, [EL(t→) – EL(t)] / EL(t→) (solid line), and current density (dotted
line, open circles) as a function of time for device 4C under 10V 2s pulses.

We now consider the variation of the transient behaviour of the LEDs with
voltage in an attempt to determine the transport properties as a function of the electric
field. Figure 4.15 shows the magnitude of the (normalised) EL subtracted from its
long-time value, [EL(t→) – EL(t)]/EL(t→) for device 4C in response to 10V, 2s
pulses using a 10Hz repetition frequency. The figure shows how the method used to
deduce td and t1 from the modelled data (as shown in Figure 4.12) can be applied to
deduce td and t1 from the experimental data. Linear variations of loge{[EL(t→) –
EL(t)] / EL(t→)}] versus time, t, are observed, and these give the periods td, t1 and
t2, as was found from the phenomenological model (Figure 4.12).
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emphasise that we use a sufficiently low repetition rate, 10Hz for device 4C and
0.1Hz for device 4D.

4.7a PPV copolymer mobility
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Figure 4.16 EL response of device 4C as a function of time for different applied
voltages (7V, 10V and 16V) showing the behaviour of td and t1. The electric field
has been normalised to its value at t = td + t1. The inset shows the EL response of
the device to 3V pulses for comparison.

Figure 4.16 shows qualitatively how td and t1 vary as a function of applied
voltage for device 4C, which, as previously discussed, is not injection-limited in this
voltage range. Note the differences in time scale of the responses at 3V (inset) and
16V. The data has been normalised to the value of the EL at the transition between
the first and second rise times, EL(t = td + t1), and shows that the initial rise time
decreases sharply with increasing voltage. It is interesting to note i) that td and t1
decrease by three to four orders of magnitude over the given field range, and ii) that
the ratio of 0.5t1 to (td + 0.5t1) is a function of voltage (inset to Figure 4.18). This
ratio is indicative of the degree of broadening of the hole packet in the device, and its
value (~0.5 at V+Vbi=5V) is found to be larger than that deduced from our simulations
(0.17 at V+Vbi=5V). This may be due to the disorder and field-induced broadening
discussed in 65.
Using the methodology presented in Figure 4.12, we now extract the
parameters td, t1 and t2 and j from the pulsed data for device 4C. Figure 4.17 shows
plots of loge{[EL(t→) – EL(t)] / EL(t→)}] and current density, j, versus time for a
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range of voltages from 4V to 10V. The dotted lines indicate how the parameter t 1 is
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Figure 4.17 Plot of the final magnitude of the (normalised) EL minus the EL at
time t, [EL(t→) – EL(t)] / EL(t→) (solid line) , and the current density dotted
line, open circles) as a function of time for device 4C for 1s pulses of varying
voltage with 10Hz repetition frequency. Note that the delay of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) of ~45ns has not been corrected for in the plots

We now calculate the hole mobility from the td and t1 data from device 4C.
Figure 4.18 shows the hole mobility as a function of the square root of the internal
electric field calculated for device 4C by three different methods. These methods can
be summarised by the following equations:
L2
1 =
(V + Vbi )t d

L2
2 =
(V + Vbi )(t d + t1 )
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Figure 4.18 Calculated hole mobility as a function of the square root of the
electric field for device 4C using different definitions of the carrier transit time,
tT, and the electric field, E, in the device: tT = td, Eint = V/L (open diamonds); tT =
td + t1, Eint = V/L (open circles). Also shown is the mobility calculated from SCLC
theory (filled triangles) from the current density vs. voltage data in pulsed mode
(see Figure 3). The inset shows ½t1/(td+½t1) as a function of the square root of
the electric field.

where Vbi is the built-in voltage in the device which is assumed, from the difference
between the workfunctions of ITO and Ca, to be -1.9V for devices 4C and 4D. 1 is
calculated from td alone and does not take into account the variation of the electric
field across the device due to the space-charge. 2 is calculated from td + t1, and uses
the same average electric field as used for 1. Finally 3 is calculated entirely
independently of td and t1 by using the quasi-steady state current density, j, and rearranging the SCLC equation (equation (4.2)) to give the mobility. As was described
in Chapter 2, the SCLC theory assumes a field-independent mobility. When this is
taken into consideration equation (4.18) is modified but retains the same essential
form, as detailed in Ref.66. For the purposes of this analysis, we shall assume that
equation (4.28) holds.
From Figure 4.18 we see that the hole mobility, 1, calculated from td alone,
result in mobility values that are approximately one order of magnitude higher than
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those predicted by SCLC theory (3). This is in contrast to the good agreement we
see between the mobility deduced using td + t1 (2) and the hole mobility, 3,
calculated using the j-V data and equation (4.18) for space-charge-limited conduction.
This agreement implies i) that the method presented to determine the hole mobility
from transient data is reliable, ii) that the device is dominated by SCLC over this field
range, and iii) that our assumption that the doped PEDOT:PSS layer acts as an
injection contact is valid. The actual shape of the curve is also of interest. At fields
below ~0.65MVcm-1, corresponding to [(V+Vbi)/L]1/2 = 800 V1/2cm-1/2, the logarithm
of the hole mobility increases with voltage and is approximately proportional to the
square root of the electric field as has been measured before

46,48,67-69.

In this field

regime we can therefore describe the hole mobility by
 =
h

(

  
exp − h  exp  h E
h,0
 kT 

)

(4.19)

from which we find that h,0exp(-h/kT)=3.5x10-9cm2V-1s-1 and h =1.010-2cm1/2V-1/2.
We also attempted to use the longer time-scale transient data to determine the electron
mobility for the PPV copolymer as a function of voltage, from the values of t2. This
proved possible for applied voltages of 3–5V, from which electron mobilities of
~ 5x10-9–1x10-cm2V-1s-1 were obtained. These values for corresponding voltages are
found to be ~ 100 times less than the calculated hole mobility. (This compares to the
value of ~ 10 that was used in the model, which represents the lower limit such that
the hole and electron motions can be separately time-resolved).

For this device,

however, it was not possible to use this method at significantly higher voltages due to
the current-induced heating effects, as discussed earlier. For example, at 10V the
current is seen to increase before the EL has reached steady state. This in turn causes
the EL to increase, making the determination of t2 impossible. For a 1ms 10V pulse,
the device current is ~1000mA.cm-2 and the temperature rise is calculated to be ~ 5K.
The method of obtaining the electron mobility from values of t2 is therefore limited to
low voltages for high current density devices (within the present heat-sinking
scheme). It should also be noted that in this devices structure the PEDOT:PSS layer
may also be serving as an electron-blocking layer thus making the measured electron
dynamics a mixture of electron transport and electron accumulation due to that
interface.
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4.7b PFO mobility
The method used in Section 4.7a is now used to analyse the parameters for the
PFO polymer, which was recently characterised using a time-of-flight technique

35.

As discussed earlier, device 4D (ITO/PFO[100nm]/Ca) is hole-injection-limited, so
the density of electrons in the device is expected to be much greater than that for holes
at low voltages. It is still likely, however, that h»e, and therefore that once injected,
the holes will quickly move across the device, and that the device is space-chargelimited with respect to electrons. The hole mobility can therefore be extracted from t 1
data just as for device 4C (see discussion in the phenomenological-model section).
Due to the dominance of the low mobility electrons compared to the higher mobility
holes, significantly less current is found to flow in device 4D than in device 4C. For a
given voltage, the Joule heating effects are thus considerably reduced in device 4D.
Device 4D therefore represents an ideal system for obtaining the electron mobility
from t2 data using the following equation:
Le L
e =
(V + Vbi )t 2

(4.20)

where t2 is defined here as the time at which the magnitude of the EL reaches
0.95 (of its final value (see Section 4.6d). L is the device thickness and Le is the
penetration distance of the electrons into the device (see Section 4.6d). As Le could
vary from the thickness of the quenching zone (~20nm) to the total thickness of the
device (100nm), the electron mobility could be up to 5 times smaller than it would be
assuming that electrons penetrate the entire thickness of the device (i.e. Le = L).
Figure 4.19 shows the longer EL time response of device 4D to pulses of
different applied voltages illustrate how t2 changes with voltage. For example, at 5V
t2 ~ 5ms, whereas at 16V t2 ~ 50s. By referring back to Figure 4.11 we may also
compare the values of (t1 + td) to t2 at 16V, from which we see that the ratio of (t1 +
td): t2 at 16V is ~ 450. This same ratio will apply to the values to be calculated for the
hole and electron mobilities. The maximum temperature rise during the 80s 16V
pulse, with 0.06A, was determined to be ~0.5K. Figure 4.20 shows the hole mobility
for device 4D, calculated using equation (4.17) from the t1 + td data, the electron
mobility using equation (4.20) calculated from the t2 data, and the mobility calculated
using equation (4.18) assuming a SCLC model. When analysing the transient data for
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holes in the PFO device one needs to consider the effect of the high energy barrier for
hole injection.
The processes governing charge injection for non-ohmic contacts are not
entirely clear and hence may influence the apparent transit time of the holes (see
Table 4.4). The large mobility mismatch (h~1000xe), and the fact that the holes are
injection-limited, makes the determination of the hole mobility difficult at low
voltages due to quenching (as discussed in Section 4.6d). This is also reflected by the
fact that at low voltages the ratio ½t1 to (td + ½t1) approaches unity.

We have

therefore separated the hole mobilities calculated for the lowest two voltages (for

EL Intensity (normalised)

which t1/td ~ 20) from the other values.
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Figure 4.19 EL response of device 4D as a function of time for different applied
voltages (5V, 6V and 8V) showing the behaviour of t2. The inset shows the EL
response of the device to 8V and 16V pulses for comparison. The electric field
has been normalised to its final magnitude.

The determination of the electron mobility, however, is legitimate since the electroninjecting contact is ohmic. We know however, that there are two sources of error
associated in determining the electron mobility from the experimental data, namely
the electron penetration depth, Le, and the electron’s characteristic transit time, t2. It
is also true that the electric field is non-uniform in the vicinity of the cathode. As has
been previously described, the range of values for the electron’s penetration depth is
20nm  Le  100nm. Similarly the error in t2 results from the non-exponential nature
of the EL in the electron dominated region (see Section IV.3). The hole mobility of
PFO is also found to be less field dependent in the high field regime than for the PPV
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copolymer. In addition, the values calculated are found to be roughly consistent with
those derived from TOF measurements

35.

The electron mobility (calculated from t2)

is found to be ~3 orders of magnitude lower than the hole mobility for a given field.
We also note that the logarithm of the electron mobility increases linearly with the
square root of the internal electric field as described by
 =
e

e,0

(

  
exp − e  exp  e E
 kT 

)

(4.21)

from which we find e,0exp(-e/kT)=7.5x10-10cm-2V-1s-1 and e=4.410-3cm1/2V-1/2.
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Figure 4.20 Calculated carrier mobility as a function of the square root of the
electric field for device 4D: hole mobility calculated from tT = td + t1, Eint = V/L
(open circles); electron mobility calculated from tT = t2, Eint = V/L (open
diamonds) and an average carrier mobility calculated from SCLC theory (filled
squares).

The mobility calculated from the SCLC theory alone cannot be fitted to either
the electron or hole mobility calculated from the transient data. This is probably due
to the current’s dependence on the individual electron and hole components: the holes
are injection-limited and the electrons are space-charge-limited.

The mobility

calculated from the SCLC theory is therefore dominated by the carriers carrying the
largest current: at low fields, therefore, the SCLC mobility tends to the lower electron
mobility, suggesting that the current is significantly contributed to by electrons, whilst
at high fields holes are likely to dominate.
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4.7c Mobility of other polymers
The method presented in sections 4.7a and 4.7b is now used to determine the
mobility values of charge carrier for three other different polymers, the results of
which are shown in Figure 4.21. The polymers investigated were DB-PPV, CN-PPV
and PFOBT, as single layer LEDs with ITO and calcium electrodes. The chemical
structures and full names of the polymers can be found in Chapter 3. Figure 4.21a
indicates that the DB-PPV is hole space-charge-limited, as the hole mobility

Mobility (cm2V-1s-1)

calculated from the SCLC theory and the transient methods are in agreement.
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Figure 4.21 Calculated carrier mobility as a function of the square root of the
electric field for (a) DB-PPV, (b) CN-PPV and (c) PFOBT. Legend: hole
mobility calculated from tT = td + t1, (open triangles); electron mobility
calculated from tT = t2, (open diamonds) and an average carrier mobility
calculated from SCLC theory (filled circles).

By contrast Figure 4.21b shows that CN-PPV is not hole space-charge-limited,
but rather at low fields the conduction is significantly contributed to by electrons, and
at high fields by holes. It is interesting to note that the electron mobility calculated
from the pulsed measurements decreases with increasing electric field. By referring
to the structure of CN-PPV (Chapter 3) we find that this is perhaps not surprising; the
cyano-groups may act as possible electron traps.

A decreasing mobility with

increasing electric field has been observed in polymeric systems at high temperatures
and low fields50.

This observation is consistent with the inhibition of hops in

directions opposed to the applied field as the field strength is increased.

This

framework may be extended to include traps: at low fields a charge may hop to many
sites avoiding traps; as the field is enhanced the number of accessible sites is
restricted and the effect of traps becomes more pronounced. That this is the case for
electrons in CN-PPV is possible, yet uncertain due to the high fields in Figure 4.21b
(2MV/cm) that the mobility is still seen to be decreasing with the applied field. (This
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compares to the transition electric field of ~0.4MV/cm at which point the mobility
starts to increase with the applied field for the systems tested in Ref.50).
Finally in Figure 4.21c we find that the hole mobility as calculated from SCLC
theory is i) 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than the different PPVs (but roughly
equivalent to the hole mobility of PFO), and is ii) in good agreement with the hole
mobility calculated from transient measurements for moderately high fields
(~1MVcm-1). This implies that for fields of ~1MVcm-1 or higher, the conduction is
hole space-charge-limited. (As will be discussed in Chapter 7, the hole mobility for
PFOBT is rather difficult to measure using this transient methodology due to the
appearance of a “spike” in the EL at turn-on).

4.8 Effects of Pre-Bias on EL Turn-On
This final section examines the effect on the EL turn-on characteristics when a
voltage bias (or voltage “pre-bias”), is applied prior to the application of a voltage
pulse. We will limit the discussion at this point to device 4C, and go only as far as
introducing the experimental observations. Details of a postulated mechanism for the
observations will be given in Chapter 6.
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Figure 4.22 Transient EL response of device 4C to 4V 50s pulses for a variety
of pre-biases. The magnitudes of the pre-biases are indicated on the figure. The
inset shows detail of the first 5s.

Figure 4.22 shows the EL response of device 4C to 4V 50s pulses with
different pre-biases. For times less than ~3s (see inset) the application of a forward
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pre-bias results in i) faster EL turn-on times and ii) greater EL intensity. With regards
to the first point we note that for pre biases of ~+2V and above the delay time, td→ 0.
For flat-band conditions (corresponding to a pre-bias of ~+2V for device 4C) there is
therefore effectively no delay between pulse application and EL generation. It is
likely that this is due to the pre-existing distribution of electrons and holes in the
device before pulse application (see Figure 4.13).

Negative pre-biases do not

significantly increase td beyond its value at 0V pre-bias. It is also possible that the
sharp rise in the EL after turn-on for the +3V pre-bias is attributable to the additional
charge carriers present in the device at t=0. Indeed, the device is already “on” during
the +3V bias, as is indicated by the raised EL base line. For 3s<t<50s the EL is
largest for the most heavily negatively pre-biased pulses, rising for the case of–6V
pre-bias to approximately 2.5 times the maximum EL achieved for 0V pre-bias. Over
the same period the EL for pre-biases between 0V and +2V (flat band conditions) is
less than the EL for 0V pre-bias, and larger for pre-biases greater than +2V. On much
longer time scales the EL for negative pre-biased LEDs is actually seen to decrease
(not shown).
Whilst possible explanations for this and other pre-bias phenomena will be
more fully addressed in Chapter 6, we mention here that mobile charges (possibly
ions) trapped in the device are likely to be the source of the observations. Under the
influence of a negative bias, these charges could set up a space-charge field to counter
the applied bias. Upon removal of a negative pre-bias, for example, and application
of a positive voltage pulse, the local field within the device will be enhanced as both
the applied field and the field from the space-charge will be in the positive direction.
Due to the field dependence of the mobilities, therefore, the EL would thus be greater
than for the case of 0V pre-bias, a situation that would remain until the mobile
charges trapped within the device had time to re-arrange themselves in the presence of
the applied field. In a recent paper by Giebeler

70,

similar reverse bias effects in

MEH-PPV LEDs were attributed to bulk carrier traps.
The current transients (not shown) for pre-biased pulses are also of interest, as
in this particular case only the charging spikes of the current are significantly affected.
The magnitude of the charging spike varies linearly with the magnitude of the voltage
jump, V, from the pre-bias to the applied voltage pulse, as is expected for a
capacitor.
74

The main component of the current, however, for this example is
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unaffected by the pre-bias. We may therefore conclude that for time scales of 10100s the overall efficiency of the devices is greater for negatively pre-biased LEDs
than for those with zero or forward pre-biases, an observation that may be of interest
for passively driven displays.

4.9 Conclusions
This chapter discussed in detail the pulsed excitation of polymer LEDs using
single voltage pulses. The analysis was based on a set universal features found in
various device configurations, from which it was found that, as in the case for timeof-flight measurements, the method of extracting the mobility is very important.
Using numerical simulations a method was devised to determine carrier mobilities,
which was consistent with both CW excitation and time-of-flight techniques.
Mobility values for a series of polymers were presented, including those which do not
easily lend themselves to CW analysis (e.g. the ITO/PFO/Ca device). Finally, the
effects of applying a voltage pre-bias before the application of a voltage pulse on the
EL turn-on were introduced.
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CHAPTER 5

EL “TURN-OFF” CHARACTERISATION
This chapter presents the results of experimental techniques used to analyse the EL of
LEDs following the removal of a voltage pulse (i.e. at voltage “turn-off”). The fast
modulation of the EL intensity at turn-off is explained in terms of the sudden
reduction of the Langevin recombination rate, and the time evolution of the device’s
internal electric field is extracted from the data. The subsequent long-lived EL tail is
analysed to give the time evolution of the carrier distributions once the voltage pulse
has been removed. The method of applying multiple pulses is discussed as a further
technique to selectively probe the dynamics of holes and electrons as they exit the
device, on the basis of the preceding pulse width. EL “tail-spike” effects at turn-off
are also investigated. This work has been published in Applied Physics Letters

1,2.

The numerical simulations presented in this chapter were performed in collaboration
with Nir Tessler.

5.1 Introduction
The EL “turn-on” characteristics were analysed in the previous chapter in
terms of the field-dependent mobility of holes and electrons. This chapter examines
the behaviour of the EL after “turn-off” (i.e. once the voltage has been removed) for a
series of different devices. Much as the EL response at turn-on yields information on
the injected and transported charges in the presence of an applied field, previous
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authors have investigated the transient EL response at turn-off due to the information
given on the behaviour of charges exiting the device once the applied field has been
removed

3-8.

For example, EL turn-off has been investigated for i) single layer

devices in terms of the decay of the charge carriers and excitons in the device, and for
ii) bi-layer devices in terms of the EL “overshoot” effect 6-8. The fast EL modulation
after turn-off (observed in Chapter 4) is also of particular commercial interest, as it
suggests the suitability of organic LEDs for video display and telecommunication
applications.

5.2 LED Devices Investigated
Table 5.1 lists the LED structures used throughout this chapter. Devices 4A,
4C and 4D were introduced in Chapter 5; the remaining six devices are new to this
chapter. The full names and structures of the polymers are given in Table 3.1,
Chapter 3.
Device

Anode

Hole-Injection Layer

Emitting Polymer

Cathode

4A
4C
4D
5A
5B
5C
5D
5E
5F

ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO

None
PEDOT:PSS [50nm]
None
None
None
PPV [100nm]
None
None
PEDOT:PSS [25nm]

PPV [200nm]
PPVcp [75nm]
PFO [100nm]
PPV [100nm]
PFOBT [100nm]
PFOBT [100nm]
CN-PPV [100nm]
DB-PPV [100nm]
Polyfluorene blend [80nm]

Ag
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca

Table 5.1 Structure of LED devices used in Chapter 5. The “blend” in device 5F
is a 5% PFOBT, 95% PFO mixture with 20% TFB added to facilitate hole
injection.

5.3 Processes Leading to EL Turn-Off
The behaviour of the LED after turn-off is dependent on the density
distributions of electrons and holes (n and p respectively), and on the internal electric
field, Fint, remaining inside the device. In order to understand this more fully we
briefly review the processes occurring in the device before turn-off.

5.3a Capacitative charging and charge injection
We start by considering the time scales in which i) the conducting plates of the
device are charged and ii) charge is injected into the bulk of the device, by referring to
the simple electrical model for an LED shown in Figure 5.1. In this representation the
LED is represented as a parallel resistor (RLED) / capacitor (C) combination, with a
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series resistor, Rs, representing the contacts.

Note that the inductance of the

connecting leads has been ignored.
connections

LED

C
RLED
Rs
Figure 5.1 Circuit representation of an LED showing the series resistance, Rs,
and the LED as a parallel resistor / capacitor combination.

At low voltages, when RLED»Rs, and RLED»1/C, RLED effectively draws no
current, and the circuit may be re-drawn as a simple series combination of Rs and C.
For a step-voltage of magnitude Vapp applied at time t=0, the voltage dropped across
the capacitor (and therefore also across the LED, under the assumption that RLED»Rs),
VLED, is given by
VLED = Vapp {1 – exp(-t/RsC)}

1

VLED (V)

8

2

t/RsC
t (-Vbi)/RC

10

(5.1)

10V

4

3
2
1
0

6

3

0 2 4 6 8 10

Vapp (V)

6V

4

V = -Vbi

3V
t (-Vbi)

2

2V
1V

0
0

1 10

-8

2 10

-8

3 10

-8

4 10

-8

5 10

-8

t (s)
Figure 5.2 Voltage dropped across the LED, VLED, as a function of time since
pulse application for the following applied voltages, Vapp: 1V (solid line), 2V
(circles), 3V (diamonds), 5V (squares) and 10V (triangles). Assumptions: RSC =
10ns, Vbi=-1.9V. The inset shows a plot of the time taken to reach flat-band
conditions in units of RC, as a function of the applied voltage.

Upon application of the voltage pulse, the interfaces of the polymer and
electrodes become charged, with characteristic time t~RsC (~1-10ns for our
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experimental set-up). Significant injection of charge into the bulk of the device,
however, does not commence until flat-band conditions have been achieved within the
device, i.e. until VLED+Vbi=0, where VLED is the voltage at the LED. This is shown
graphically in Figure 5.2. Rearranging equation (5.1) we find that the time taken to
achieve flat-band conditions, t=t(-Vbi), is given by
t(-Vbi) = RsC ln{Vapp/(Vapp+Vbi)}

(5.2)

The behaviour of t(-Vbi)/RsC as a function of the applied voltage is plotted in
the inset of Figure 5.2 from which we see that t(-Vbi) drops to a small fraction of RsC
for Vapplied>3V. For example, t(-Vbi) ~0.7RsC, 0.2RsC and 0.05RsC for Vapp = 4V, 10V
and 40V respectively. We therefore conclude that during the capacitative charging of
the device, charge is concomitantly injected into the bulk of the LED.

5.3b Charge transport and EL generation
As was described in Chapter 5, EL turn-on occurs at time t=td when the
leading edge of the hole packet reaches the electrons confined close to the cathode.
The EL then rises rapidly for a further time t1 (see inset of Figure 4.8, Chapter 4) as
the main body of the hole packet arrives at the cathode. On a longer time-scale, t2,
electrons propagate into the device, resulting in a slower rise in the EL.

5.4 Internal Electric Field: Simulation
5.4a Electric field at EL turn-on
Charge transport in devices under pulsed electrical excitation differs
fundamentally from the transport of the sheet of charge that is photo-generated in
typical TOF measurements. In TOF experiments the charge contained within the
sheet per unit area is small compared to the charge required to fully charge the
capacitor, and the sheet is quickly transported away from the electrodes. By contrast,
under pulsed electrical excitation, charge is continually being injected for the duration
of the pulse. In this case the electrode acts as a charge reservoir able to supply the
charge required to fully charge the capacitor, and the entire region behind the carrier
front is filled with space charge. The effective capacitance of the LED (including the
bulk) therefore continues to increase until the leading edge of the hole distribution
reaches that of the electron distribution. In the region between the two carrier fronts
the electric field increases beyond the ohmic field strength, Fohmic=(Vapplied-Vbi)/L.
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Similarly the space charge building up throughout the charge injection process
induces an electric field distribution, FSC(z), such that the charge carriers themselves
experience a non-uniform electric field, a fact of some significance given the field
dependence of the carrier mobilities. Knowledge of the time dependence of the
internal electric field distribution is therefore of considerable interest.
The internal electric field distribution, Fint(z), is given by
Fint(z)=Fapp+Fbi+FSC(z)

(5.3)

where Fapp= Vapp/L and Fbi= Vbi/L. Figure 5.3 shows the simulated electric field
profile (using the simulation model described in Chapter 4), for a series of times
since pulse application. The simulations were performed for an ITO/PPV cp/Ca LED
in response to 10s pulses of applied voltage, Vapp=7V. Details of the device’s input
parameters are listed in Table 4.2, Chapter 4.
Fint(z, t=tSS)

Fint(z, t=0)

Electreic Field (MVcm-1)

0.5
FSC(z=zRZ,t=td+t1)

X
Fint(z, t=td+t1)

0

Fint(z, t<0)

-0.5
Fint(z, t=tOFF)

0

20

40

60

80

100

Distance from cathode (nm)
Figure 5.3 Calculated electric field distribution for 5 different points in time. 1.
t<0 (large spaced dashed line), before the applied pulse. 2. t=0 (solid line) just
after the applied pulse and before the build up of space charge. 3. t=td+t1 (open
triangles) once the holes have propagated through the structure. 4. t=tSS (dotted
line) at quasi steady state where space charge is due to both electrons and holes.
5. t=tOFF+1ns (open circles) just after voltage is turned off.
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Before pulse application (t<0), the electric field in the bulk of the polymer is
largely determined by the built-in field, Fbi=Vbi/L, except for distances very close to
the electrodes, where the field is slightly screened due to the equilibrium distribution
of electrons and holes present in the device for t<0 (see inset of Figure 4.12). By time
t=td+t1, we see from the shape of Fint(z) in Figure 5.3 that the injected space charge
serves both to reduce the electric field near the electrodes and increase the electric
field in the bulk of the device to a maximum. Simulations indicate that the
recombination zone is approximately located at the same position as this maximum.
The closer proximity of the maximum in Fint(z) to the cathode than to the anode
results from the hole distribution having a greater extension than that of the electron
distribution (see Figure 4.12). For times given by t>td+t1, the EL is dominated by the
slower migration of the electron packet into the device until the electron’s density
distribution reaches steady-state conditions at t=tSS (where tSS»t2). The maximum in
Fint(z) at t=tSS, is now further away from the cathode and reduced in magnitude as
compared to the distribution at t=td+t1, showing that the additional electrons further
screen the electric field close to the cathode.

5.4b Electric field at EL turn-off
Upon removal of the applied voltage at t=tOFF both simulation and experiment
show that the EL undergoes a fast modulation to a small but non-zero value, followed
by a long-lived EL tail (see Figure 5.4), features that in Chapter 4 were
experimentally observed for a wide variety of different systems (different polymers,
number of layers, cathodes). To analyse this further, we write down the expression
for LT, the total Langevin exciton generation rate in the device,
L

L

LT = A L( z )dz =A b eff ( z )n( z ) p ( z )dz
0

(5.2)

0

where A is the area of the LED, L(z) is the Langevin exciton generation rate per unit
volume at distance z from the cathode, b is the Langevin bimolecular recombination
rate constant (described in Chapter 2) and eff is the effective mobility of the electrons
and holes.

Since numerical simulations

9,10

show that the spatial extent of the

recombination zone, zRZ is very small with respect to L for this particular device, LT
in equation (5.2) may be approximated to L(zRZ)zRZA , where z=zRZ is the position of
the centre of the recombination zone. The large mismatch between the hole and
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electron mobilities also implies that eff ~h, where h is field-dependent through the
equation 11
 ( z) = 
h

  
exp − h  exp 
F ( z ) 
h,0
h
int
 kT 





(5.3)

where h,0 is a constant,  is the activation energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the temperature, h=b(1/kT–1/kTh,o), and b and Th,o are constants for a given material.
For the ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PPVcp/Ca LED (device 4C) used in this work, we
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Figure 5.4 (a) Simulated time response of the average exciton density ( EL)
and the charge density for an ITO/PPV/Ca LED in response to 7V, 200ns pulses.
(b) Measured time response of EL and charge-induced absorption for device 5A
(ITO/PPV[100nm]/Ca). The applied voltage was 27V and the device was cooled
to -170C.

To understand the reason for the fast modulation EL at turn-off we refer once
again to the Langevin exciton generation rate expression in equation (5.2), from
which we see that one or more of the quantities in this equation, namely the mobility
or the charge carrier densities at the position of the recombination zone, must also
undergo the same fast modulation. Simulations of the transient average exciton
density ( EL) and the charge density at turn-off (Figure 5.4a) show that the fast
modulation cannot be due to the charge density decay as this undergoes modulation
on a much longer time-scale. This result is experimentally verified in Figure 5.4b,
which shows the transient behaviour of the EL and the charge absorption (measured
using the reflectivity experiment described in Chapter 3) for device 5A
(ITO/PPV[100nm]/Ca) in response to 500ns, 27V pulses at -170C. The figure shows
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clearly that whilst the EL undergoes a fast modulation (in this case resolutionlimited), the charge density initially leaks away on a much slower time scale. (The
time dependence of the EL and charge absorption are similar on s-ms time-scales).
Closer examination of the simulated EL in Figure 5.4a indicates that the time for the
EL modulation is determined by the singlet decay time (<1ns), after which time the
carrier density distributions, n and p, are effectively unchanged, i.e. n(t’1ns) 
n(t’=0) and p(t’1ns)  p(t’=0), where t’=t-tOFF.
The fast EL modulation must therefore result from the instantaneous removal
of the applied electric field which, through its field dependence, effectively switches
off the mobility (see equation (5.3)), and therefore also the Langevin recombination
rate (and EL). The recombination rate is not reduced to zero, however, due to the
finite electric field remaining in the device after turn-off, i.e. the internal field is
reduced from Fint(z)=Fapp+Fbi+FSC(z) to Fint(z)=Fbi+FSC(z) at t=tOFF. Combining this
point with equations (5.2) and (5.3) the ratio of the EL immediately before and after
turn-off is given by

(

exp  Fapp + Fsc ( z RZ ) + Fbi
EL(t ' = 0)
=
1
EL(t '  1ns)
exp  ( F ( z ) + F ) 2
sc

RZ

)

1

2

(5.4)

bi

Equation (5.4) can now be used to calculate FSC(zRZ), the value of the space chargeinduced electric field at the position of the recombination zone. By doing this for
pulses of different widths, we may determine the time evolution of the space chargeinduced electric field at the position of the recombination zone as a function of time
during the applied pulse. (This analysis does not take into account the local electric
between the electron and hole in the exciton).

5.5 Internal Electric Field: Experiment
5.5a Time dependence of electric field
The inset of Figure 5.5 shows the EL response at turn-off of device 4C
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PPVcp/Ca – see Table 5.1) in response to 200s, 5V pulses as a
function of t’. The value of EL(t’=t) is taken as the point of inflexion on the
downward slope of the EL after t’=0.
resolution of the system (~15ns).
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Figure 5.5 (Bottom) Plot of the internal and space charge-induced electric fields
as a function of pulse application time, t, calculated for device 4C from the ratio
of the EL before and immediately after voltage turn-off (open triangles). (Top)
Also shown is the transient EL of device 4C in response to a 5V step voltage
(solid line) showing how the maximum in the calculated space charge-induced
field coincides with the time at which there exists the greatest imbalance
between the number of holes and electrons in the device. The inset of the
bottom figure shows the EL (on a logarithmic scale) as a function of time, t’,
since the 5V 200s pulse was removed. (t’=0 corresponds to the time at which
the voltage pulse was removed).

Figure 5.5 shows the ratio EL(t’=0)/EL(t’t) (top figure) and the calculated
values of FSC(zRZ,t), Fapp+Fbi and Fint(zRZ,t) (bottom figure) as a function of time t (not
t’). Also shown on the figure is the measured EL response of device 4C to a 5V step
voltage to illustrate the correlation between the calculated electric fields and the
measured EL. The functional form of FSC(zRZ) shows that at this relatively low
applied bias FSC(zRZ) is in the same direction as the applied field (as predicted in
Figure 5.3). We see that FSC(zRZ) rises from 0MV/cm at t=0 to a maximum value of
~0.25MV/cm at t~td+t1, after which it decreases to attain a steady-state value of
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~0.22MV/cm. By referring back to the calculated electric field distributions in Figure
5.3 we see that this behaviour is consistent with the simulation model, which shows
that the peak value of the electric field reaches a maximum value at t=td+t1 before
attaining a steady state value (see Figure 5.3). Comparing this with the measured EL
we see that the maximum in FSC(zRZ) occurs as the EL response changes from being
dominated by hole to electron transport, corresponding to the time at which there is
the greatest difference between the densities of holes and electrons in the device. For
t>td+t1 the additionally injected electrons then reduce the value of FSC(zRZ).

5.5b Voltage dependence of electric field
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Figure 5.6 EL intensity on a logarithmic scale for device 4A (ITO/PPV/Ag) in
response to 700ns pulses of 30V (solid line), 35V (open circles) and 40V (dotted
line). t’=0 corresponds to the time at which the voltage pulse was removed. The
inset shows the space charge-induced electric field at the position of the
recombination zone immediately after turn-off calculated from the transient
data, as a function of the applied voltage (open triangles). Also shown is the
time constant, , associated with the EL (and charge distribution) decay (open
squares).

The amount of space charge in the device may also be controlled by applying
pulses of identical widths but different voltages.

Figure 5.6 shows the turn-off

behaviour of the EL of device 4A (ITO/PPV[220nm]/Ag) to 700ns pulses of applied
voltages 30V, 35V and 40V. The inset of Figure 5.6 shows both the values of
FSC(zRZ) (calculated using =6x10-4 (cm/V)-1/2 12) and the time constant, , associated
with the subsequent EL decay as a function of Vapp.

We see that FSC(zRZ) is

increasingly negative at higher voltages, and that by extrapolating back to lower
voltages, FSC(zRZ) is likely to flip sign from positive to negative at some lower applied
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voltage. This may be understood by referring back to the electric field profiles in
Figure 5.3, from which we see that FSC(z) is negative near the electrodes and positive
in the bulk of the device, i.e. the sign of FSC(zRZ) is determined by the position of the
recombination zone relative to point X. A change of sign in FSC(zRZ) may therefore
be an indication that the recombination zone moves as a function of voltage relative to
point X. At higher voltages, however, the position of X will move away from the
cathode due the screening effect of the additionally injected electrons.

5.6 Charge Carrier Decay
The long-lived EL tail following the fast modulation (seen in Figure 5.4) is
due to excitons generated from the decaying carrier densities in the presence of both
Fbi and FSC(zRZ). Numerical simulations indicate, however, that since most of the
space charge is due to carriers close to the contacts, and the EL is due to carriers away
from the contact, FSC(zRZ) does not change considerably in comparison to the carrier
densities. This is supported by the experimental observation that the long-time (up to
ms) decay of the EL and the charges are very similar (see Figure 5.4b). In this case
we may use the long-lived EL decay to monitor the evolution of the carrier density
distributions, rather than the electric field, after voltage turn-off.
Referring once again to Figure 5.6 we see that following the fast EL
modulation at turn-off, the EL tail is well fitted to a single exponential of time
constant . The fact that  increases with the applied voltage (see inset) may be
attributable to the additional coulombic attraction between holes and electrons
experienced by virtue of the greater electron densities present at higher voltages. As
an electron-injection-limited device (due to the silver electrode), however, the
electron densities present in device 4A, even at these high voltages, are likely to be
very small compared to the hole densities, such that the net effect of the coulombic
attraction on  is relatively small. This may help explain why  for device 4C (not
electron-injection-limited) at Vapp=5V is of similar magnitude (hundreds of
nanoseconds) as  for device 4A at Vapp=40V. (Also of importance here is the higher
mobility value present in PPV with respect to that in the PPV copolymer 9,10).
The time constant associated with the EL decay was also found to increase
with pulse width (Figure 5.7) up to some steady state value when both the electron
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and hole density distributions are in equilibrium.

From Figure 5.7 we see that

following the fast EL modulation at turn-off there follows a transition period of ~3s
after which the EL tail is well fitted to a single exponential (see inset of Figure 3).
Once again, it is possible that the increase in  with pulse width may be attributable to
an average increase in the coulombic attraction between holes and electrons. The
voltage and width dependence of  therefore indicates that the residence time of
charges in the device after turn-off is not due to extrinsic traps in the polymer, but
rather due to the low mobility at low fields, and also possibly due to the coulomb
attraction between oppositely charged carriers.
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Figure 5.7 EL turn-off for device 4C in response 20s (circles), 200s (solid line)
and 20ms (dashed line) width pulses of 4V.

5.7 Multiple Pulses
The previous sections in this chapter analysed the tail characteristics of the EL
following the removal of a voltage pulse. The low intensity levels of the EL shortly
after turn-off, however, mean that it is not possible to monitor the carriers as they exit
the device in the long time regime (>1ms) by using single pulses alone. This section
addresses the issue of charge propagation out of the device after voltage turn-off over
both the short and long time regimes by making use of “trains” of multiple pulses, a
method used by previous authors (with double pulses) to investigate other effects such
as charge accumulation and de-trapping 13,14.
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In Chapter 4 it was shown that there exists a pulse repetition threshold
frequency, f0, above which the EL intensity of a given pulse was found to be
enhanced, but for which the current response was unchanged. These pulse-to-pulse
interference effects were attributed to the residual space charge in the device
remaining after turn-off, and care was taken when analysing the EL transient
characteristics to work at frequencies below f0. Such measurements clearly indicate
the time-scales of the space charge decay but are cumulative in their effect for
frequencies above f0, and therefore do not permit a detailed description of the space
charge dynamics. A more sophisticated way, therefore, to study the dynamics of the
charges exiting the device after turn-off is to apply a “train” of two identical voltage
pulses, where the temporal separation, t, of the first and second pulse may be varied.
In this context the use of double pulses may be compared to an all-electrical pumpprobe experiment. The repetition frequency of the pulse trains themselves is kept
below f0 to avoid interference effects between consecutive pulse trains.

5.7a Double Pulses
PROBING HOLE TRANSPORT

t td (2nd)

EL Intensity (a.u.)

td (1st)

Current Density (a.u.)

I

0

1

2

3

Time (s)
Figure 5.8 EL and current density transient responses for device 4C in response
to two 4V voltage pulses of 1s duration separated by t=0.5s. td(1st) and
td(2nd) are the delay between pulse application and the onset of the EL for the
first and second pulses respectively.

Figure 5.8 shows the transient response of device 4C of the EL and the current
density in response to two 4V voltage pulses of 1s duration separated by t=0.5s.
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The current shows the characteristic spikes at turn-on and turn-off due to the
respective charging and discharging of the conducting plates of the device. After the
capacitative charging, the current is characterised by an approximately constant
current flowing through the polymer film for the duration of the pulse, and the
behaviour of the current in the first and second pulses is identical. This is in contrast
to the transient behaviour of the EL which shows i) amplification in the second pulse
with respect to the first, and ii) a shorter delay time before EL turn-on in the second
pulse with respect to the first; (i.e., delay time of the second pulse, td(2nd), is less than
the delay time of the first pulse, td(1st)).
In Chapter 4 we described the delay time, td, before EL turn-on as the time at
which the leading edge of the hole carrier packet reaches a quasi-stationary sheet of
electrons confined close to the cathode. The electrons are considered as effectively
stationary throughout this period due to the large mismatch between the mobility of
electrons, e, and holes, h,. Following the delay before turn-on, the transient EL was
further found to undergo a fast rise of characteristic time t1 followed by a slower rise
of characteristic time t2, before reaching steady state. t1 and t2 were described in
terms of the characteristic transit times for the hole and electron respectively. The
pulses applied in Figure 5.8 are of width, w, where td(1st)<w<td(1st)+t1, such that there
is insufficient time for significant electron injection and propagation to occur in the
device.
Within this framework, the observation from Figure 5.8 that td(1st)>td(2nd)
indicates that the leading edge of the hole packet has less distance to travel before
reaching the electrons in the second pulse, and therefore that the hole packet has not
completely exited the device before the application of the second pulse.

An

alternative explanation of the observed behaviour (td(1st)>td(2nd)) could be that the
additional turn-on time of the first pulse results from the presence of shallow traps.
However, we have found no evidence for this explanation.
In Figure 5.9 we plot the ratios both of the delay times, td(2nd)/td(1st) and of the
maximum EL intensities of the second to first pulses, EL(2nd)/EL(1st), as a function of
t. Both these ratios can be seen to follow approximately exponential laws. In
particular td(2nd) remains shorter than td(1st), and EL(2nd) remains larger than EL(1st)
for separation times of up to ~0.01-0.1s. These results are consistent with the residual
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hole space charge remaining in the device after the first pulse for ~0.01-0.1s, as was
found in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.9 Plot of both the ratios of the delay times, td(2nd)/td(1st) and of the
maximum EL intensities of the second to first pulses, EL(2nd)/EL(1st), as a
function of the first and second pulse separation, t, for device 4C.

II

PROBING ELECTRON TRANSPORT
By applying double pulses of widths, w>td+t1(1st), we may now investigate the

additional effects of injected electrons have on the transient characteristics of the
second pulse. This is due to the fact that numerical simulations indicate that, for
w>td+t1, the spatial distribution of the hole density is approximately at steady state,
such that for these longer pulses it is the dynamics of the electrons that start to
dominate the EL.

Figure 5.10 shows the transient EL for device 5B

(ITO/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca) in response to two sets of 15V double pulses of different
widths (w=5s and w=20s), but of identical separation (t=13s).
Careful inspection of the EL for the turn-on characteristics of the different
pulses reveals that the fast rise due to the arrival of the main body of the hole packet,
t1, is resolvable and approximately constant (t1~400ns), and therefore that w>td+t1(1st)
for both sets of pulses used in the measurement. The figure shows that, for both pulse
widths, the EL intensity for the second pulse at t = w+ t + td(2nd) + t1 is greater than
the EL intensity for the first pulse at t=td(1st)+t1. (That the transient EL intensities of
both the first 5s and 20s pulses are the same can be clearly seen by dragging the
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transient EL of the 5s pulse back to the onset of the 20s pulse, as shown by the dot-

EL Intensity (a.u.)

dashed line in Figure 5.10).
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Figure 5.10 EL transient response of device 5B (ITO/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca) to two
sets of 15V double pulses of different widths (w=5s and w=20s). Both sets of
pulses have identical separations, t=13s. The dot-dashed line shows the EL
response of the first 5s pulse “dragged back” to coincide with the onset of the
first 20s pulse.

The figure also shows that this enhancement is larger for the 20s pulses than
it is for the 5s pulses.

This enhancement cannot now be explained in terms of a

significantly enhanced hole density present during the second pulse, as the hole
density at t=td+t1(1st) was found in Chapter 4, to have reached an effective steady
state. Similarly, the transient current shapes of the second pulses are essentially the
same as those of the first pulses (not shown). Instead we attribute the enhanced EL
intensity to two effects: i) an enhanced residual electron density present at the start of
the second pulse, and ii) the movement of the recombination zone away from the
cathode. Both of these effects result from the propagation of electrons into the device
for w>td+t1(1st), and are consistent with the observation that the 5s pulses show less
second pulse amplification than do the 20s pulses (see Figure 5.10). There may also
be some Coulombic attraction present between the residual electrons and holes which
maintains a higher hole density in the off-state than would otherwise be present.

5.7b Multiple (>2) Pulses
The enhanced EL intensity of the second pulse clearly depends on the charges
injected in the first pulse not having enough time to exit the device before the
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application of the second. As the applied field is increased, however, we expect the
relative enhancement of the EL between pulses to decrease, due to the charge

EL Intensity (a.u.)

distributions attaining steady state conditions more quickly.
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Figure 5.11 EL transient response of device 4C in response to five equally
spaced 200ns pulses of 25, 35 and 55V.

Figure

5.11

shows

the

EL

intensity

of

device

5C

(ITO/PPV[100nm]/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca) in response to five equally spaced 200ns
pulses for three different voltages (25, 35 and 55V), from which we see that the EL
amplification between successive pulses effectively disappears as the voltage is
increased. (Care was taken to ensure that the measurements were performed below
the saturation limit of the PMT detector at the higher voltages). In this high field
regime the residual charge from preceding pulses within the train has no discernible
effect on the EL intensity of consecutive pulses. This is because the field applied
during a single pulse is now large enough to quickly bring the charge distributions in
the device to steady-state within the duration of a single pulse.

5.8 EL “Tail-Spike” at Turn-Off
Previous authors have observed an “overshoot” in the EL as the applied
voltage is removed in bi-layer devices

6-8,

which was attributed to an increase in the

recombination probability of electrons and holes under the action of their mutual
space charge field upon removal of the external field. As was noted in Chapter 4,
however, a tail spike in the EL after turn-off can also be observed in certain single
layer devices (e.g. PFO - see Figure 4.6). This chapter experimentally investigates
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this EL tail spike, and draws comparisons with the EL “overshoot” previously
observed in bi-layer devices.
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Figure 5.12 Transient EL response of four different devices that exhibit a tailspike in the EL at turn-off. The devices and conditions are: (a) device 5D
(ITO/CN-PPV[100nm]/Ca),
25V
1s
pulses;
(b)
device
4D
(ITO/PFO[100nm]/Ca), 11V 1s pulses; (c) device 5E (ITO/DBPPV[100nm]/Ca), 25V 2s pulses, and (d) device 5F (ITO/PEDOT:PSS[25nm]
/polyfluoerene blend[80nm]/Ca), 14V 5s pulses. the “blend” in device 5F is a
5% PFOBT, 95% PFO mixture with 20% TFB added to facilitate electron
injection.

Not all single LEDs exhibit an EL tail-spike at voltage turn-off. Figure 5.12
shows the EL response to pulsed electrical excitation of four devices (devices 5D, 4D,
5E and 5F – see Table 5.1) which did show an EL tail-spike under certain conditions.
All other devices tested did not show such a spike. The devices shown in Figure 5.12
all share the property of being relatively electron-rich. For example PFO LEDs (~00.1eV barrier to electron injection from calcium) have a high density of electrons and
show the EL tail-spike. By contrast, PFOBT LEDs with ~0.6eV barrier to electron
injection (aluminium cathode) do not show an EL tail-spike.

Whilst there are

morphological differences between these two polymers, the more likely explanation is
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the differences in electron density. Similarly, the barriers to electron injection for the
other devices in Figure 5.12 are also very low. In addition, the EL tail-spike does not
appear until a certain injection criterion is reached, either by widening the pulse or
increasing the applied voltage. For the blended LED (Figure 5.12d) the spike can be
made a far more dominant feature (at low voltages) than for the other devices. Also
of note in the case of the CN-PPV LED is that the EL after turn-off does not undergo
the same very fast modulation. This may be due to the higher residual electron
density, and therefore higher coulombic attraction remaining in the device once the
applied field is removed.
Figure 5.13 shows the transient EL response of the polyfluorene blend LED
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Figure 5.13 EL response of device 5F (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/polyfluoerene
blend/Ca) to 12V, 1s pulses for two pixels of different areas: 1mm 2 (open
circles) and 500m x 500m (solid line). Note that the magnitude of the EL for
the 1mm2 pixel is ~ 5 that of the 500m x 500m pixel, as is approximately
expected from the ratio of the areas.

for two pixels of different areas. The identical response of the two devices indicates
the EL tail-spike is not due to extrinsic effects.

5.8b Postulated physical mechanism for EL tail-spike
This section outlines a possible mechanism for the formation of the EL tailspike. For “electron-rich” devices the recombination zone is likely to be more
spatially extended than for devices with lower densities of electrons, despite the large
mobility mismatch still present between the carriers. Indeed, simulations for PFO
devices indicate that the recombination zone under steady-state conditions extends
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across the entire 100nm thick device. This compares to simulations for PPV cp devices
which show the recombination to be closely confined to the region near the cathode.
At voltage turn-off the internal field in the bulk of the polymer film is reduced to ~
Fbi= Vbi/l. The effect of the injected space charge that screened the region close to the
contacts from the applied field during pulse application, after turn-off sets up a field
approximately equal and opposite to the net applied field in the on state ~(Vapp + Vbi)/l.
For “electron-rich” devices, the magnitude of the field close to the cathode after turnoff will be significantly greater than for their electron-poor counterparts. As shown in
Figure 5.3, the augmented electric field in turn augments the Langevin recombination
rate close to the cathode (through the field dependence of the mobilities). The effect
is short lived as the excess electron density is quickly used up, and a spike is thus
formed.

5.8c Field dependence of EL tail-spike
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Figure 5.14 EL tail spike for device 5F for 5s pulses of (a) 4V-6V and (b) 10V20V. The insets show detail of the spike and illustrate how the spike becomes
close to the trailing edge with increasing applied volatage.

Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15a shows the field dependence of the EL tail-spike
for the ITO/PEDOT:PSS[25nm]/polyfluorene-blend[80nm]/Ca LED (device 5F),
from which we note that: i) the magnitude of the spike, ELTS, increases approximately
linearly with the applied field (as compared to the approximately exponential
behaviour of the DC EL component, ELDC), and ii) the spike occurs at earlier times as
the applied voltage is increased.

Similarly, if a bias is applied in between the

application of voltage pulses, Figure 5.15b shows that ELTS depends linearly on the
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overall voltage jump, V= Vapp–Vbias, when the voltage is removed. This observation
is consistent with linear dependence of ELTS on Vapp shown in Figure 5.15a, and
shows that the mechanisms for the DC component of the EL and the tail-spike are
fundamentally different. The linear dependence of the spike’s magnitude with voltage
suggests that the spike is correlated to the electron density, as for a single carrier,
space-charge-limited device, the density of space charge is also linearly dependent on
the voltage.
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Figure 5.15 (a) Plot of the magnitude of the EL tail-spike and the DC component
of the EL (for device 5F), as extracted from the data in Figure 5.14. The inset
shows how the parameters were extracted. (b) Dependence of EL tail-spike on
pre-bias applied in between 8V 5s pulses for device 5F. Pre-biases, Vbias, are
-4V (dotted line), 0V (solid line), +2V (open circles) and +4V (filled circles).. The
inset shows a plot of ELTS as a function of the voltage jump at turn-off from the
applied voltage to the pre-bias, namely Vapp – Vbias.

5.9 Conclusions
In summary, this chapter presented methods to investigate the carrier
dynamics in polymer LEDs after the removal of an electrical pulse, the results of
which are in agreement with a numerical model presented in Chapter 4

9,15.

It was

shown that the fast modulation of the EL may be analysed using the Langevin
formalism to calculate and time resolve the space charge-induced electric field at the
position of the recombination zone. This method may be contrasted with electroabsorption techniques, which result in the determination of average values of the
electric field across the entire device, and are difficult to interpret in the presence of
charges and may have limited time resolution. It was also shown how the long-lived
EL tail can be used to monitor the carrier density distributions at the recombination
zone as a function of time after turn-off. It was found that the long-lived charge
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storage effects may be due to mutual attraction between electrons and holes in the
bulk as well as the low mobility in the off state. The EL tail-spike at turn-off was
found to be associated with electron-rich devices, and attributable to the enhanced
Langevin recombination rate temporarily present due to the augmented electric field
magnitude in the vicinity of the cathode. Multiple pulse application techniques were
discussed as a method to selectively probe the dynamics of holes and electrons as they
exit the device once the voltage pulse has been removed, on the basis of the width of
the preceding pulse.
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Chapter 6: Pulsed Polyfuorene LEDs

CHAPTER 6

PULSED EXCITATION OF POLYFLUORENE LEDS
Polyfluorene-based materials have recently established themselves as the polymer of
first choice for use in light-emitting diodes1-15, solar cells16 and field-effect
transistors17. The CW and pulsed techniques presented in previous chapters are used
here to characterise two commonly available polyfluorenes, PFO and PFOBT. An EL
spike seen at the onset of EL in PFOBT LEDs is characterised in terms of charge
storage processes in the device, and a mechanism is proposed. The electron and hole
mobility for PFOBT is determined as a function of electric field and temperature, and
new experimental methods to time-resolve the movement of the recombination zone in
single layer devices are proposed.

6.1 Introduction
Polyfluorene based materials are of particular interest for use in LEDs due to
their very high PL efficiencies (>50%) in the solid state

2

and their thermal and

chemical stability. The combination of the rigidly planarised biphenyl unit and the
long attached alkyl chains results in good solubility and processing properties, without
incurring the detrimental effects of steric hindrance in the polymer backbone. This
chapter aims to characterise, by means of pulsed excitation techniques, two such
polymers: poly(dioctylfluorene) (PFO), and the PFO derivative, poly(dioctylfluoreneco-benzothiadiazole) (PFOBT).
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After introducing the polymers in terms of their CW characteristics (Sections
6.2-6.3) the polymers are characterised in terms of their transient responses (Sections
6.4-6.6). In particular the effects of electrodes (Section 6.4a), repetition frequency
(6.4b), voltage pre-bias (6.4c), double pulses (6.4d) and temperature (6.4f) are
considered. In Section 6.5 the POFBT mobility parameters for electrons and holes are
determined as a function of both electric field and temperature. Finally, Section 6.6
looks at new methods to time-resolve the recombination zone in single layer LEDs.
It should be noted that both the CW and pulsed results for PFOBT LEDs have
not fully been accounted in this thesis by one fully self-consistent injection and
transport model. A central problem in understanding PFOBT LEDs stems around the
experimentally measured differences between the CW IVL characteristics of i)
electron-only and ii) bipolar PFOBT LEDs, as will be discussed in Section 6.3a.
Much of the remaining chapter is therefore dedicated to the investigation into the
possible causes of this “anomalous” IVL behaviour by means of pulsed
characterisation techniques. The pulsed characterisation of an EL “front-spike” in
PFOBT LEDs at turn-on is found to be particularly instructive, on the basis of which a
model is proposed. Despite certain difficulties in the interpretation of the transient
EL, the techniques of Chapter 4 are also used to extract the mobilities for PFOBT.
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Figure 6.1 Absorption (grey) and PL emission (black) spectra for PFO (○) and
PFOBT (solid line). Also shown are the chemical structures of the two
polymers.
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6.2a Photoluminescence and absorption spectra
The absorption and photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra of 100nm films
of PFO and PFOBT spun on “Spectrosil” substrates are shown below in Figure 6.1,
along with their chemical structures.

6.2b LED Devices Investigated
Device

Anode

Hole-Injection Layer

Emitting Polymer

Cathode

6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
6G
6H
6I
6J

ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO

PEDOT:PSS [25nm]
PEDOT:PSS [25nm]
None
PEDOT:PSS [25nm]
None
PEDOT:PSS [25nm]
PEDOT:PSS [25nm]
None
PEDOT:PSS [25nm]
None

PFOBT [100nm]
PFOBT [120nm]
PFOBT [100nm]
PFOBT [100nm]
PFOBT [100nm]
PFO [100nm]
PFO [200nm]
PFO [100nm]
PFO [100nm]
PFO [100nm]

Ca
Ca
Ca
Al
Al
Ca
Ca
Ca
Al
Al

Table 6.1 List of polyfluorene devices investigated

A series of single layer LEDs were made in order to investigate the transient
responses of the two polyfluorene polymers (Table 6.1). The devices’ electrodes were
chosen so as to selectively inhibit or facilitate injection of holes and/or electrons. As
can be seen from the schematic band diagram in Figure 6.2, calcium devices are
electron-bulk–limited, whilst aluminium devices are electron-injection-limited.
2.9eV
LUMO

2.9eV
2.9eV

Ca

3.5eV
4.2eV

ITO 4.8eV

LUMO

Ca

4.2eV

Al

5.1eV
5.9eV
PEDOT:
HOMO
PSS
PFOBT

ITO

4.8eV

Al

5.1eV 5.8eV
HOMO
PEDOT:
PSS
PFO

Figure 6.2 Schematic band diagram of PFOBT and PFO LEDS showing the
energy levels of the different electrodes used. HOMO and LUMO values for the
polymers were estimated from cyclic voltametry measurements, Kelvin probe
measurements and from the literature 3,18.

A PEDOT:PSS layer used on top of an ITO anode (for PFOTBT LEDs) does
not have such a dramatic effect on the injection of holes (see Figure 6.4), as does the
substitution of the cathode from calcium to aluminium on the injection of electrons
(see Figure 6.3). Indeed, both ITO and PEDOT:PSS devices are hole-injectionlimited. However, the inclusion of a PEDOT:PSS layer reduces leakage currents (see
Figure 6.4) at low voltages, significantly facilitates the injection of holes and
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improves device efficiency.

PEDOT:PSS is also associated with the possible

blocking of electrons (manifested in the large pulse-to-pulse storage effects of
PEDOT:PSS containing devices, seen in Chapter 4).

6.3 PFOBT j-V-L Characteristics
As shown in the band diagram, single layer PFOBT LEDs sandwiched
between ITO (or PEDOT:PSS) and calcium electrodes are injection-limited for holes
and bulk-limited for electrons. If, in PFOBT, as in most other polymers the electron
mobility is orders of magnitude lower than the hole mobility, the transient
characteristics of PFOBT may be expected to be rather more complicated, as will be
shown in Section 6.4. We begin out discussion of PFOBT by considering the currentvoltage-luminance (j-V-L) characteristic of various PFOBT LEDs.

6.3a Effect of Electrodes
CATHODE: ALUMINIUM VS. CALCIUM
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Figure 6.3 Current density (solid line) and EL intensity (dotted line) as a
function of the applied voltages for device 6A (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT/Ca)
(○) and device 6D (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT/Al) (▽).

Figure 6.3 shows that the current densities and luminances measured for
PFOBT LEDs with aluminium cathodes (device 6C) are 2-4 orders of magnitude
lower than those measured for PFOBT LEDS with calcium cathodes (device 6A). As
previously mentioned, PFOBT LEDs with calcium cathodes do not present a
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significant barrier to electron injection (Figure 6.2).

By contrast electrons are

severely injection-limited for the case of aluminium cathodes (barrier ~0.7eV), the
result of which is significantly reduced currents densities and luminance levels. It
may at first seem strange that this density reduction of the low mobility electrons can
have such a large effect on the j-V-L characteristic. Within such a framework, it is
likely that the electron density close to the anode (for example, due to electrons
blocked at the ITO/PFOBT interface), has a significant effect on the hole injection
from the anode into the polymer. This idea will be further explored in Section 6.4e.
Also of note from Figure 6.3 is that the current density for the aluminium cathode
LED starts to rise more rapidly as the current density, j, approaches 100A/cm2. This
may once again be attributed to heating effects (data for the calcium cathode LED
above ~100A/cm2 were taken in pulsed mode).
II

ANODE: ITO/PEDOT:PSS VS. ITO
Having looked at the effect of different cathodes, we now consider the effects
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Figure 6.4 (a) CW Current density, j, (solid line) and EL intensity (dotted line)
vs. voltage for device 6A (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT/Ca) (○) and device 6C
(ITO/PFOBT/Ca) (●). (b) j–V-L characteristic for device 6A taken in CW &
pulsed modes for a series of different pixel sizes (shown in mm 2).

Figure

6.4a

shows

the

j-V-L

response

for

devices

6A

(ITO/PFOBT([100nm]/Ca) and 6C (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca). The data
were taken in CW mode, and shows that below 2V device 6C (without the
PEDOT:PSS layer) is much more “leaky” than device 6A (with the PEDOT:PSS
layer). Beyond 2V the current density for device 6A is ~2.5 times larger than for
device 6C. The light output, however, is ~40 times at 4V, and ~5 times greater at 8V,
for device 6A than it is for device 6C. Device 6A therefore has a considerable
efficiency advantage over device 6C: ~16 times and ~2 times more efficient at 4V and
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8V, respectively.

This behaviour may be explained in terms of the PEDOT:PSS

layer: i) improving the adhesion of the emissive polymer to the anode, and ii)
facilitating the injection of holes into the emissive polymer.
We may access higher voltages by using pulsed excitation, as shown by the jV-L characteristic of device 6A in Figure 6.4b. The data were taken from several
sizes of pixels, ranging from 1mm x 1mm to 250m x 250m (as indicated on the
figure. The largest sizes were used at the lowest of the applied voltages in order to
obtain detectable currents and luminances. Similarly, the smallest sizes were used at
the highest of the applied fields to minimise the Joule heating effects encountered at
high current densities, and avoid current probe saturation. Data for voltages above 8V
(for which j≥100mA/cm2) were taken in pulsed mode. The figure (Figure 6.4b)
shows how the current density ranges over 10 orders of magnitude from ~10-7A/cm2
at ~1.5V to ~1.4kA/cm2 at 45V. The luminance level at 45V is ~4.5x106cd/m2. From
this figure it is also possible to calculate the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) as a
function of voltage, which is presented and discussed in Section 6.5 (Figure 6.27).
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6.3b EL spectra for different PFOBT devices
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Figure 6.5 EL spectra for different PFOBT LEDs: (a) device 6D
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Al), (b)
device 6A (ITO/PEDOT:PSS
/PFOBT[120nm]/Ca), (c) device 6C (ITO/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca), and (d) device 6B
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca.
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We now consider the EL spectra for the PFOBT LEDs so far discussed.
Figure 6.5 shows the effect that different electrodes and film thickness have on the EL
emission of PFOBT LEDs. The EL spectra are arranged according to the position of
the recombination zone relative to the cathode (under the assumption that e«h): the
recombination zone in device 6D (aluminium cathode) is strongly pinned to the
cathode due the combination of the poor electron injection conditions and low
electron

mobility

(Figure

6.5a);

the

recombination

zone

in

device

6A

(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT(100nm)/Ca) (Figure 6.5b) is located closer to the cathode
than for device 6C (ITO/ /PFOBT(100nm)/Ca) (Figure 6.5c) due to the higher hole
density in device 6A; finally the recombination zone is furthest away for device 6B
containing the thicker PFOBT film, which serves to pull the recombination zone
towards the anode (Figure 6.5). These results are summarised schematically in Figure
6.6.

Anode

(i)

Cathode
RZ e

(ii)

(iii)

h

6A

6D

6C 6A

6B 6A

Figure 6.6 Schematic representation of electron, hole and recombination zone
(RZ) profiles for PFOBT devices as a function of distance form the anode,
showing the effect of electrodes and film thickness on the position of the
recombination zone from the cathode. The solid lines represent the profiles for
device 6A (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca). The dotted lines in Figure
6.6(i), Figure 6.6(ii) and Figure 6.6(iii) represent the situation for devices 6D, 6C
and 6B respectively.

The large difference between the EL spectra for the 100nm (Figure 6.5b) and
120nm (Figure 6.5d) PFOBT layers is attributed to interference (and possibly
waveguiding) effects within the diode. It is likely that the smaller differences in the
EL spectra for 100nm PFOBT LEDs with different electrodes (ITO, PEDOT:PSS, Ca,
Al) are due to the differences between the recombination profile from device to
device on account of the different injection properties of the electrodes used (as
shown in Figure 6.6).

In the steady-state, therefore, it would appear that the

differences in the recombination profile between devices of the same PFOBT
thickness are relatively small (provided that e«h).
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6.4 Pulsed Characterisation of PFOBT and PFO
This section presents the results for a range of different experiments
examining the pulsed characteristics of PFOBT and PFO LEDs, with the aim of
gaining a better understanding of the physics of these materials.

6.4a Effect of electrodes
As was seen from the DC characteristics of PFOBT LEDs, the choice of
electrodes determines the carrier injection conditions, and consequently the
performance of the device. We now consider the effects that different cathodes and
anodes have on the pulsed response of polyfluorene LEDs
I

CATHODE: CALCIUM VS. ALUMINIUM
The

j-V-L

characteristic

for

device

6A

(ITO/PEDOT:PSS

/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca) and device 6D (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Al) from
Figure 6.3 showed that the use of an aluminium rather than a calcium cathode resulted
in significantly lower current density and luminance levels. We now look at the
transient response of these devices to further investigate the effect of changing the
electron current from bulk-limited (using a calcium cathode) to injection-limited
(using a aluminium cathode). Figure 6.7 shows the transient EL of devices 6A and
6D in response to different 500ns voltage pulses. The most striking feature of these
results is that device 6A (calcium cathode) exhibits a spike in the EL at voltage turnon, whereas device 6D (aluminium cathode) does not. We may therefore conclude
that the spike is present only when the injection of electrons is unimpeded, and
therefore also when the density of electrons in the device is relatively large. A
possible mechanism for this and other observations associated with the EL front-spike
is given in Section 6.4e.
The presence of the EL front-spike in calcium devices makes the
determination of hole mobilites using the transient method presented in Chapter 4
difficult. It is worth noting that PFOBT devices with aluminium cathodes may, under
certain circumstances, be used instead for this purpose. However, large fields are
required (>1.6MVcm-1) for aluminium cathode devices for the EL to be measurable
with the PMT. For a typical polyfluorene hole mobility of 10-5–10-4cm2V-1s-13 the
expected rise time, t1, for a 100nm device at the minimum required 1.6MVcm-1 is
~60ns, i.e. close to the resolution limit of the measurement technique itself (~25-
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30ns). Aluminium devices may therefore be used for the hole mobility measurement
for a narrow window of voltages, the results of which are shown in Figure 6.27.
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Figure 6.7 EL response of devices 6A (ITO/PEDOT:PSS /PFOBT[100nm]/Ca)
(○) and 6D (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Al) (solid line) in response to
500ns pulses using voltages from 16V to 26V.

Also of significance from Figure 6.7 is that the EL intensities for device 6D
are 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than for device 6A (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT/Ca)
(as was found to be the case for the CW measurement). By looking at certain traces
in more detail (e.g. for 24V in Figure 6.7) we see that the initial rise in the EL
(attributed in Chapter 4 to the transport of holes) is relatively more pronounced for
device 6D (ITO/ PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT/Al) then for device 6A. Due to the presence
of the EL spike for device 6A, however, this is hard to conclude with any certainty.
The gradient of the second EL rise (attributed in Chapter 4 to the transport of
electrons) is also lower for the aluminium device than for the calcium device. These
observations are consistent with the fact that the injection of electrons is significantly
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more impeded in device 6D; features associated with hole transport are therefore
relatively more pronounced in device 6D than in device 6A. Figure 6.7 also shows
that device 6D exhibits an EL tail-spike for voltages of ~22V and above. It is
possible that this feature is also present in the EL response for device 6A, but made
irresolvable by the higher levels of EL intensity obtained from this device.
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Figure 6.8 Transient EL response of device 6A (a) and device 6D (b) in response
to 600ns pulses of voltages varying from 16V to 26 V (in 2V increments).

Figure 6.8 shows the same data plotted on logarithmic axes to illustrate more
clearly the overall trend of the EL response for the two devices. The figure shows
that the on/off ratio of the EL at voltage turn-off, is greater for device 6A than for
device 6D. Again this may be explained by the higher electron density (and, probably
also of holes) present in device 6A, which, results in higher space-charge-induced
electric fields (as described in Chapter 5). We may therefore conclude that most of
the space charge in the case of the calcium device is due to electrons (as expected for
a device with a large hole injection barrier).
II

PEDOT:PSS VS. NO PEDOT:PSS
Figure 6.9 shows the effect of inserting a PEDOT:PSS layer on the transient

EL response of PFOBT, as a function of voltage. Three features are immediately
apparent: i) a front spike in the EL, of magnitude ELFS, occurs for both devices at
turn-on, ii) ELFS is greater for the PEDOT:PSS-containing LED (device 6A) than for
the non-PEDOT:PSS-containing LED (device 6C), and iii) the “DC” component of
the EL after 600ns, of magnitude ELDC(600ns), is considerably greater after 600ns at
all applied voltages for device 6A than for device 6C (e.g. by a factor of
approximately 4 at 8V and 30 at 26V). That the “DC” component after 600ns is much
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reduced in the non-PEDOT:PSS-containing device is of interest, as we know that the
effect of the PEDOT:PSS layer on the light output diminishes as the voltage is
increased (see Figure 6.4). In other words, when steady-state conditions prevail the
light output for the devices at the higher voltages should start to converge.
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Transient
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(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca) and (b) device 6C (ITO/PFOBT[100nm)
/Ca) in response to 600ns pulses of voltages varying from 8V to 26 V (in 2V
increments).

To further investigate the effect of PEDOT:PSS on the transient response,
pulses of the same voltage, but of different widths, were applied to devices 6A and
6C. Figure 6.10 shows the transient EL intensity (EL), current density (j) and current
efficiency (EL/j), for 10V pulses from 500ns to 100s in duration. It is clear from the
figure that the EL intensity and current efficiency rise more slowly for device 6C
(without PEDOT:PSS), but that the converse is true for the current density. The large
increase in the light output for the PEDOT:PSS device (~35x after 5s) as compared
to the smaller current increase (~1.3x after 5s) suggests either: i) that the small
amount of additionally injected holes causes a significant enhancement in the electron
current. Such an enhancement, due to the low electron mobility, would only have a
small effect on the overall current, but a large effect on the output of light. ii) that the
additionally injected holes help pull the recombination zone away from the quenching
cathode faster for the PEDOT:PSS device. In the framework of the modelling of
chapter 4, the former suggestion is more likely.
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Figure 6.10 Effect of PEDOT:PSS. Transient EL (left column), current (middle
column) and current efficiency (right column) for PFOBT LEDs with (○) and
without (solid line) a PEDOT:PSS layer (devices 6A and 6C respectively).
Voltage pulses were 10V, 1Hz repetition frequency, and varied in width from
500ns to 100s.

That the efficiency is significantly better (~20x) over the first ~10s for device
6A may also be of commercial interest, as passively driven screens use pulses of a
similar duration, and may therefore achieve efficiency advantages over their CW
counterparts by operating in pulsed mode with a PEDOT:PSS layer (in this case the
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advantage is ~7x). We also note from Figure 6.10 that the current reaches steadystate very quickly for the non-PEDOT:PSS containing LED, device 6C (~500ns)
compared to ~50s for the PEDOT:PSS containing LED, device 6A, i.e. ~100 times
quicker. This rise in the current causes the efficiency advantage of the PEDOT:PSS
device to be diminished over time (from ~35x after 5s, to ~3x under steady-state
conditions).
Returning to Figure 6.9 we now plot the magnitudes of the EL front-spike,
ELFS, for both devices 6A and 6C, against the applied voltage (see Figure 6.11), from
which we see that ELFS varies approximately linearly with voltage, whereas ELDC
varies approximately exponentially with voltage, where ELDC(600ns) was measured
after 600ns. This will be discussed further in Section 6.4e.
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Figure 6.11 Plot of the magnitude of the EL front-spike, ELFS, for device 6A (○)
and device 6C (●) and of the “DC” EL component after 600ns, ELDC(600ns) for
device 6A (●, dotted grey line) and device 6C (○, dotted grey line) as a function
of applied voltage. The data were extracted from Figure 6.9. The inset shows
ELFS for the two devices on a linear scale.

It is informative at this stage to note that none of the PFO LEDs studied
(devices 6F-6J) exhibited a EL front-spike. Referring to the band diagram of Figure
6.2 we see that the major electronic difference between PFOBT and PFO is the
position of the LUMO. PFO has a slight barrier to electron injection whilst PFOBT
has none (from simple band diagram considerations alone). It is therefore likely that
this reduction in electron density in the pre-pulse equilibrium state is sufficient to
avoid the production of the EL front-spike in PFO LEDs (much as using an
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aluminium cathode rather than a calcium cathode results in the removal of the EL
front-spike in PFOBT LEDs). The inclusion of a PEDOT:PSS layer in PFO LEDs
has a similar effect as was observed in PFOBT LEDs, namely the PEDOT:PSS
improves the efficiency of the device, particularly on a 50-100s time-scale (Figure
6.12). Also shown from the figure is the steady reduction of the current density up to
~10s for the non PEDOT:PSS PFO LED, which may be due to the complicated

EL Intensity (a.u.)

Current Density (a.u.)

interplay of the electron and hole distributions on the injection of both carriers.
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Figure 6.12 Transient EL and current density for device 6F
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFO[100nm]/Ca) (grey line) and device 6F (ITO
/PFO[100nm]/Ca) (○, black line) in response to 16V 50s pulses.

6.4b Frequency response
By examining the frequency response of these LEDs we may investigate the
effects of charge accumulation from previous pulses. Figure 6.13 shows device 6A’s
transient EL response as a function of repetition frequency, f. The EL response is
characterised by an initial spike of magnitude ELFS, followed by a rising “DC”
component of magnitude ELDC. The figure shows that the EL within a given pulse
increases for repetition frequencies, f, above a certain threshold frequency, fo, (as was
shown for PFO and PPVcp LEDs in Chapter 4), but that the current density is
unchanged. For device 6A we measure fo~100m-1Hz (comparable to the value found
for the ITO/PFO[100nm]/Ca LED).
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Figure 6.13 Transient EL and current density response of ITO/PFOBT/Ca to
1s 12V pulses of varying repetition frequencies: 1mHz (○), 1Hz (dotted line),
10Hz (●), 100Hz (grey △) and 1kHz (grey filled ▲). Also marked on the plot are
the following parameters: the magnitude of the EL front-spike at the threshold
repetition frequency, ELFS(fo), and at a general repetition frequency, ELFS(f), the
magnitude of the “DC” component after 1s at the threshold repetition
frequency, ELDC(fo, 1s), and at a general repetition frequency, ELDC(f, 1s).

Figure 6.14 shows the magnitude of the EL front-spike normalised to its value
at the threshold frequency, ELFS(f)/ELFS(fo), as a function of the repetition frequency
from which we see that the ELFS(f) faster than ELDC(f) as the pulse repetition
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Figure 6.14 ELFS (normalised to its value at fo) as a function of the repetition
frequency, f, for device 6A in response to 1s 12V pulses . The inset shows ELFS
for 60ns pulses over a larger frequency range.
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For repetition frequencies above 1kHz, however, (see inset of Figure 6.14) we
find that ELFS starts to reduce. Note that this reduction in ELFS is not seen unless
short pulses are used and, indeed, the rise of ELFS in the range 100mHz to 1kHz is
significantly greater for 1s than for 60ns pulses.

By contrast EL DC rises

monotonically (not shown) with f to its steady-state value ELDC(tSS).

We may

therefore conclude that the charges accumulated during the main body of the voltage
influence the formation of ELFS.

6.4c Bias application between pulses
It was shown in Chapter 5 in the case of a PPVcp LED, that a voltage pre-bias,
Vbias, applied before and between the pulses had a marked effect on the turn-on
characteristics.

Figure

6.15

shows

the

transient

response

of

an

ITO/PFOBT(100nm)/Ca LED, where the bias in between the applied 1s 12V pulses

2.5
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Figure 6.15 Transient EL intensity and current density response of device 6C
(ITO/PFOBT(100nm)/Ca) to 1s 12V pulses as a function of pre-bias voltage,
Vbias. Legend: Vbias=-10V (dotted grey line, ○), 0V (black line, ●), +2V (grey
line) and +3V (doted black line). The inset shows detail of the EL turn-on.

The application of a small positive bias between pulses has three effects: i) the
EL front-spike, ELFS, is increased, ii) the turn-on time is reduced to <20ns for
Vbias2V (see inset of Figure 6.15), and iii) the “DC” component of the EL after 1s,
ELDC(1s), is reduced for 0<Vbias<2V (reaching a minimum value for Vbias~+2V), and
increased for Vbias>2V. Vbias+2V corresponds to the flat band condition for the
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device, at which point the turn-on time for the device is effectively eliminated (due to
the pre-existing charge density distributions present in the device before pulse
application).

The fact that ELDC(1s) is a minimum for Vbias+2V is probably

because the internal field for flat-band conditions is zero; for all other biases it is nonzero and therefore may enhance the carriers’ field dependent mobilities and thus also
the Langevin recombination rate. Application of a negative bias by contrast i) slightly
reduces ELFS, ii) delays EL turn-on (by up to ~10ns), and iii) always increases
ELDC(1s). A possible explanation of the enhanced ELDC(1s) is the presence of
mobile ions (impurities) in the device: in the presence of a negative bias such ions
would arrange themselves so as to reduce the local field (much as in the operation of
an LEC device). When the pulse is turned on the field from these ions enhances the
applied field and the local field in the device is greater than the case when no bias was
applied.

The resulting EL would therefore also be enhanced due to the field

EL Intensity (a.u.)

dependent mobilities.

-10V
-6V
-2V
0V
+10V

+2V
+6V

0

200

400

600

800

Time (s)
Figure 6.16 Transient EL of device 6F (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFO[100nm]/Ca) in
response to 16V 500s pulses for a series of different voltage pre-biases, Vbias.

The capacitative charging spike of the current transient is linearly dependent
on the difference between the applied bias and the voltage of the applied pulse, as
expected from Q=C dV/dt. By contrast, the “DC” component of the current density,
jDC(1s), is only marginally affected. For example the current density is increased by
~10% from going from Vbias=0V to Vbias=-6V compared to a ~100% increase in the
EL intensity. The fact that there is any increase at all is possibly due to the enhanced
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electric field present in the device set up by the mobile ions, which serves to facilitate
charge injection.
Applying a pre-bias to PFO LEDs has a similar effect as to PFOBT LEDs
(Figure 6.16), with the exception that under no bias conditions does an EL front-spike
appear for the PFO devices.

6.4d Double pulses
As was described in Chapter 5, excitation with double electrical pulses may be
used to discriminate between injected and accumulated charges in the device:
differences in the transient characteristics of the second pulse are attributed to charge
accumulated from the first pulse. The first pulse, however, may additionally make
use of any charges present from the equilibrium state that Vbias has created. If the
delay between the first and second is much shorter than the time required to achieve
such an equilibrium state, such charges will no longer be available to the second

EL Intensity (a.u.)

EL (a.u.)

pulse.

0

50 100 150

Time (ns)
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1

2

3
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Time (s)
Figure 6.17 Transient EL response of ITO/PFOBT(100nm)/Ca to two
consecutive 1s 9V pulses with 500ns delay the following pre-biases: Vbias=-8V
(grey line), -4V (○), 0V (●) and +2V (grey dotted line).

Figure 6.17 shows the EL for a double pulse experiment on device 6A, from
which we see that the EL response for the second pulse shows no spike. This is
significant and implies that the generation mechanism for the EL spike relies upon
charges from the pre-existing equilibrium state to be present. Combining this with the
bias dependence of the EL spike, we may hypothesis that the EL spike occurs because
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a large density of low mobility electrons (as the device is not electron-injectionlimited) are present close to the anode where they are unable to escape. These
electrons are then available for recombination when the voltage pulse is applied but
are not renewed in time for the application of the second pulse.

6.4e Mechanism for EL spike formation
This section summarises the observations regarding EL front- and tail-spikes
and presents a mechanism for their formation.

We start by summarising the

experimental observations so far.
I

PRESENCE OF “EL FRONT-SPIKE”
Table 6.2 lists the principle device structures investigated so far, and whether

or not they exhibit an EL front-spike when the voltage pulse is applied.
Device
EL front-spike?
ITO/PFOBT/Ca
Yes
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT/Ca
Yes (bigger)
ITO/PFOBT/Al
No
ITO/PFO/Ca, Al
No
Table 6.2 Device structures exhibiting a spike in the EL at turn-on.

That an EL front-spike is never observed in PFO LEDs is of interest. Ignoring
any morphological differences between PFO and PFOBT, this would suggest that the
EL front-spike is only present for LEDs in which the equilibrium electron density in
the device (due to charge transfer from the calcium to the polymer) before voltage
turn-on is large. The absence of a barrier to electron injection in PFOBT/Ca LEDs is
consistent with this picture. Figure 6.18 shows a schematic representation of a model
proposed to describe the situation both before (t<0), and at the time of voltage turn-on
(t=0) for ITO/PFOBT/Al (Figure 6.18a) and ITO/PFOBT/Ca (Figure 6.18b) LEDs. In
the case of the calcium device, a sudden burst of EL emission occurs when the field is
applied and a small amount of holes are injected to recombine with the available
electron density. This is not sustained, however, as the low mobility electrons used
up in this process are not quickly replenished. It is likely in this framework that the
spike originates close to the anode.
A build-up of electron density at the ITO/PFOBT interface is additionally
proposed in Figure 6.18b to account for the magnitude of the spike. Such a build-up
could also serve to significantly enhance the hole injection, thus accounting for the
large increase in current (~3-4 orders of magnitude) between ITO/PFOBT/Al and
ITO/PFOBT/Ca LEDs (see Figure 6.3).
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t<0

(a)

t=0
ELFS=0

Al
ITO h e
t<0

Al
t=0

Ca

(b)

no EL front-spike

ELFS>0

Ca

EL front-spike

ITO
Figure 6.18 Schematic representation of the electron and hole density profiles in
PFOBT LEDs with (a) aluminium, and (b) calcium cathodes. The situation is
described both before, and at the time of voltage application. Note that the
relative magnitudes of the carrier densities are not to scale.

The origin of the blocking layer responsible for this electron build-up is not
investigated here, but could, for example, be due to the formation of an interfacial
layer between the ITO and the PFOBT.
II

BEHAVIOUR OF EL FRONT-SPIKE
Experiment
Double pulse Experiment
Repetition frequency dependence

Observation
Spike on 1st pulse, no spike on 2nd pulse
i) ELFS increases, and then decreases with f
ii) ELDC always increases with f
Forward pre-bias
ELFS increases. ELDC decreases up to +2V & then
increases. td→0
Negative pre-bias
ELFS decreases. ELDC increases. td ↑
Voltage dependence
ELFS  V, ELDC  eV
Table 6.3 Summary of EL front-spike’s behaviour in response to consecutive
pulses, bias, repetition frequency and applied voltage.

The double pulse experiment (Figure 6.17) showed that an EL front-spike
accompanied the first, but not the second pulse. As the separation is increased,
however, the spike eventually reappears. This is consistent with the high repetition
frequency dependency of the EL front-spike, implying that sufficient time is required
to replenish the charges responsible for producing the spike in the first pulse. We
attribute this relatively long process to the slow build-up of electron density at the
anode in the off-state, as shown in Figure 6.19. The electron density present close to
the anode, and responsible for the EL front-spike, does not have enough time between
the application of the first and second pulses to be re-established. The decaying
carrier density profiles between pulses, however, results in both a smaller turn-on
time, and a greater EL “DC component” intensity for the second pulse (as was also
seen in Chapter 5).
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t(1st) = 0

(a)

1st pulse

ITO

ELFS>0

t(1st) = td+t1

Ca

t(2nd) = 0

(b)

2nd pulse

t(1st) ~t2

t(2nd) = td+t1

t(2nd) ~t2

ELFS=0

Figure 6.19 Schematic representation of the electron and hole density profiles in
PFOBT LEDs for the application of double pulses. t(1st) and t(2nd) refer to the
times since the application of the first and second pulses, respectively.

The increase of ELFS with increasing repetition frequency at low frequencies
(Figure 6.13), however, can clearly not be explained by the same mechanism. There
must, therefore, also be a competing charging process resulting from charge
accumulated during a pulse. The origin of such accumulated charge may be the
decaying hole density left in the device after the pulse removal.
Vbias>0V

t<0

Ca
Vbias=0V

ITO

Vbias<0V

Vbias> 0V

Vbias= 0V

ELFS»0

ELFS>0

Vbias< 0V
ELFS0

t=0
Figure 6.20 Schematic representation of a possible mechanism for the
dependence of the EL front-spike with the “pre-bias” applied before the
application of a voltage pulse.

The behaviour of the EL front-spike and the EL “DC component” with the
voltage pre-bias, is also informative.

ELFS increases (decreases) for

positive

(negative) pre-biases, which can be explained in the context of the mechanism so far
described: positive (negative) pre-biases enhance (diminish) the build-up of electron
density close to the anode which is then used up in the formation of the EL frontspike, as shown in Figure 6.20.
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The magnitude of the EL “DC component”, ELDC, however, varies quite
differently to ELFS, with the pre-bias: ELDC decreases with increasing positive prebiases, up to ~2V (flat-band condition), beyond which ELDC increases (as charge is
being injected before pulse application). Similarly, ELDC increases for increasing
negative pre-biases. Turn-on times are accelerated (delayed) for positive (negative)
pre-biases. Such ELDC pre-bias behaviour has also been seen in other systems (Figure
4.22, Chapter 4), and was attributed to the presence of mobile ions, impurities or
trapped charge in the LED: negative pre-biases set up local fields in the forward
direction, thereby enhancing the local field (and therefore the exciton generation rate)
when the field is flipped to positive during pulse application.

This picture is

consistent with the model used to describe the behaviour of ELFS.
The approximate linear dependence of ELFS on the applied voltage, however,
cannot be so easily accounted for using this mechanism, indicating that further work
is required to fully understand these systems.
III

BEHAVIOUR OF EL TAIL-SPIKE
The behaviour of the EL tail-spike (ELTS), or overshoot, was discussed earlier

in this thesis, and the reader is referred to Chapter 5 for further details.
Experiment
Observation: ELTS
Double pulse experiment
ELTS present on both pulses
Forward pre-bias
ELTS decreases
Negative pre-bias
ELTS increases
Voltage dependence
ELTS faster for high V. Needs minimum voltage/width
Table 6.4 Summary of EL tail-spike’s behaviour in response to consecutive
pulses, bias, repetition frequency and applied voltage.

6.4f Temperature dependence
I

J-V-L CHARACTERSTICS

Figure 6.21 shows the CW characteristics for device 6A as a function of
temperature. As expected for a thermally activated mobility (see equation 4.4) the
current density increases with increasing temperature, particularly at low voltages.
For high fields, however, the thermally activated term becomes negligible in
comparison to the field dependent term, and the currents densities for all temperatures
start to converge. This data will be analysed in terms of the electron and hole
mobility in Section 6.5.

For voltages above ~10V the EL is higher at reduced

temperatures, despite the lower current densities. For lower voltages the converse is
true (Figure 6.21b).
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Figure 6.21 (a) current density and (b) EL intensity vs. voltage, and (c) internal
quantum efficiency (IQE) for device 6A taken in pulsed mode as a function of
temperature: -129C (grey line, ●), -40C (grey line, ○), +19C (black line, ●)
and +130C (black line, ○).

The efficiency therefore increases as the temperature is lowered (e.g. by a
factor of ~10 as the temperature is lowered from +130C to -129C: see Figure
6.21c). Such an efficiency increase may be attributable to the increase in the mobility
mismatch in hole and electron mobilities (as proposed in
lowered (as observed in

20):

19)

as the temperature is

Figure 6.27 shows that the lower electron mobility

decreases more than the higher hole mobility at low temperature, thus increasing the
mismatch and improving the efficiency.
TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS

Current Density (a.u.)

II
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200
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800

Time (ns)
Figure 6.22 Transient current density for device 6A at +19C (black line) and 103C (grey line). Note that the charging spike is the same at both
temperatures.

As expected from Figure 6.21a, the magnitude of the transient current density
is also reduced at lower temperatures (Figure 6.22), due to a combination of reduced
mobilities and reduced thermally-assisted charge injection. Note that the charging
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spike is unchanged with temperature, as this is signature of the LED’s temperature
independent geometric capacitance.

Figure 6.23 shows the transient current

efficiency, calculated as the ratio of the transient EL intensity to the transient current
density, for 10V 200s pulses at two temperatures, from which we see that lowering
the temperature i) increases the efficiency by over a factor of two, and ii) increases the
time before the current efficiency reaches steady-state. These results are consistent
with the steady-state measurement of Figure 6.21.

Current Efficiency (a.u.)

30
25

-85°C

20
15
10

+20°C

5
0
0

50

100

150

200

Time (s)
Figure 6.23 Current efficiency , EL/j, as a function of time for device 6A at
+19C (solid line) and -85C (dotted line) in response to 10V 200s pulses.

The CW observations of the EL as a function of temperature (Figure 6.21b)
are also borne out by the EL’s transient characteristics for device 6A, shown for a
series of voltages in Figure 6.24 at +19C and -130C. The EL intensity is ~6 times
lower at -130C than at +19C for 8V, compared to being approximately equal at 26V
after 600ns.

Note that the EL increases more rapidly with voltage at the lower

temperature. Also more evident at low temperature is the EL tail-spike. This may be
because the “DC” component of the EL is less masking at low temperatures. To
clarify some of these observations Figure 6.25 shows plots of (a) the magnitude of the
EL front-spike, ELFS and the “DC” component of the EL, ELDC. At high voltages
(~24V) the low and high temperature values of the different EL parameters (Figure
6.25) start to converge, once again showing how the effect of temperature is negated
at high fields. Of particular interest from these plots is the linear dependence of ELFS
at low-medium voltages.
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Figure 6.24 Transient EL of device 6A (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca)
at (a) +19C and (b) -130C in response to 600ns pulses of voltages varying from
12V to 26 V (in 2V increments).

Beyond about 22V the dependence becomes more exponential. This is due to
both the limited resolution of the PMT and the exponentially increasing ELDC, which
eventually interferes with the resolution of ELFS. (The dependence of the smaller
ELTS on the applied voltage is harder still to deconvolve, and it therefore not plotted
here).
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Figure 6.25 (a) EL front-spike, ELFS, (b) “DC” EL component after 600ns,
ELDC(600ns) vs. voltage for device 6A in response to 600ns voltage pulses at
+19C (●) and -103C (○).

We therefore conclude from Figure 6.25 that the dependence of that ELFS
varies approximately linearly with voltage, whereas ELDC varies approximately
exponentially with voltage, as was found in Figure 6.11. We also note from Figure
6.24 that the EL on/off ratio at turn off is greater at low rather than high temperatures.
This may be understood in terms of the stronger field dependence of the carrier
mobilities at low temperatures (as shown in Section 6.5); removal of the field at low
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temperature therefore has a greater effect on the exciton generation rate, and thus
leads to a higher EL on/off ratio.
Finally, Figure 6.26 shows how the second rise time observed in Chapter 4, t2,
increases with temperature, as expected for a thermally activated electron mobility (t2
is associated with the motion of electrons). This data is used to extract the electron
V a riaintioSection
n o f t2 6.5
w ith
T e m p6.28).
mobility as a function of temperature
(Figure
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Figure 6.26 Transient EL of device 6A at +19C (black line), -90C (grey line)
and -130C (dotted line) in response to 17V voltage pulses.

6.5 Mobility determination
The transient techniques of Chapter 4 are now used to extract the mobility for
PFOBT (Figure 6.27). As previously discussed, the EL front-spike for PFOBT/Ca
devices precludes the determination of the hole mobility using such devices. Devices
with aluminium cathodes (that do not have a EL front-spike) were used where
possible using the transient technique. Most of the hole mobility data, however, were
extracted from the DC current density characteristic presented in Figure 6.21a, using
SCLC theory, and as such, the values extracted in this way are a lower limit on the
hole mobility (as the device is not hole-space-charge-limited). The electron mobility
was extracted as normal using the transient technique. Figure 6.27 shows that the
hole mobility of PFOBT ranges from 10-5-10-4cm2V-1s-1 and that the field dependence
of the electron mobility is stronger than that of the hole mobility. We also note that at
low voltages the hole mobility calculated using SCLC theory is lower than the hole
mobility calculated using the transient technique, but that for mid to high voltages the
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two mobility values converge. This indicates that the conduction is dominated by
electrons at low fields (due to the high electron density) and by holes at mid to high

Mobility (cm2V-1s-1)

voltages (due to the high hole mobility).
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Figure 6.27 (Top) hole mobility calculated using the transient method (△), hole
mobility calculated using SCLC theory (●) and electron mobility calculated
using the transient method (◇). (Bottom) internal quantum efficiency, IQE, vs.
voltage for device 6A.

The bottom of Figure 6.27 shows the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) for the
LED as a function of the applied voltage. From the data taken in CW mode we see
that the IQE peaks at about 0.1% at 8V, but that the IQE for the pulsed data does not
peak until ~0.4% at 25V. The low voltage maximum in the CW mode IQE is due to
the current density in the device of ~240mA/cm2 which is large enough to create
significant Joule heating effects. By contrast, heating effects in pulsed mode do not
become a problem until current densities several orders of magnitude higher are
reached. That the IQE in pulsed mode reaches a maximum at j=110A/cm2 is not
evidence of heating, as heating in pulsed mode occurs within the duration of a pulse
and is often catastrophic. Rather, the maximum in the IQE is more likely to be due to
the relative value of the electron and hole mobilities and currents.
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Figure 6.28 Mobility of holes (filled circles) and electrons (open circles) for
PFOBT for different temperatures: +19C (black solid line), -40C (grey solid
line) and -130C (black dotted line). The electron mobility data were calculated
from transient measurements and the hole mobility data were calculated from
the j-V characteristics in Figure 6.21a assuming SCLC theory.

Figure 6.28 shows the mobility of electrons and holes for PFOBT for several
different temperatures, showing clearly that the mobility increases with temperature,
and for the case of holes, starts to saturate at high fields. Using the theoretically
predicted form of the mobility as both a function of electric field and temperature, this
data (in the unsaturated region) may be used to extract the mobility parameters for
both carriers. The relevant equations are:
 =
h

(

  
exp − h  exp  E
h,0
h
 kT 




 1

)




h,0 

1

 =B 
−
h
h  kT kT


(6.2)

(6.3)

where the parameters have their usual meaning (see Chapter 4), and an analogous set
of equations exists for electrons. Figure 6.29 shows plots of 0exp(-/kT) and 
(extracted from Figure 6.28) as a function of 1/T, from which we may determine the
parameters B,  and T0 for electrons and holes for PFOBT. The results of this
analysis are shown in Table 6. 5. Note once again that, in the case of the holes, the
mobility is a lower limit, having been extracted using SCLC theory.
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Figure 6.29 Determination of mobility parameters for electrons and holes in
PFOBT: (a) 0e-/kT vs. 1/T, (b)  vs. 1/T.
Holes
4.1 x 10-4
1.5 x 10-4
780
0.16

0 (cm V s )
B0 (eV cm1/2V-1/2)
T0 (K)
 (eV)
2

-1 -1

Electrons
1.6 x 10-8
5.9 x 10-5
180
0.14

Table 6. 5 Mobility parameters for PFOBT

6.6 Time-Resolution of Recombination Zone
This section describes two techniques to time-resolve the position of the
recombination zone in single layer LEDs. PFOBT LEDs were chosen due to the large
spectral range of PFOBT.

6.6a Self-absorption
Recombination zone
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Figure 6.30(a) Schematic of self-absorption in polymer LEDs. (b) Absorption coefficient
as a function wavelength for PFOBT.
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Interference filters were used to track the time evolution of specific
wavelength components of the EL emission. By doing this for wavelengths close to
the absorption edge we may make use of the polymer’s self-absorption to calculate
the relative movement of the recombination zone (provided interference effect may be
neglected). The principle is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.30.
On the assumption that half the light goes in both the forward and backwards
directions, and that the reflectivity of the metal is r, we have that the intensity of
emitted light of wavelength  at distance z=zo from the cathode, at time t=0 reaching
the observer at z=L is given by:
1
1

EL ( L, t = 0) = EL ( z 0 , t = 0) e −  ( L − z0 ) + re −  ( L + z0 ) 
2
2


(6.4)

where  is the polymer’s absorption coefficient, L is the thickness of the polymer
film, and zo is the distance of the recombination zone from the cathode at t=0. Note
that equation (6.4) does not take into account interference effects. This assumption
will be justified later in this section. The time taken for the light to traverse the
thickness of the polymer film (~1fs) is also ignored. The absorption coefficient, , is
given by:
1
L

  = − ln(10 −OD )

(6.5)

where OD is the absorbance measured by the “UV-Vis” spectrometer. Figure 6.30b
shows the absorption coefficient for a 100nm PFOBT film (calculated from the
absorption data in Figure 6.1). At a time t later, the intensity of light reaching the
observer is
1
1

EL ( L, t ) = EL ( z 0 , t ) e −  ( L − z0 − z (t )) + re −  ( L + z0 + z (t )) 
2
2


(6.6)

where z(t)=z(t)-zo. The ratio of the intensities for the two times is therefore given by
EL ( L, t ) EL ( z 0 + z , t )
e  z0 + re −  z0
EL'  ( L, t ) =
=
(6.7)
EL ( L,0)
EL ( z 0 ,0) e  ( z0 + z (t )) + re −  ( z0 + z (t ))
The fact that EL(zo+z, t)  EL(zo,0) takes into account the time dependence
of the exciton generation rate.
We now choose a wavelength with a very low absorption coefficient (e.g.
600nm for PFOBT – see Figure 6.30b) with which we may estimate the ratio
EL ( z 0 + z , t ) EL600 nm ( L, t )

= EL' 600 nm ( L, t )
EL ( z 0 ,0)
EL600 nm ( L,0)
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as very little of the light at 600nm is absorbed in travelling the additional distance, z.
The position of the recombination zone as a function of time, z(t), may therefore be
determined using equations (6.4)–(6.8) to be:
− 2 z
− 2 z
− 2 z
1  (1 + re  0 )  (1 + re  0 ) 2 − 4re  0 R 2
z (t ) = − ln
  
2re − 2  z 0 R
EL ( L, t )
where R =
EL' 600 nm ( L, t )






(6.9)

By using wavelengths close to the absorption edge, an appreciable difference
in the evolution of the EL should be observed, so as to make this method practicable.
We use the value of r=0.5 for the reflectivity of calcium, as measured in 9 for 532nm
light through the glass substrate.

1

EL’(t) (a.u.)

0.8
0.6
4 90 nm
5 00 nm
5 14 nm
5 50 nm
6 00 nm
7 00 nm

0.4
0.2
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Time (ms)
Figure 6.31 Transient EL at specific emission wavelengths for device 6C in
response to 16V 2ms pulses. The inset shows the calculated displacement of the
recombination zone, z(t) towards the anode as a function of time for several
different wavelengths.

Figure 6.31 shows the normalised EL intensities for a series of wavelengths
for device 6C (ITO/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca) in response to 2ms 16V pulses. We see that
the rise of the EL is slowest for wavelengths with the largest absorption coefficient.
For example, the absorption coefficients from Figure 6.30b for 490, 500, 514, and
600nm are 0.055, 0.032. 0.015 and 0.0003nm-1. These values are used in conjunction
with the EL transients at 490, 500 and 514nm to calculate the movement of the
recombination of zone from equation (6.9), the results of which are shown in the inset
of Figure 6.31.
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The results of Figure 6.32 show that the recombination zone moves between
8nm (Figure 6.32c) and 16nm (Figure 6.32a) away from the cathode is ~2ms. Good
agreement is seen for the different wavelength components from calculations using
the different values of zo, and therefore, this experiment does not allow us to
determine this value. Indeed, a similar measurement for earlier times (<10s) is
needed to resolve the motion during this period, which may be quite considerable.
16
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Figure 6.32 Calculated displacement of the recombination zone, z(t) towards
the anode as a function of time for several different wavelengths for a) zo=0nm,
b) zo=20nm and c) zo=50nm. Legend: 490nm (●), 500nm (○) and 514nm (○).

The fairly constant movement of the recombination zone (~5-8nm/ms) away
from the cathode is much slower than that predicted by the electron mobility data, and
reflects the fact that this measurement monitors the time evolution of the average
position of the recombination profile’s “envelope”, rather than the front edge of the
recombination zone, as is monitored in the mobility measurement. The exact location
cannot be inferred as the motion during the early stages of pulse application was not
resolved by this measurement. The fact that the results are approximately the same
for the three different wavelengths used here serves as an internal validation of the
technique. Thus the self-absorption of the polymer may be used to time-resolve the
movement of the recombination zone. Our original assumption that interference
effects were unimportant in this measurement is found to be legitimate, as a
displacement of 15nm is much smaller than /4n~70nm.

6.6b Interference effects
Interference effects in LEDs are well known and arise due to the film
thickness being of comparable size to the wavelength of emitted light. The most
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significant interference effects occur between the emitted light and the light reflected
from the metallic cathode. The spatial distribution of the modes in the device will
therefore be different for different wavelengths, and the exciton lifetime becomes a
function of both wavelength and position. It has been predicted from theoretical
considerations of these optical interference effects

21

that the optimal position for

emission for typical polymers, emitting between 450nm and 600nm (using a calcium
cathode) is ~35-50nm away from the cathode. Beyond these distances the intensity of
light reaching the observer is expected to decrease. We may therefore use this
observation as a further time-resolution technique for the recombination zone. Note
that the distances involved here are 4-5 times larger than what was seen in the
previous section; the results discussed in Section 6.6a are therefore unlikely to be
seriously affected by interference effects.

0.6
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0
0.4
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Figure 6.33 Transient voltage (dotted line), EL intensity (solid line) and current
density (grey line) for device 6C in response to 2s 27V voltage pulses.

Device 6C (ITO/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca) is again used, but with pulses of higher
voltage and shorter duration (reduces detrimental heating effects and current-probe
saturation). Figure 6.33 shows that under 27V pulses, the EL rises for ~600ns before
reducing continuously for the remaining duration of the pulse. (Note that the PMT
was checked for saturation effects). The current density, however, is approximately
constant over the same period. Given that the experiment was reproducible without
any deterioration in the EL or current density transients we may conclude that the
decrease in the EL after 600ns is not due to device degradation. We therefore proceed
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to use this data together with mobility values determined previously in this chapter for
PFOBT (Figure 6.27) to calculate the distance from the cathode at which the EL
maximum occurs. As the slower electrons are expected to dominate the EL transient
response on the time scales of Figure 6.33, we use the electron mobility, e(V-Vbi), of
approximately 2x10-6cm2V-1s-1 from Figure 6.27 at 26V applied voltage (rather than
the hole mobility) in the following equation:

zop =  e (Vapp − Vbi )t ( ELmax )(Vapp − Vbi )

1/ 2

(6.10)

where zop is the optimal distance of the recombination zone from the cathode for outcoupling of the light, and t(ELmax) is the time since pulse application that the EL
maximum occurs. From Figure 6.33 t(ELmax) = 600ns, and using equation (6.7)
zop≈55nm. This compares to the theoretical value of zop=49nm

22

for the 550nm

component of PFOBT assuming a polymer refractive index, n, of 1.8 23 a 0.59 phase
shift of the reflected wave at the calcium mirror and a refractive index for calcium of
n=0.18+2.35i at 550nm.
calculation can be found in

Further details of the methodology involved in this
21.

Comparison is made here with the 550nm component

as this is the dominant emission wavelength for PFOBT (see Figure 6.1). The value
determined here by transient techniques therefore compares well with that obtained
from optical interference considerations.

6.7 Conclusions
Two commonly used polyfluorenes, PFO and PFOBT, have been
characterised by CW and pulsed techniques.

The conceptual difficulties in

rationalising the current magnitudes seen in DC mode measurements of PFOBT LEDs
with aluminium and calcium cathodes, have been partially resolved in terms of
differences between the mobility of electrons and holes, and the additional assumption
that electron density is able to accumulate at the PFOBT/ITO interface in the “offstate”, thereby facilitating the enhanced injection of holes. Evidence to support this
includes the dependence of the transient EL at turn-on and turn-off, on the choice of
cathode and anode, and the use of pre-bias, repetition frequency and multiple pulses.
The EL “front” and “tail” spikes for PFOBT were fully characterized.
Despite certain difficulties in transient EL interpretation for PFOBT, the
transient methods presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis were used to determine the
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field and temperature dependence of both the hole and electron mobilities of PFOBT.
The role of PEDOT:PSS was also investigated on the time-dependent efficiency of the
LED. Finally, two transient techniques were introduced as methods to time-resolve
the movement of the recombination zone.
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CHAPTER 7

PULSED EXCITATION OF BI-LAYER LEDS
Bi-layer LEDs may be engineered to overcome some of the principal efficiency
disadvantages associated with single layer LEDs.

In this chapter a detailed

experimental analysis is presented for both CW and pulsed excitation of a variety of
real bi-layer LEDs. Supporting numerical simulations are also presented. It is found
from experiment and simulation that the recombination zone may be moved about the
polymer-polymer heterojunction as a function of the applied voltage. A method for
spectrally resolving the emission of both polymers of a bi-layer LED as a function of
time is presented, the results of which are in good agreement with time-dependent
simulations. A method is also suggested to extract the electron mobility of poly(dioctyl fluorene). Part of this work has been submitted for publication in the Journal of
Applied Physics, and has been published in Synthetic Metals 1.

The numerical

simulations presented in this chapter were performed in collaboration with Nir
Tessler.

7.1 Introduction
Bi-layer organic light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have been the subject of
considerable interest for a number of years

1-22

due to the potential efficiency

advantages these systems offer over their single-layer counterparts. For example, in
Ref.2, bi- layer LEDs with an electron transport layer were found to be approximately
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ten times more efficient than their single layer counterparts. Single-layer LEDs often
suffer from high leakage currents and detrimental radiative quenching effects,
associated with the large electron and hole mobility mismatch present in many
organic materials. By contrast for bi-layer LEDs, (1) the discontinuities in energy
levels and (2) the discontinuities in carrier mobilities introduced by the organicorganic interface, may be used to overcome both of these single-layer
LED disadvantages, as has been discussed theoretically for constant-wave (CW)
excitation 19. Indeed, in Ref.19 it was shown that under certain conditions, effects (1)
and (2) can result in similar recombination profiles. The operation of bi-layer LEDs
has also been studied under pulsed electrical excitation, and interpreted in terms of
charge transport

7

and charge accumulation at the interface of the two organic

layers 1,11,14-17.
This chapter unites a wide range of measurements (field-, time- and
temperature-dependent) using electrical pulses with time-dependent numerical
simulations for several real bi-layer systems, and demonstrates that the experimental
and numerical results are consistent. In contrast to the studies of bi-layer LEDs in
which the injection of the minority carrier (electrons) was treated as injectionlimited 16,17, we also examine the temporal response of devices where the transport of
both holes and electrons (of the hole and electron transport layers respectively) is
space-charge-limited, e.g. ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PPVcp/PFO/Ca. In this case it is shown
how bi-layer transient EL measurements may be used as another technique to
determine the electron hole mobility for the polymer layer adjacent to the cathode.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 7.2 considers the CW voltagedependence of the recombination zone, and presents qualitatively consistent
experimental and numerical results for LEDs in which the discontinuities in energy
levels have more influence on the device’s response than do the discontinuities in
mobilities across the polymer layers. Section 7.3 examines the time-dependence of
the recombination zone in bi-layer LEDs in which the effects of energy level and
mobility discontinuities are considered to be equally relevant.

This section

demonstrates that it is experimentally possible to separately time-resolve the emission
from both components of a bi-layer LED, and presents quantitatively consistent
experimental and numerical results. Section 7.4 discusses the effect of temperature on
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the transient response, whilst Section 7.5 looks at the efficiencies and peak
brightnesses that are realisable in bi-layer LEDs.

7.2 Voltage Dependence of Recombination Zone
Within bi-layer LEDs, a discontinuity in the LUMO (HOMO) at the
polymer/polymer interface presents a barrier to electrons (holes) if the transport of the
carriers is to a higher LUMO (lower HOMO), where LUMO and HOMO stand for the
lowest occupied molecular orbital and highest unoccupied molecular orbital levels,
respectively. In the case that no barrier or a step down (up) exists, the electrons
(holes) will not be affected. (Barrier lowering due to image-force effects are not
relevant for polymer/polymer interfaces). We may therefore study systems with
energy level discontinuities as a function of applied voltage, with the expectation that
at high fields, the barriers start to become less significant.
Two generic bi-layer systems are considered: ITO/PPV/MEH-PPV/Ca
(System 1) and ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PPVcp/PFO/Ca (System 2). Table 8.2 and Table 8.3
show the device structures for Systems 1 & 2 respectively. The PEDOT:PSS layer in
System 2 is used as a hole transport layer. The band diagrams for these two structures
under the influence of a forward bias are schematically shown in Figure 8.1. Band
bending effects that occur about the polymer/polymer interfaces as a result of charge
accumulation are not shown.

electrons (less blocked)

electrons (blocked)
2.7eV

MEH-PPV

3.0eV

e’

PPV
Recombination
Zone

a)

5.1eV
5.2eV

holes
(not blocked)

h’

2.7eV

PFO

2.9eV

Recombination
Zone

b)

5.8eV

PPVcp
5.1eV

holes (blocked)

Figure 8.1 Schematic representation of the band diagrams for ITO/PPV/MEHPPV/Ca (System 1) and ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PPVcp/PFO/Ca (System 2) LEDs,
under the influence of a forward bias. Also shown are the internal barriers to
injection for electrons, e’, and holes,  h’ across the polymer/polymer interfaces.

Table 8.1 lists the relevant energy barriers and mobility values for System 1 and
System 2. h (e) denotes the injection barrier of electrons (holes) from the anode
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(cathode) into the hole (electron) transport layer. Similarly, h’ (e’) denotes the
injection barrier of electrons (holes) from the polymer adjacent to the anode (cathode)
into the polymer adjacent to the cathode (anode). The polymer mobility parameters
were taken from Chapter 4 and from the literature23-25.
Quantity

System 1
[ITO/PPV/MEH-PPV/Ca]
~0.2eV
~0.0eV
~0.3eV
~0.0eV

e
h
e’
h’
PPV
hole
mobility,

h

MEHPPV
PPV
electron
mobility,

e


 E
kT
e
e h
−

 =
h
h,0

− h
−7
 e kT = 3.4 x10 cm2V-1s-1
h,0
h =5.6  10-4 cm1/2V-1/2
Ref. 24
h(MEH-PPV)= h(PPV)

(assumption)
 = 0.1
e

h

System 2
[ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PPVcp/PFO/Ca]
~0.0eV
~0.0eV
~0.2eV
~0.7eV
PPVcp

PFO

PPVcp

(from Chapter 4, Section 4.3c)
MEHPPV

e(MEH-PPV)= e(PPV)


 E
kT
e
e h
−

 =
h
h,0

− h
−9
 e kT = 3.5 x10 cm2V-1s-1
h,0
h =1.0  10-2 cm1/2V-1/2
(from Chapter 4, Section 4.7a)


h

= 10

− 4 cm2V-1s-1

(from Chapter 4, Section 4.7b)
 = 0.01
e

h

(from Chapter 4, Section 4.7a)
PFO

 =
e

(assumption)


e, 0

e, 0


− e
 E
e kT e


− e
− 10 cm2V-1s-1
e kT = 7.5 x10

e =4.4  10-3 cm1/2V-1/2
(from Chapter 4, Section 4.7b)
Table 8.1 Electronic and transport parameters for System 1 and System 2 LEDs

As can be seen from the band diagrams the largest internal energy barriers for
each of these systems are: e’~0.3eV for the transport of electrons from MEH-PPV
into PPV in System 1; and h’~0.7eV for the transport of holes from PPVcp into PFO
in System 2. From the experimentally determined carrier mobility values for these
polymers

23-25

we may also conclude that the mobility discontinuity for both carriers

across the interface for both electrons and holes is a) less than an order of magnitude
for System 1, and b) ~ 2-3 orders of magnitude for System 2. For the purposes of
simulation, therefore, System 1 will only be considered in terms of energy level
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discontinuities, whilst System 2 will be considered in terms of both energy level and
mobility discontinuities. We start by considering System 1 LEDs (see Table 8.2).
Polymer Layer Thickness (nm)
Device

Anode

A1
B1
C1

ITO
ITO
ITO

PPV

MEH-PPV

100
100
100

80
100
150

Cathode
Ca
Ca
Ca

Table 8.2 System 1 device structures

7.2a System 1: ITO / PPV / MEH-PPV / Ca LEDs
I

EL SPECTRA: MEH-PPV THICKNESS
Figure 8.2 shows the electroluminescence (EL) spectra for devices A1-C1

(ITO/PPV[100nm]/MEH-PPV[variable thickness]/Ca) taken in CW mode at 10V. As
expected from the band diagram for these structures, the emission from System 1
devices is strongly dominated by MEH-PPV (characteristic emission peaks at ~570nm
and 630nm) regardless of the MEH-PPV thickness.

EL Intensity (a.u.)

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.2 EL spectra for a series of devices, PPV[100nm]/MEH-PPV(x nm),
taken in CW mode at 10V. x = 80 (black line), x = 100 (grey line open circles), x
= 150 (dashed line).

Indeed, no PPV emission (characteristic peaks at ~520nm and 550nm) for any of
these devices is resolvable. Within an MEH-PPV thickness range of 80nm - 150nm,
therefore, all the EL originates from the PPV. It is possible that some PPV emission
would show up if the MEH-PPV thickness were further reduced, as was found in an
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analogous experiment in 9. The differences in the relative intensities of the MEHPPV EL peaks may therefore be attributable to interference effects

26;

the

recombination zone being situated at a different distance from the reflecting cathode
for each device. An alternative explanation for the spectral changes is aggregation
effects, which are likely to become more dominant for thicker MEH-PPV films (and
indeed the long wavelength emission typically associated with aggregates does
increase markedly for the thicker films). In the absence of PL spectra for the different
MEH-PPV thickness films, however, it is not possible to conclude this with any
certainty.
EL SPECTRA: VOLTAGE
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Figure 8.3 EL spectra of device C1 taken in CW mode at 10V (grey, ○) and in
pulsed mode at 40V (solid line) and 90V (dashed line). Inset A shows detail of
the PPV emission. Inset B shows the maximum intensity of PPV emission as a
function of the applied voltage (relative to the maximum MEH-PPV emission at
that voltage).

Figure 8.3 shows the EL spectra of device C1, PPV[100nm]/MEHPPV[150nm], taken in CW and pulsed modes. From the figure we conclude that an
increasing applied field has two effects. Firstly, the spectrum is blue-shifted at high
fields as was attributed in

27

to Joule heating: the EL maximum for the spectra taken

in pulsed mode at 40V is at 588nm, whilst that for 90V in pulsed mode is at 583nm,
i.e. a 5nm blue-shift. Secondly, the relative maximum intensity of PPV emission
increases with the applied field up to ~40V, above which the PPV emission
monotonically decreases (see Inset B). It should be noted that the data in Figure 8.4
was normalised to the maximum EL intensity of the MEH-PPV. The increase in the
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relative amount of PPV emission with voltage is to be expected from the schematic
band diagram in Figure 8.1. In this framework holes travel unimpeded from the PPV
to the MEH-PPV. Electrons on the other hand encounter a barrier of ~0.3eV having
traversed the MEH-PPV thickness, and tend to pile up on the MEH-PPV side of the
interface. Many of the holes now entering the MEH-PPV will recombine with the
electrons resulting in MEH-PPV EL. As the field is increased, some electrons are
able to traverse the barrier, e’, (by field- and temperature-assisted injection

15)

as

was also found in 9, and the relative amount of PPV emission increases. A possible
explanation for the decrease in the relative amount of PPV emission beyond ~40V
will be given in the next section.
A significant hole leakage current is still expected for this device as the
unimpeded majority carriers (holes) are forced to recombine with the lower density
electrons. By the same token, the enhanced electron density serves also to enhance
the electric field in the hole transport layer (HTL), and further magnify the ratio of the
hole to electron current. A more efficient device, wherein the majority holes are
blocked at the interface leaving, thus enhancing the injection of the minority will be
discussed in Section 7.2b.
III

EL SPECTRA: TEMPERATURE
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Figure 8.4 a) EL spectra at 20V of device C1 at +20C (solid line) and at –168C
(dashed line); b) EL spectra at 90V of device C1 at +20C (solid line) and at –
168C (dashed line). The inset shows detail of the PPV emission.

It is not clear from Figure 8.3 whether, at high fields, the blue shift of the
MEH-PPV spectrum is masking some of the PPV emission, or whether the PPV
emission is actually reduced at higher fields. In either case, the PPV emission at 90V
at 298K is not clearly resolved. The blue-shift effect may be compensated for by
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cooling the sample at high fields, as is demonstrated in Figure 8.4. Figure 8.4a shows
that the relative intensity of PPV emission at low temperature is more than doubled at
20V, from 5% at +20C to 11% at -168C, whilst Figure 8.4b shows that at 90V the
PPV emission increases from 3% at +20C to 5% at -168C.
At low temperatures, therefore, the relative maximum intensity of PPV
emission is clearly increased (implying that the blue shift of the MEH-PPV does
indeed mask the PPV emission). This is as expected from simple Boltzmann statistics
(e-E/kT): the energy discontinuity has a greater effect at low temperatures (ignoring
any differences in the temperature dependencies of the carrier mobilities, and any
temperature dependence of the photoluminescence efficiency). We may therefore
conclude that at high applied fields, a sizeable fraction of electrons make it from the
MEH-PPV to the PPV and recombine to give PPV emission. The maximum shown in
Inset B of Figure 8.3 shows, however, that the situation is clearly more complicated
than this, and is probably due to an interplay between: i) differing field and
temperature dependencies of MEH-PPV in PPV, ii) change in carrier injection
balance, and iii) different temperature dependencies of MEH-PPV and PPV. (Indeed
the mobility for MEH-PPV at 40V has been predicted to be ~10-3cm2V-1s-1 28). As
the PPV mobility has not been measured to these high fields, however, it is not
possible to identify this as the cause with any certainty.
IV

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PPV/MEH-PPV LED
A numerical model (as previously discussed in Chapter 4) was used to

qualitatively reproduce the measured voltage dependence of the EL emission for
System 1 LEDs. As detailed in Chapter 4, the model makes use of the drift-diffusion,
Poisson, and continuity equations. Recombination is treated using the bimolecular
Langevin formulation, and mobilities are assumed to be exponentially dependent on
the square root of the electric field 29. Further details of the model itself can be found
in Chapter 4. The other input parameters are listed in Table 8.1. Due to the similarity
in the available room temperature mobility values of MEH-PPV and PPV, it was
additionally assumed for purposes of these simulations, that the mobility values for
both MEH-PPV and PPV were equal (i.e. no mobility discontinuities).
Simulations were performed at 10V and 23V for the LED structure:
ITO/PPV[100nm]/MEH-PPV[80nm]/Ca.

Figure

8.5

shows

the

calculated

recombination profiles (proportional to the product of the calculated electron and hole
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carrier density profiles) for simulations at 10V and 23 V respectively. The inset
shows more clearly how the relative intensity of PPV emission increases from ~1% at
10V to ~5% at 23V, as more of the electrons have the required energy to traverse the
LUMO-LUMO discontinuity barrier, as was experimentally seen in Figure 8.3.
Experiment and numerical simulations are therefore in qualitative agreement for
System 1 devices.
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Figure 8.5 Simulated EL intensity for device A1 as a function of distance from
the cathode, for applied voltages of 10V (top, solid line) and 23V (bottom, ○).
The inset shows both plots on a log-log scale.

7.2b System 2: ITO/PEDOT/PPVcp[x nm]/PFO[y nm]/Ca LEDs
Four PPVcp[x nm]/PFO[y nm] LED structures were investigated (A2-D2), the
structures of which are detailed in Table 8.3.

The devices all have a common

architecture, namely an ITO anode, 50nm of PEDOT:PSS, and either one or two
emissive polymer layers of combined total thickness 75nm. The PEDOT:PSS layer
was used to facilitate hole injection into the PPV cp. Both emissive polymers (PPVcp
and PFO) used in the System 2 devices have been characterised previously in this
thesis in terms of mobilities for low to mid-range fields.
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It was clear from the measurements of the PPV/MEH-PPV structures (Figure
8.3) that even at high fields, only a small amount of EL originates from the minority
emitter (PPV).

PPV/MEH-PPV LEDs have the additional complication that the

emission spectra for MEH-PPV and PPV are poorly spectrally resolved (i.e. there is
significant overlap between the two spectra). By contrast the EL spectra of PPVcp and
PFO are well resolved, and therefore together make an ideal system to study.
Polymer Layer Thickness (nm)
Device

Anode

A2
B2
C2
D2

Cathode
PEDOT:PSS

PPVcp

PFO

50
50
50
50

75
50
25
0

0
25
50
75

ITO
ITO
ITO
ITO

Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca

Table 8.3 System 2 device architectures of devices A2-D2

I

J-V-L CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 8.6 shows the current-voltage-light (j-V-L) characteristics for devices
A2-D2 taken in CW mode.
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Figure 8.6 Current density and EL intensity vs. voltage characteristics for
ITO/PEDOT/PPVcp/PFO/Ca devices taken in CW mode: device A2 (▽), B2 (□),
C2 (△) and D2 (○).

We may analyse the j-V-L characteristics in terms of the voltages at which
current starts to be injected, and the devices’ internal fields. The double layer devices
(B2 and C2) start to conduct ~0.45V higher than the single layer PPV cp device (A2).
Given that the total thickness of the emissive layers in all devices is 75nm, we may
therefore say that, to first order, the field in the PPV cp layer of the double layer
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devices is reduced by ~0.45V/75nm=0.6MV/cm relative to the PPV cp in the single
layer device. Similarly, the double layer devices start to conduct ~0.15V lower than
the single layer PFO device (D2), indicating that the field in the PFO layer of the
double layer devices is increased by ~0.15V/75nm=0.2MV/cm relative to the PFO in
the single layer device. The diminished (enhanced) fields in PPVcp (PFO) arise from
the build-up of holes on the PPVcp side of the interface, resulting in an electric field
offset, E, across the interface. The issue of interface charging will be returned to
more quantitatively in Section 7.3. We also note that the current rises more steeply
for the PFO device, and that the currents for both single layer devices exceed those for
their double layer counterparts by 1-2 orders of magnitude. This is probably a result
of a reduction in the hole current (from hole interfacial charging) in bi-layer devices.
No appreciable efficiency advantages, therefore, are achieved in bi-layer devices at
these low voltages. Significant efficiency improvement, however, is seen at higher
voltages (see Section 7.5)
II

EL SPECTRA
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Figure 8.7 EL spectra of devices A2 (dashed line, ▽), B2 (□), C2 (△) and D2 (○)
taken in CW mode taken in CW mode at 8V.

Figure 8.7 shows the EL spectra of devices A2-D2 at 8V. For devices A2 and
D2 we see the EL spectra from the single component systems of PPV cp and PFO ,
respectively. The main peaks of the spectra have been indicated on Figure 8.7: peaks
1 (423nm) and 2 (451nm) are from PFO, and peaks 3 (506nm), 4 (538nm) and 5
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(585nm) are from PPVcp. The spectra for devices B2 and C2 show how the PFO
peaks 1 and 2 become stronger, with increasing PFO thickness (and decreasing PPVcp
thickness). Similarly we can see how, relative to peak 4, the PPV cp peaks 3 and 5
become weaker and stronger respectively, as the PFO thickness is increased. We
attribute the differences between the PPVcp spectra of devices B2 and C2 principally
to interference effects

26,

as only the spatial position of the interface has changed

between these two devices. The increasing PFO EL emission, by contrast, cannot be
explained only by interference, and is likely to result from i) having the recombination
zone pulled away from the quenching cathode, and ii) having a more favourable field
distribution in the device for PFO emission.

7.2c Device C2: ITO / PEDOT / PPVcp[25nm] / PFO[50nm] / Ca
It is clear from Figure 8.7 that of the two bi-layer devices, B2 and C2, C2
exhibits the greatest relative amount of PFO emission. This device was therefore
chosen for experiments to investigate the behaviour of the EL of both PPVcp and PFO.
I-V-L CHARACTERISTICS: CW & PULSED MODE
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Figure 8.8 Current density (diamonds) and luminance (circles) vs. voltage for
device C2 taken in CW (empty) and pulsed (filled) modes at room temperature.

Figure 8.8 compares the j-V-L characteristic of device C2 taken in CW and
pulsed modes, from which we see that there is good agreement between the CW and
pulsed mode data up to current densities of ~100mAcm-2. For current densities above
100mAcm-2 the CW current density is seen to increase at a faster rate than that seen in
pulsed mode.
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effects 27, which become significant in CW mode for current densities above
100mAcm-2. We also see how the luminance in pulsed mode increases at a faster rate
than the current density as the voltage is increased, indicating that the external (and
probably also internal) quantum efficiency of the device is increasing with the applied
field (see Figure 8.17). At 31V the luminance and current densities achieved were
1.8x106cdm-2 and 35Acm-2 respectively, diving a current efficiency of ~5cd/A.
EL SPECTRA AS FUNCTION OF APPLIED VOLTAGE
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Figure 8.9 EL spectra for Device C2 at 8V in CW mode (dashed line), 18V in
pulsed mode (grey line open circles) and 40V in pulsed mode (solid line).

Figure 8.9 shows the EL spectra of device C2 driven in CW mode at 8V, and
in pulsed mode at 18V and 40V. (Pulsed mode had to be used at the higher voltages
as devices of this architecture catastrophically fail at sustained CW voltages of above
~15V). The spectra show how the relative amount of PFO increases with the applied
voltage, as expected from the schematic band diagram in Figure 8.1b.
III

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AS FUNCTION OF APPLIED VOLTAGE
The simulations for Device C2 take into account the energy level

discontinuities in the HOMOs and LUMOs between the two layers (assuming
thermionic emission across the polymer-polymer interface
difference in mobility

31

15-17,30),

as well as the

between the two layers (as was done for CW excitation in

Ref.19). (Table 8.1 lists the relevant energy level input parameters for Device C2).
Figure 8.10 shows the simulated recombination rate profile for Device C2
(PPVcp[25nm]/PFO[50nm]) for applied voltages of 10V and 18V in the steady state.
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Since i) the electron mobility is low compared to the hole mobility, and ii) there is a
build up of hole density on the PPVcp side of the interface, we find that most of the
voltage drops across the PFO (see the “steady-state” electric field profile of Figure
8.14c). The energy level mismatch is more pronounced for the HOMO than for the
LUMO levels, and thus tends to block the holes from entering the PFO.
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Figure 8.10 Numerically simulated recombination rate profile for Device C2
(PPVcp[25nm]/PFO[50nm]) for voltages of 10V and 18V in the steady state.

At 10V the hole mobility in PPVcp is significantly lower compared to the hole
mobility in PFO

23,

which also favours a higher hole density in the PPV cp layer. At

high voltages (18V) two effects occur. Firstly, the voltage drop is sufficient to
facilitate efficient transport of holes across the interface and into the PFO. Secondly,
the field dependent hole mobility in PPVcp increases, thus reducing the mobility
mismatch between the two layers (the hole mobility of PFO is relatively field
independent

23,32.

As a result of these two effects the emission from the PFO is

enhanced by an order of magnitude at 16V, as compared to 10V. This is in agreement
with the experimental EL spectra shown in Figure 8.9.

7.3 Time Dependence of Recombination Zone
This section shows how the movement of the recombination zone of bi-layer
LEDs may be monitored as a function of time. Numerical simulations are presented
which show quantitative agreement with experiment. The PPV cp[25nm]/PFO[50nm]
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structure (device C2) is particularly well suited to this experiment due to i) the
relatively large percentage of PFO emission and ii) the clear separation of the PPV cp
and PFO EL spectra.

We start by presenting the findings of experiment and

simulation at room temperature (Sections I and II), the discussion of which is
contained in Section III.
I

SPECTRALLY RESOLVED TRANSIENT EL MEASUREMENTS AT 18V
Interference band-pass filters of typical bandwidth 10nm were used to time-

resolve the evolution of the EL of device C2 at 450nm (from the PFO) and at 550nm
(from the PPVcp) in response to the application of a voltage pulse.
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Figure 8.11 (Top) Measured EL intensities (normalised) of device C2 at 450nm
(solid line) and 550nm (dashed line) in response to 18V 800ns pulses. (Bottom)
Normalised EL intensity at 550nm minus the normalised EL intensity at 450nm.

Figure 8.11 shows the transient normalised EL of device C2 for the 450nm
and 550nm emission components for 18V 800ns pulses. The transient response is
characterised by i) an initial delay before EL of ~20ns, ii) a fast rise-time of ~30ns,
followed by ii) a slower rise time of >50s (not shown). The figure shows that,
relative to their quasi-steady state values, the PFO emission (450nm) is initially lower
than the PPVcp emission (550nm). During the following 300ns, however, the PFO
emission rises more rapidly than that from the PPVcp, such that the EL from the PPVcp
relative to that from the PFO after the first 300ns is approximately the same.
Following voltage turn-off the PFO emission is relatively more intense than that from
PPVcp. The bottom plot quantitatively shows the difference between the normalised
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550nm and 450nm components, from which we also note that the emission from the
PFO following turn-off is relatively larger than that from the PPVcp.
II

SPECTRALLY RESOLVED TRANSIENT EL SIMULATIONS AT 18V
The recombination rate profiles presented in Figure 8.10 were simulated for

steady state conditions. By calculating these profiles as a function of time since pulse
turn-on, multiplying these by the light out-coupling profiles for the device and
integrating the area under the resulting curves for both layers, we may simulate the
EL from each polymer as a function of time.
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Figure 8.12 (Top) Simulated EL intensities (normalised) for device C2 at 450nm
(solid line) and 550nm (dashed line) in response to 18V 800ns pulses. (Bottom)
Normalised EL intensity at 550nm minus the normalised EL intensity at 450nm.

Figure 8.12 shows the results of this calculation for device C2 in response to
18V 800ns pulses (i.e., the same conditions as were experimentally measured in
Figure 8.11). The EL from both polymers is shown as a function of time, normalised
to their steady-state values, from which we see the excellent agreement between
simulation and experiment. Again, the bottom plot shows the difference between the
normalised PPVcp and PFO components. As was found experimentally, the tail of the
PFO emission after turn-off is more dominant than that for the PPVcp. The simulation
reveals differences between the turn-on characteristics of the two polymers that the
measurements are unable to resolve, namely that the first ~20ns are dominated by EL
from the PFO (as e(PFO)< h(PPVcp).
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At considerably higher voltages (37V) the relative transient responses of the
two polymers was found to be very similar during pulse application (see Figure 8.13).
We attribute this to the diminishing influence of the energy barriers at the polymerpolymer interface at high fields. The turn-off behaviour, however, was once again
dominated by the PFO (as seen at 18V). We also note that at both 18V and 37V we
do not observe an “overshoot” EL spike, as has been seen in bi-layer devices by other
groups14,20. (A small overshoot feature, however, was observed for device B2 at the
higher voltage of 54V (not shown)).
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Figure 8.13 (Top) Measured EL intensities (normalised) of device C2 at 450nm
(solid line) and 550nm (dashed line) in response to 37V 500ns pulses. (Bottom)
Normalised EL intensity at 550nm minus the normalised EL intensity at 450nm.

III

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The numerical treatment of bi- layer devices was approached as an extension

to single layer devices, and for consistency the results for PFO and PPVcp obtained in
Chapter 4 were used. The simulations presented here however do not take into
account the physical nature of the polymer-polymer interface, which will define,
amongst other things, the exact form of the electronic barrier between the polymers.
Nevertheless, by comparison of simulation with experiment we may conclude
the following: i) The current in the polymer on the “n” side (adjacent to the cathode)
is mainly due to electrons, whilst that on the “p” side (adjacent to the anode) is mainly
due to holes. Since, in this particular case, the electrons in the PFO have lower
mobility than the holes in PPVcp, and a large density of holes accumulates on the
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PPVcp side of the interface, most of the voltage drops on the “n” side polymer (PFO),
(as can be seen from the simulated electric field profiles in Figure 8.14c). The lower
electron mobility also means that most of the electrons recombine at the interface, in
the region of accumulated hole density, such that the electron leakage current is likely
to be relatively small. The current in PFO therefore consists of both electrons and a
leakage hole contribution from the PPVcp. Similarly, the current in PPVcp consist
mostly of holes, many of the electrons from the PFO having recombined as they enter
the PPVcp. ii) The mobility discontinuity is indeed an important parameter of the
interface. Since the hole mobility in PFO is almost constant at moderate to high fields
(see Fig 4.20, Chapter 4), and the hole mobility in PPVcp is strongly field dependent
23,32,

there exists a field-dependent mobility barrier between the two materials. iii) By

measuring the EL emission at turn-off in both PPVcp and PFO in the same device, we
were able to observe that both polymer emissions show an instantaneous modulation
at turn-off to a much reduced, but finite value. Previous analysis of PPV cp devices
showed that this is associated with the reduction of the mobility at low applied fields
and its subsequent effect on the Langevin recombination rate (see Chapter 5 and

33).

Namely, we can deduce that although at moderate to high fields the hole mobility in
PFO is essentially constant, the hole mobility at very low fields is likely to be reduced
(simulations suggest a factor of ~10), as can be seen from Figure 4.20 in Chapter 4.
iv) The fast turn-on of both the PPVcp and PFO emission suggests a relatively fast
transient time of electrons through the PFO layer.
We now discuss some of the above points in more detail. There has been
considerable debate as to the interpretation of the time taken for the onset of EL in bilayer devices, namely: is the response governed by the time taken for the charges to
be transported to, or accumulated at the interface? The group of Bässler have looked
at this issue in some detail

8,10,11,14-17,21,

and argue that in the case that at least one of

the contacts is injection-limited (specifically, electron-injection-limited), charge
accumulation dominates the EL response. However, using the criteria for determining
whether the injection/transport from an electrode into a polymer is injection- or bulklimited established in Ref.34, we conclude that the injection of both holes from
PEDOT:PSS into PPVcp and electrons from calcium into PFO for device C2 is spacecharge-limited (see parameters in Table 8.1). On these grounds, it is therefore not
clear for device C2, whether or not the onset of the transient EL device C2 will be
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dominated by charge accumulation or transport. Moreover, in the framework of
Chapter 4, the EL rise, t1, is always dominated by charge transport (although
quenching effects, e.g., in single layer LEDs may sometimes make t1 hard to resolve).
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Figure 8.14 Simulated a) electron density b) hole density and c) electric field
profile for device C2 in response to 18V 800ns pulses for the following times
since pulse application: 20ns (solid line), 60ns (○), 160ns (dashed line, ▲),
steady-state (dotted-dashed line) and immediately after turn-off (□).

To help further clarify this issue we examine the time dependence of the
carrier density and electric field profiles (Figure 8.14), and compare these to the
experimental and numerical transient EL responses in Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.12,
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respectively. Figure 8.14 shows that the more mobile holes reach equilibrium in the
bulk of the PPVcp within the first 20ns (the earliest simulation time shown here), with
already a significant accumulation of holes built up at the interface. On the PFO side,
the leading edge of the hole carrier packet reaches the cathode by ~20ns. By contrast
the leading edge of the electron density has not reached the PFO/PPVcp interface. The
transient response reflects this by showing that the first ~20ns is dominated by PFO
emission. It is therefore likely that the delay time before the EL onset arises from the
time taken for the electrons to traverse the PFO and recombine with the holes in the
PPVcp. Charge accumulation, by contrast, seems to be fast and not rate-limiting.
The delay in PFO turn-on with respect to that of PPVcp emission cannot be
experimentally resolved, and we can assume that it is beyond the resolution of our
measurement system (~20ns). Using this as an upper limit for the turn-on time and
50nm for the thickness of the PFO, we obtain an electron mobility of ~8x10 -5cm/Vs.
This value compares to the value of ~2x10-7cm/Vs (at the same field strength) as
reported in Chapter 4. This discrepancy (400x) is likely to be due to the significant
electron density present in the device before pulse application (PFO/Ca contact is
ohmic). An imprecise interface between PFO and calcium, due to ion implantation
during evaporation is also possible

35.

The simulation results therefore indicate that

the rate-limiting step in device C2 is likely to be the transport of electrons across the
PFO, rather than the accumulation of charge at the interface. Indeed, in Ref. 14 it was
suggested that the EL response in bi-layer devices becomes less accumulation- and
more transport-limited as the electron-injection barrier was lowered.
The temporal evolution of the amount of interfacial charging may also be
approximated quantitatively using the method outlined in Ref.11, and by making use
of the electric field profiles in Figure 8.14. In this framework (and to first order), the
hole accumulation at the interface causes the field F=(Vapp-Vbi)/l, to be enhanced to kF
in the PFO and to [1+(1-k)(lPFO/lPPVcp)]F in the PPVcp, where lPFO and lPPVcp are the
thicknesses of the ETL and HTL respectively, and k>1. The ratio of the interfacial
surface hole charge density, int, and capacitor surface charge densities, cap, is
 int l PFO + l PPVcp
=
(k − 1)
`
(8.1)
 cap
l PFO
We may estimate k from Figure 8.14 from the electric field offset, E, at the
interface (using k~1+ 0.5E/E) to give k~2 at t=160ns and k~1.2 under steady-state
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conditions, giving int/cap~3 at t=160ns and int/cap~0.6 at steady-state conditions.
Comparing this to the maximum charge achievable for a space-charge-limited device
of SCL(max)=1.5cap

11,

we see that many of the efficiency advantages of bi-layer

devices come from the high interfacial charge densities made possible by virtue of the
energy offset at the interface.

The reduction of k with time (as shown by a

diminishing of E) results from the interplay of the electric field with the injection
and transport of the carriers as steady state conditions are approached.
We may also understand the relatively greater PFO emission at turn-off by
referring to the internal electric field distribution (Figure 8.14c) plotted as a function
of time, which shows that the field at turn-off close to the interface is ~0.5 MVcm-1 in
the PFO as compared to ~0 MVcm-1 in the PPVcp. Due to the field dependence of the
mobility, therefore, the tail emission remains relatively greater in PFO than in PPVcp.
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The same time-resolved experiments of Section 7.3 were also performed as a
function of temperature. Figure 8.15a shows the transient EL responses of device C2
to 37V 500ns pulses at 450nm and 550nm at +19C and –156C plotted on a logscale. We see that the emission from the PPV cp at –156C, both during and after the
application of the pulse, increases in magnitude by a factor of ~2, as compared to its
value at +19C. By contrast, the emission from the PFO at –156C is relatively
unchanged during the application of the pulse, and is reduced in magnitude following
the removal of the pulse by a factor of ~2. Figure 8.15b shows that the current

EL Intensity (a.u.)

(plotted on a linear scale) is reduced by ~ 30% at –156C from its value at +19C.

PPVcp

-156°C

PFO
+19°C

400

500

600

700

800

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.16 EL spectra of device C2 taken in pulsed mode (37V) at T= +19C
and T= –156C.

The exact behaviour of the relative PFO and PPVcp emissions as a function of
temperature is a complicated interplay between the following: i) thermionic emission
over the injection and interfacial injection barriers decreasing as the temperature is
lowered (we might expect the holes at the polymer-polymer interface to be most
affected by this effect, as the HOMO-HOMO energy barrier is over twice the
magnitude of any other barrier in the LED), ii) the temperature dependence of the
carrier mobilities, iii) the electric profile that results from effects (i) and (ii), and iv)
the temperature dependence of the PL efficiencies. In the absence of much of this
information it is hard to attribute the EL responses from the two layers as a function
of temperature.
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accumulation at the interface (due to reduced thermionic emission), which would
result in relatively more PPVcp than PFO emission.
Figure 8.16 shows the EL spectra of device C2 at +19C and –156C, showing
spectrally how the emission from the PFO (PPV cp) is constant (increased) in the onstate, as was shown temporally in Figure 8.15.

7.5 Bi-layer Efficiencies and Peak Brightnesses
7.5a Device C2: ITO / PEDOT / PPVcp[25nm] / PFO[50nm] / Ca
It was shown in Section 7.2c that peak brightnesses of 1.8x106cdm-2 at a
current density of 35Acm-2 were achieved for device C2. Figure 8.8 also shows that
the external quantum efficiency of the device increases over the measured voltage
range, as the luminance increases more rapidly than the current density with applied
voltage. We may use the CW internal quantum efficiency at some given voltage,
IQECW(Vo) to act as a calibration for the pulsed internal quantum efficiency,

Calculated IQE (%)

IQEpulsed(V) as a function of applied voltage by using the following equation:

10

Pulsed
1

CW
0 .1
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Applied Voltage (V)
IQE pulsed (V ) =

L pulsed (V ) I CW (Vo )
IQECW (Vo )
I pulsed (V ) LCW (Vo )

(8.2)

Figure 8.17 Calculated internal quantum efficiency, IQE, of device C2
(ITO/PEDOT/ PPVcp[25nm]/PFO[50nm]/Ca) in CW and pulsed modes at
+19C.
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Equation (8.2) assumes that the out-coupling of light does not vary as a
function of voltage. In this way the IQE of C2 at 33V is calculated to be ~10% (c.f.
~0.5%, the peak IQE for C2 in CW mode at ~8V). Pulsed operation would therefore
seem to result in a 20-fold increase in the IQE (see Figure 8.17).
Section 7.4 showed that cooling the device resulted in an increase (decrease)
in the EL intensity (current density) +19C to -156C, such that a repeat calculation of
the IQE yields ~41%, a figure significantly in excess of the maximum theoretical
value of 25%.

It has recently been suggested, both theoretically 36 and

experimentally37, that this limit of 25% (assuming a simple 3:1 triplet-to-singlet
ratio), may be exceeded 36,37. However, it is also possible that our assumption used in
calculating the IQE, that the out-coupling of light does not vary as a function of
voltage may be incorrect. Indeed, as was shown in Section 7.2a, the spatial position
of the recombination zone is a function of the applied voltage, leading us to conclude
that the out-coupling of light should also be a function of voltage.

7.5b ITO / PPV[100nm] / PFOBT[100nm] / Ca

EL Intensity (a.u.)

60V
30V

electrons (blocked)

increasing
voltage

2.7eV
3.5eV

PFOBT

5.9eV

PPV

450

500

550

600

650

PPV

PFOBT

5.1eV

holes
(blocked)

700

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 8.18 EL spectra of ITO/PPV[100nm]/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca taken in pulsed
mode from voltages ranging from 30V to 60V (shown in increasingly light
shades of grey) and EL spectra of single layer PFOBT and PPV LEDs. Also
shown is a schematic of the band diagram of the device under a forward bias.

Figure 8.18 shows the band diagram for the PPV/PFOBT LED, from which
we see that this device effectively blocks both holes and electrons at the
polymer/polymer interface (~0.8eV barrier to holes and electrons), thus generating a
very large electric field discontinuity across the interface. The EL emission is seen to
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come increasingly from the PFOBT side of the interface as the voltage is increased
(see Figure 8.18), indicating that comparatively more holes effectively traverse the
HOMO-HOMO barrier at high fields. This device also turns out to be quite efficient
(see Figure 8.19), achieving ~5x106cdm-2 at ~150Acm-2, with a calculate IQE of ~8%.
It was possible to achieve brightnesses of up to 20x106cdm-2 with smaller pixels (not
shown). The j-V-L characteristic shows once again that for CW current densities in
excess of ~100Acm-2 heating effects come into play and reduce the IQE, and that in
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pulsed mode the IQE achieves approximately an order of magnitude improvement.
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Figure 8.19 Current density (●) and EL intensity (○) as a function of applied
voltage for ITO/PPV[100nm]/PFOBT[100nm]/Ca LED in CW and pulsed
modes. The inset shows the internal quantum efficiency as calculated from
Equation (8.1).

7.6 Conclusions
We have presented a detailed experimental and theoretical analysis for both
CW and pulsed excitation for a variety of real bi-layer LEDs. The methods used were
an extension of those previously employed to investigate single devices.

LED

devices, where only the energy level discontinuities were of importance, were
measured and numerically simulated under CW operation. It was found that the
recombination zone position could be varied about the interface as a function of the
applied voltage. LEDs containing discontinuities in both carrier mobility and energy
levels were investigated as a function of time and applied voltage.

A new

experimental technique to spectrally resolve the temporal evolution of the polymers’
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EL was presented. This technique was shown to effectively monitor the movement of
the recombination zone about the interface as a function of time since pulse
application.

Time-dependent numerical simulations (using previously measured

mobility values) were performed on the device structures investigated, and were
found to be in quantitative agreement with experiment. A method was also suggested
to extract the electron mobility of poly(di-octylfluorene). An approach to calculating
the efficiencies in bi-layer devices at high fields was also introduced, and found to be
not wholly appropriate due to the voltage dependence of the position of the
recombination zone causing the out-coupling coefficient to also become voltage
dependent.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS & SUGGESTIONS FOR
FURTHER WORK
The work in this thesis shows how the pulsed electrical excitation of conjugated
polymer LEDs may be used as a tool to investigate the physics of this interesting class
of materials. In this chapter I briefly summarise the most important findings of the
thesis, and suggest future possible avenues for further research.

8.1 Conclusions
This thesis has made use of novel techniques using electrical pulsed excitation
to investigate the device physics of this technologically important class of materials.
Pulsed measurements provide a unique insight into the dynamics of the various
processes leading to electroluminescence in LEDs. Whilst the transient responses of
the LEDs are often difficult to interpret, combined use of experiment and numerical
simulation has enabled significant progress to be gained in the understanding of these
systems, and my principle findings may be summarised as follows:
Chapter 4 laid down the conceptual framework upon which the rest of this
thesis is founded, by addressing in detail the pulsed excitation of polymer LEDs using
single voltage pulses. It was concluded that, under certain circumstances, both the
electron and hole moblities could be extracted from a single device as a function of
electric field. These mobilties were found to be consistent with both CW excitation
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and time-of-flight techniques, and have the same electric field dependence as is
predicted from considerations of disorder.

In addition, mobility values were

presented for systems that do not immediately lend themselves to CW analysis (e.g.
CN-PPV, PFOBT, PFO).

In all cases, the electron mobility was found to be

considerably lower than the hole mobility. Application of a negative bias before the
application of a pulse was found to result in a dramatic increase in device efficiency,
an effect that was attributed to the presence of mobile/trapped charge in the device.
As to whether such efficiency improvements would also be seen in state-of-the-art
devices would make an interesting topic for future work.
Chapter 5 presented methods by which the carrier dynamics could be
monitored as they exit the device once the voltage pulse has been removed. Of great
interest in polymer LEDs is the fast EL modulation achieved at turn-off, which makes
the materials ideal candidates for video display applications. This phenomenon was
attributed to the almost complete switch off of the Langevin exciton generation rate,
by means of switching off the field-dependent mobility. This is a good example of
how the disorder of these systems can be used as an advantage over their high
mobility inorganic counterparts.

The turn-off characteristics were used to time

resolve the space charge-induced electric field at the position of the recombination
zone. It was also shown how the long-lived EL tail can be used to monitor the carrier
density distributions at the recombination zone as a function of time after turn-off.
Multiple pulse techniques were also discussed as a method to selectively probe
the dynamics of holes and electrons as they exit the device following pulse removal,
on the basis of the width and delay of the preceding pulse. The phenomena of EL
“overshoot” or EL tail-spikes was also investigated: these were found to be associated
with electron-rich devices, and attributable to the enhanced Langevin recombination
rate temporarily present after turn-off due to the augmented electric field magnitude in
the vicinity of the cathode.
Due to the recent progress made in LEDs, FETs and solar cells using
polyfluornene polymers, the whole of Chapter 6 was dedicated to characterising two
of these materials using pulsed techniques. The characterisation of an EL “frontspike” at turn-on, in PFOBT, enabled a model to be proposed in which a significant
density of low mobility electrons reside in the device before pulse application. These
electrons may even pile up slightly at the anode. Upon application of a pulse, holes
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are injected and the excess density of electrons is used up, resulting in an EL spike.
This model also helps explain why ITO/POFBT/Ca LEDs pass so much more current
than do ITO/PFOBT/Al LEDs, although there is clearly much more to be understood.
A novel technique probing the transient EL in the vicinity of the absorption edge was
introduced as a technique to time-resolve the average position of the recombination
zone.
Chapter 7 looked at how pulses may be used to further elucidate the processes
occurring in bi-layer LEDs. Two series of devices were fabricated to investigate the
role of energy level and mobility discontinuities at the polymer/polymer interface. It
was found that the recombination zone position could be varied about the interface as
a function of the applied voltage. A new experimental technique to spectrally resolve
the temporal evolution of the polymers’ EL was presented. This technique was shown
to effectively monitor the movement of the recombination zone about the interface as
a function of time since pulse application. Time-dependent numerical simulations
(using previously measured mobility values) were performed on the device structures
investigated, and were found to be in quantitative agreement with experiment. A
method was also suggested to extract the electron mobility of poly(di-octylfluorene).

8.2 Suggestions for Further Work
In light of the results presented in this thesis, and the state of progress of other
areas in the field of conjugated polymers, I would suggest several possible and
exciting areas of future research using electrical pulses.
The role of disorder has been mentioned as a key parameter in describing the
behaviour of many conjugated polymer systems.
techniques on polyfluorene materials

1,2

Previously proven alignment

now makes it possible for LEDs to be

fabricated in which the degree of disorder is controlled. Such systems would be
suitable for experiments to investigate the link between carrier mobility and disorder.
Once such ordering technique (employed with success by Whitehead et al. 3) was the
use of rubbed PPV to align PFO for the production of polarised light from LEDs.
This would also serve as a natural extension to the PPV/PFO bi-layer systems that
were spectrally time-resolved in Chapter 7. Such a system would have an enhanced
mobility discontinuity across the polymer/polymer interface, and thereby help resolve
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the debate over whether the EL turn-on in bi-layer systems is dominated by charge
transport or charge accumulation at the polymer/polymer interface.
Similarly, progress made recently in understanding the significance of
morphology in polyfluorene blends 4, would make these blended systems suitable
candidates for experiments using electrical pulses. In the spectrally and temporally
resolved methods discussed may prove rewarding ways to monitor the transport
properties of these systems as a function of the blend ratio. In this way, it is hoped
that systematic approaches to efficient LED design may be achieved.
Finally, I briefly mention the prospects of fabricating a polymer injection
laser. Recent work from the Lucent group 5, has resulted in the demonstration of an
injection laser using crystalline tetracene as the active material. These results give
some hope to the future realisation of a polymer injection laser, although many
complex issues still need to be resolved. In addition, many more useful photonic
structures can now be readily made using techniques such as soft lithography, and
surfaced-assembled monolayers 6. I therefore suggest that LED devices using more
complicated photonic structures should now be investigated using electrical pulses,
for architectures designed to show gain. Further issues concerning the broad excited
state absorption spectra seen for several organic systems

7

also need further

investigation by means of the transient absorption measurement.

This optical

technique also shows great potential to investigate the behaviour of excitons and
polarons in the high excitation regime.
Pulsed electrical excitation of LEDs therefore promises to play an important
role in the future understanding of conjugated polymer systems.
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